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FOREWORD
\$

Theproposal described in this volume presents in considerable detail
a bold and challenging undertaking. Ivongly concur with the values, ideas,
and approaches which it expresses. The introductory statement, which in a
way represents a rally call for urgent action, again closely coincides with
feelings of my own. We are grateful to USOM for its kied and timely assistance in making available Carl J. Manone to work closelTwith us in d tin a
roPosalowritten from a Thal frame of refeance;--My gratitude also exte ds,ton Thais in the Ministry, and those representing other agencies' who
made sign 'nt contributions. The project as described is relevant, realistic,
the educational problems and priorities our nation
and representati
currently faces. In fa I deeply feel the proposal as wiRlten will prOve of conSiderab e value to other n ons of the world seeking more effective answers to
their mense educational problems.
The proposal is nowp omplete.- What is now needed are discussion,
refinement, and, abovt ail, a sincere spirit of positivism. We cannot afford .:%e
luxury of getting boggM down gn petty differences and details; and we must
not become too disturbed if we cannot. find all the answers to all the problems
immediately. With time -- and with good planning -- they will come. Innovation
is a venture into the unknown; it callifoiartedifil4hodicum of patience and
good faith.

We have heard much in the last decade about sectoral studies and systems analyses - and they make sense. I am most pleased, therefore, that this
proposal, which is both conceptual and concrete, deals with the-educational
problems of our nation in a sectoral, multi-dimensional way.

Irripiementation of the project proposal will assuredly not be without
its frustrations and difficulties. It will challenge o r limited resources, our
imagination, and our organizational-administrative kills. It will require considerable support from a number of external assists ce agencies. With sustained
and riselfish dedication,'with hard work and witho t fanfare, I believe it will
con ibute significantly to our Covernmont's unend'ng efforts to improve the
^ sod -economic conditions of our many millions liv ng in the rural sector.

b

The resources we can and we must mobilize if we can but muster the
will.

Bhunthin Attagara
Under-Secretary 'o tate for lirducation

An Introductory Statement .

.

.

AN URGENT AND DARING VENT RE
Throughout the world, but especially in the developing nations, we are currently
witnessing a growing impatience with the pace and dis' tribution of social and economic

progress. Thailand is no exception. Despite the achievement of enormous growth and
development during the past two Five-Year Plans, as well as during the beginning years

of the present Plan, much remains,to be done. Auiesome, disparities in income.still exist'

between the eighty percent o the people living in the rural.sector and ,thettwenty percent
working in urban' centers. But the disparities do not end here: Medical facilities, educa-,

tional opportunities, everyday living conveniences and amenities, avenues for trarispcirt-

ation and communiCation, a dpossibilities for social interchahge and recreational pursuit
all overwhelmingly favor the minority of the population fortunate enough to have had
accidental circumstance locate them in an environment of higher incomes, easier living,

and brighter light

/

Future pro ress obvimisly is needed on many fronts, The spiraling growth in

eversible. It will Conurbanization and industrialization in Thailand is irrefutable and irreversible.

tinue, and-it will challenge the nation's most creative minds to make certain that such

growth is imaginatively plahned and efficiently executed. Ho w4 evir, equally.irrefutable
and irreversible, at least for the foreseeable de des ahead, is the fact that as mciny as
four 'out of every five, citizens

ihe traditional sector and will be depending

0

almost totally on agriculture and agriculturally-related enterprises for their daily living.

And Thailand; so rich in its tradition of freedpm, independence, and compassion, will

have to open. the door of opportunity 'mop widely if these citizens are to en joy better ,

(

'A

64
.

!

life and discover a more pr misis g future. Bestowing upon its lowliest and poorest people
.

';,

a new respect and a new n easur of human. dignity through better and more relevant
an inescapable prerequisite if Thailand is io'construct k more egalitarian
education ti,,,,;.4

society and more open and democratic institutions. The task is ttowefingi it is_also urgent,

The growing, ominous gap between the hlves and have-nbts, both on international and
domestic fronts, cannot continue endlessly, ,Silence can no longer be construed as golden;'
patience has its limits and prec. ious time may

.

rimning out.

The compelling reasons of national investment, security, humanitarianism, and

simple decency demand that in the days and months ahead more ambitious attempts than

,

have been launched in the past be directed to improving as swiftly as possible the plight of

our rural people. The job, to say the cast, will not be easy. It will tax both our best minds
and our scarce resources. It will,call ford new sense of daring, more imoginatitie planningr
more innovative thought, bigger.and bolde fiction. New ground will have to be broken;
4

I

.

I new, directions charted. Some departures from the past will be required, for the_splutions
.

5

of yesterday, it is now quite evident, have been too slow and too feeble in attempting to
.solti**e the staggering pro' blerns confronting our striving,and rapidly growing population.

The fact that Thailand allocates almost cis much of its annual bUdget to education

(19:1 percent in 1973) as it does to its top priority sector, national defence (19.5..percent),
should constitute convincing evidence of the faith that Thai political and educational
leaders place on the power of the classroom, with or without walls, to shape national
los

destiny. But- faith alone, and even money, are not enough. Imaginatively conceivbd action

program's, founded on sound theoretical and conceptual.constructs, and balanced by

pray; atic and hard-earned practical experience! are surely needed: The program described e
-----

Y

A

in this document is that kind of proposal. It is ay ambitious proposal; itsvilii-is`high.
Approximately two, hundred Thais, as well as a dozen or more foreign specialists, have
I,

P.

4

0

contributed.and reacted to the design and development of the proposal over the past
twelve months. Additional suggestions and constructive criticisms, however, are needed

to improve and refine the proposal even furtheriThere will also be ci need for foreign
support by those external assistance agencies that have confidence in Thailand's future,
that possess the xesources and willingness to contribute to that future, -and that

after

study and d analysis of this proposal -- feel that the program as planned, or with modifica:

tion, is worthy of implementation. The Thais

c'

that is, a grouping of varidus RTG

ministries and agencies responsible for-educcztioriatlehtp in the nation

have taken

the lead in terms of initiative, leadership, and responsibility. Their hope is that other
individuals and institutions may see fit tdloin their effort.
The multi-dimensid nal project described in the pages that folloW, it should bi
as

emphasized, is both comprehenSive and complex. The shortcomings of our current

educational program in Thailand, both quantitatively and qualitatively, are seriousetd
costly. Hardly a weelegoes by without witnessing in the local newspapers new problems,

attacks, and crises. And the problems are not apt simply to disappear. Rather,
unfortunately, the reverse is more likely,to be true.' The problems, both in number and
,
in severity, will probably grow, Consequently, we must not delude ourselves into
believing that correction and remedial action will somehow come about automatically,
GM%

or that theymay come- about by means of minuscule efforts, scattered initiatives, or
simple, easy-tb-manage, short-term proje

s.

Elephants do not yield to sling-shots just'

as intractable problems do not bend bi ore easy, simplistic schemes.

9

*

The nation Thailand hopes to be in1980, 1990, and even to the wenty-first century

.

-

is directly hinged to the kind of education we now provide. Our

, our institutions,

our value's, and even our Unity as a free nation are inextricably tied to.what our...young people

of today learn, how effectively they learn, what they valtie, hourtlzgy feel, what they cherish,
_what they- are willing -to fight for.
ti

The proposal unfolded in the pages that foliow iurgent and daring, It has the
potential for being one of Thailand's MG! tproducltive educitiimal endeavors. It represents

,r

a strategy to achieve a fuller measur of ,self-reliance in the indispensable area of educational

.

.

action researc i and development with particular focus on the rural area, To transform it
into reality will require the efforts,and alents of many. In essence, it really represents an
open andphallen.ging invitation to' Thai leaders of rank higk and low, representing numerous
,

ministries, the mass media, and other agencies, toloin hands in a.common cause to uplift the
lives of millions of people in rural Thailand who yearn for and deserve a more hopeful.

tomorrow-- a tore orrow that is wi in then-lifetime. If we as educational leaders do not
champion t eir`cause, who will?
1

.1"

4

a

x iv
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Section I
.

SUMMARY DESCRIP,TION OF PROJECT

A. The Dimension's oiMulti-Dimensionaltsm
Descriptive Overview

I..

The goal of this project is to plan and promote an institutional.
.tD

capability within Thailand-to create, implement, and evaluate perpetual. reform and innovation in education through the creation of a

b.

comprehenswe regional action research, and development center.

The center will. be located in one of the rural areas of Thailand. Its
central fbcus will be the traditional.
i
sector and the rote education
can play in upgrading the lives of people living there.
The functions ofd the center will be action oriented; emphasis
ti

will be directed to practical. programs, skill. development, and applied

research. The center, which will be made up of several interrelated
components, will concern itself primarily with formal. educational.

institutions; but it will also give 0:0-stderabte-attenttnirtg noliforrnal
.

and; adult education and the ways in which they can supplement and

support formal schooling by .prgviding opportunities for zelevant life,

long learning.

(I)

It will reach out into the surrounding community,

UNESCO, LearningTo BeR, 1972,, p. 189. "Artificial or outmoded'
barriers between different educational. diaciplin.es,,cOurses and
levels, and between formal. and nonformal education should be
abplished; recurrent education should be gradually introduced and
made available in the Dirst place to 'certain categories of,,the active
poPulation."
441

4

I 'I

4.)

0

which will serve as an actual laboratory for *warning, in a-direct
attempt to relate learning-to living,- arid to the'problems and heeds. of

village -people:Major Thrusts

2.

The.center, in

sense,, will repres'ent a m icroaosm'of a. state ot

p

national-etlucational system, but With fewer '4functions and more limited

objectigts. It is planned as a pilot program which,. if successful,
.
could readily serve
a.
as a prototype, with`vpropriate
t

t

p,.

1.

k
.7

other rural regions of therhation. The yrojeCt
,
.

I'd

target ares.s:
..,..
(a)
-

aptation; for
concentrates on four keyc
-

.

*

,.

Elementary
Education (e. g., mirricultim revi.sion in all
f
.

.

1

subject areas,, instructional rriatexials, tests'and evalu tion tools)

.

Teacher Education. (e.g.) preservice an "nservice *ed'iacation,
7

(b)

curriculum content, methods OfEte7hing, instrwetion
11

t

instruments
and methods of evaluatIon)
.

v

materials,,

e.

i,

Adu lt and Nonformal Educatibn

(c)
e

(e. g., teacher trainink

/'

curriculum development, ..and nstructional materials related to funC.-.
.

i,

tional literacy occupational prepatilion, agricultural pursuitd, health

\

,

.

.

education, population education)

'

.

,(d)

.

fi.,..'
EducatiOnal Administration (e. g. leadership
trp.inin

/a
,.
organization and /dmillistration, supervision, programtZ planning
.

finance)
4
0 t

.

12

.

-

ing its various,stage9 of development, will be

The dpr

I

idecl by he fo owing criteria:
),,r

(a) Emp asis on e'

as distinguished from

tonal

quantity;
J.

sensible and produclve innovation; increased

(b)

ity

t take place without imaginative _change;

Direction aimed at a high degree of national self-reliance;
'(d)) Maximizatio
i5ilot-operat

ultiplier effect so that limited inputs in a

_potsess the potential for widest possible impact;

Fes._

(e)

0.
. Focus on activities
that are strongly production and timer

oriented in order to meet:- Thailand's urgent needs now for specific
and improved instructional mater41s, practices, and programs; and
(f)

Concentration' on educational planning -..and development as a

systems enterprise, broad in scope, many -faceted, youth- and adult-

/

directed, pervasive and life-long.
4..

Multi-climensionalism Anatomized

e s ems approach, called for in the /final criterion just cited,
in its simplest terms means a comprehe sivvptoject ma
a

13

up of

numerous,, facets.(1) Consequently, the project is multi-dimensional in
nature. To be 1110 i`e specific, -the project is:

(a) ,Multi-functional: It emphasizes curriculum revision, pre-

service and inservice teaaier training, materials of instruction,
administration and upervision, and research and development;
(b)

Multi-institutional: It focuses primarily on elementary

schools, teachers colleges, colleges of educations, and faculties of
edUcation at universities with elementary school training programs;
(c)

Multi-disciplinary: It deals with all subject's (e.g., science,

mathematics, social studies, language arts, music, art, physical
a
education, and health) that should be taught.to children of elementary
school age,;
(d)

Multi-focused: It places highest priority on education

provided through the formal school structureziat the same time,
however, it gives attention to nonformal artd adult education, which
along with formal schooling, provide a continuum tor lifeztotig learning;
(e)

Multi-jurisdictional: It calls for the cldsest edsperation and

coordination between the tlinistries of Education and Interior as well as
(1)

6

Ibi

, p. 15. 'New educational strategies must .proceed fraiman
ovri-all vision of educational systems and resources according to
their capacity to meet the needs of societies in continual change....
Under no circumstances shouNstrategieb be bound by the confines
of one single medium, one
of institution or one so-called
"s ystemic structure":

14

other ministries and governmental agenciet,which will be involved in
the roject;

4.14

40.

if) ',Multi- directed: It provides for strong centralized control

from ministry offices in the capital in such badic-areas as overall
policy and'priority determination, personnel And institutional assign-

ments, budgetary allocations, and general.supervision; at the same
time, it authorizes considerable local )autono y to promote and

ve, leadership, and responsibility

encourage a high degree of init
"-

rF

on the part of local personnel directly in field bperations;
----

(g) /Multi- ,provincial: It incittdes two changwats very directly,

and a larger geographic area in more of an information-receiving.

rather than an active participative role;
(h) Multi-seCtoral: It relates educational activities such as

curriculum development, materials selection, and preservice and

inservice teacher eduction to activities of other sectors such as
population education, health e wc,ation, agricultural production, and
'public information; and
o

(i)

Multi-national: It seeks the assistance crbther nations and 0

external assistance agencies in selected areas of planning, implementation, and financing.
5.

Emphasis on Totality

Multh,dimensionalism, of course, forcefully ixnplies complexity.
.

.

iJ

'

I'

0

LI

It also implies the ihdisperisable needifor efficient organi ation, smooth
.

.

communication, close coordination, and clviarnThe, flexible management.

Education, in modern terms; can no longer ,b treated as a conglomer-/
ate of separate, independent entities. What an elementary. sehool
student studies (curriculum), for example; ,is re ted to,what his

teacher teaciies (teacher training), and what mate

s he uses and

how (instruction0 methodology and technology).

sharp lines th4t.'

once divided fo-rmal eduction, nonformal education,, nd adult education
are fading rapidly. The n

name of the game is totality,. wholeness,

sectoral approach, and now, recently, interrsectoral approach.
The furidamental concept iinderlyirig the multi-dimervional
4

'approach is

G.

education is et. comprehensive and interrelated whole

.

.

__.--

.
that is un'der'stood most fully and redirected most efficieritly
when it is

'

perceived and'acted upon as a total

.

egrated system with lftcages to
4

other s(yitems and sectors. Too often projects have been handica?pped,
or even dOomed,, from the st rt by limiting their scope (fo'r
concentrating on :curriculum revision without giving attention to instruc-

tional 'materials and teacher training which are the chief vehicles for
,

.

p. 175.- " oday, it i no longer desirable eo undertake

educational 'refo ms in piecemeal fashion; without a concept of the
,to ality of the g als and modes` of the educational process, To find
out how to res ape.its ctponent parts, .one must havea vision o4
the hole".

A

implementing that revision) to fit the limited knowledge of the writer

or designer, to. coincide With the availability of funds, to facilitate'
management, or-to simplify evaluation.. By analogy, the diagnosis
,

and proper treatment of a specific human ailment, espe. ially if it is
,/)

serious, requ res a thorough understanding and study of the total
,

biological organism from both a physical and psychological standpoint.
To use a flirt ett analogy, urban renewal calls for far morel than tile

improVernent of;iiving quarters;'also required are measures of
,.

.

disea, e- prevention and cure, recreational facilities, educational and

,

rehabilitation opportunities, job, employment, and,, at base, a sympa-

/

.
thetic sensitivity to the feelings, values,
and aspirationsaof the dis....-

as-

ssessed and disadvantaged.

Similarly, educatiot, to be understood

and4mproyed, must 'be perdeived as a complex of numerous interacting

and interrelated variablesf constantly changing, that lose meaning,
per spec t\ive, and vital* rIvhen treated as independent e tities.

(See

Schematic B at en of Section.,r,
A case f\or fulti- dimensionalisn4 and p ogram simultaneity
related to eel

ational reform' in

on_teacher /education -- was recent

width particular emphasis
made y Professor John Ha.nseth:

,
"The centrality,'of thesystem
system of teacher education fox 7
maintaining or imp wing formal education in Africa
has been widely r ognized by visitors tdAfrican
schools.
Lip se ice is frequently paid by governs-merits and deve opment experts to the importance /

of the "multiplier
effect" which can,,potentia,t1,y bei
-,

\\

/
/

,i

achieved through investment in teacher educa-.
tion. (More recently, attention has been given
in a few African states to the possibility of
increasing this multiplierp.effect by devoting
attention-to the preparationfof teacher educators.) Since only a small percentage of African
children will receive more than primary level
formal education and since the majority will
continue to receive no more than the first few

years of school, there is an ethical and practical imperative to go beyond lip service in the
effort to provide sound, relevant', and increas-

ingly stimulating education for these tchildren.
As implied above, probably.the most significant
channels fortassisfance to the education of the
-vast-majority of school children in the developing African nations is through (a) the education
of teachers (including headmasters) and (b) improved curricula designed for primary schools,
including reparation and-provision of the class:.
rooT, instructional materiala,, teachers guides,
and background materials forteachers which
will give these curricula some chance'of making
a. difference. Radical improvements are most
likely when attehtfan is given to both of these
'leverage pOints simultaneously. "

r

,

6.

Limitations and Constraint's'

_

Education, with its fundamental objective of producing learning and-__
.

behavioral change, lies at the very heart of what humans really are,
what they might hopefully become. Unfortunately, it does not-le

itself to easy simplification3 acceleration, .or even alteration.

No

11)' John W. Hson, Enhancing the Contribution of; !ormal Education
Primary. Schools, Secondary Schools ,and Teacher
in Afri
Tram: Institutions, Over-Seas Liaison Committee, American
Co

10

cil On Educatil)n, Washington, D. C., 1971,1 laza 17.

.
----_____

,

matter how deep and threatening a particular crisis may be, and no
matter how urgent the demand for rabid, remedial action, education,
by nature, does not respond, effectivOly to crash programs and solve-

it-in-a-hurry schemes. Education ib an investment in tint; pay-off
is not for today, but for tomorrow. The design of the multi-di\ enSional approach described in this proposal, therefore, is not m e

neat, and ea0. However, limitations and constraints are required,
.

especially at ine start of a new projeat, to facilitate its management,
to encourage initial confidence and success, and to insure that all

available resources are directed in a coordinated fashion to clearly
defined, but lfrxiited objectives.. These limitations and constraints
follow:

.

,7

(a).

The major tafgei is the elementary school (not the second-

ary school or higher education) although adult and.nonformal educational approaches will be included.
(b)

The major thrust is teacher education (not higher ethic ion

or vast participant training programs), including improved.'sup

vision ad administration, as the fastest, most economical, a d most
effective avenue for upgrading the quality of elementary education.
(c)

The concentration is on rural (not urban) ,education

Although it is quite likely that many of the findings and4evelopmeirts

will have relevance to the urban sector.

19
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-

(d) The initial sbppe is a pilot (not national) effort involving a
limited number of institutions and people, and a manageable geogiaphic

area.

(e). The operation'is'phased (litt a "one shot", "all-at-a-time"
undertaking) with inputs of professional personnel and materials syn1,kw.

chr

ized with such factors as advanced administrative arrangements,

prior ties of objectives, preparatory research, and the orderly assimilation of new personnel and rsatefials- into the rocak situation and
Culture.

Broad-brush Time Picture

7.

The project, which is planned as a ten-yeb.r effort, will get underway with a limited number of Thai educational,leader-s and planners
0,

supported by a. cadre of non-Thai speciarists. Both the Thai and non-\
.
,

.

.

,,

?.

.,..

Thai components will grow numerically,,after the initial-planning and

research period, hitting
a peak profe,ssional load during the second.
. ,.
year. The phase-out of non-Tha!i per'sonnel will begin gradually during

the eighth year. By- the endjof the tenth year it is envisioned that

)

I

Thailand will have developed a viable indigenous 7regioilal educational/,

center capable"of administering to the multiiile axed vatied need of

r ral society. As the pro ect grows
and activities exp0-id,
continuou
.
.
evaluation will be called f r to assess grogressa

program modifications and re if:lions. T.6doubtedly,
,-,4

,

A\

kar0

-12

A

;-

"

ICA

.

nec'essa

ere ,wilebe the

,t

\
.

spin -off of new and potentially produotVe icte a.t.' In order to capi-

talize on the best of such spin-Off., project, policies, contractual
documents, and administration will have tos.be imaginative and reasonably open and flexible.
8.!

_

Unfolding the Project Schematically

-A diagrammatic
overview of the total project is presented on the
(
following page to facilitate study arid p.nalysis, in broad outline, of "

project rationale, structure, and direction which are descritiecrin
subsequent sections of this proposal.

(See Schemadc .0 at exii1,...of

I

`N.
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B.

SCHEMATIC: IMPROVING LEARNING G AN UNBREAKABLE CHAIN OF INTERACTING
AND INTERRELATED COMPONENTS

N.y

:4\

and approaches be
discovered?

Knowledge

Research,

How will better answe

and

THE LEARNER

Leadership,
Supervision).
and
Planning

How,

know to live a All life?

and
Societal Needs

Innovation

Who will
lead and
Inspire,

What doeshe need tfi). a

of
Individual

Experimentation,

a

Knowledge

(What arable factors
involved in his growth
and maturation?)

of

How does
he learn?

pild Growth
and
Development

.Educational
Facilities '

In what facilities'

Curriculum

What to teach?

With what equipment'''.

and

Content

Equipment

Trainers of
Teacher Trained
to Teach

Instructional
Who will teach the
teacher of teachers"

How to teach?

Methodology

Teacher Trainers
A

Who will teach
the teacher,

,InstructiOnal
Materials

Teacher Trainers
to 'Teach

and
Media

-14FTlicers

Who will
teach and

how

Teacher Training,
Preservick
,' and
Inservice

101111111,

Diagnostic
and
Evaluative
Instruments

With what
to teach?

How do we know
what helms learned?

15'
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C. PROJECT SCHEMATIC: A DIRECTIONAL MODEL

NATIONAL
EDUCATIONAL
OBJECTIVES
AND
PROBLEMS

PROJECT

FEATURES

AND

IMPLEMENTATION

INPUTS,

TIMVPHASING;
AND
FINANCING
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Section II

.

NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES AND PROBLEMS
4

The Role of Education.

A.

o

Education is

social institution which must be responsive to the

problems, needs, and d Apirations of the 'people it serves. It Must

concern itself with their social and economic welfareA.their right and

responsibility to participate in governmental affairs, and their desire
-

to live comfortable andiSeaceful lives. Education,. to be effective, must
1

be efficient,''blit Yt must .alsb be human; it must care.
The it.° yal Thai Government. CRT a.) allocates more of its Etnnuai

budget, 19.1% in 1973 to education than to any other sector outside of
p

national defense which amount to 19. 5%. Education is perceived as a

most signifitant factor related to socio-economic development as well ,

as to the procss of dernocratiiation. Appropriate education increasingly
is being recognized as a: prerequisite to success in other development

areas such as agriculture, family planning, economic growth and its
equitable distribution, and national unity and security. Relevant-educa-

-tion, in fact, is indispensable few the modernization and inatitationaliza-

**-

bon of .all national endeavors from medical Treatment and research to
computer 'techriblogy. To pUt it1/4,,anottler Way, -11-if-reliance and educa,

.

Lion ale inseparabV partners; pace and progre-Ss in one is directly tied
to the other.

-/ S-

,G-K
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/

Education in thailand .today, however, is not adequately fulfilling
the gigantic relipons ilities that have been thrust upon it

Despite

.

impressive achi.

ements, espeti,ally since the launching of the
,

V

4

Government's First FiVe-Yeaar Plan 0.962-66), many Pfoblems remain
,,.

and numerou4bjectives haVe been only partially satisfied. To make .
matters more serious, new problems, demands, and expectations have'
been piling fast and furfousty on top of old ones. More people demand
.

.

,

more and better education, industry
industr cries for better trained personnel,
'

,, 4

.

1

9

planning experts deplor'eo the tack of.correlation:Getween-the major!
tcs

.
field of preparation of graduat.s,.nd job openings,' ectintimis.ts
.

1

9

I

'1,
.frustratingly continue to cite the growing disparity in personal income
.

,..

between rural and urban populations, aneeverYone, at least
t it seems,
is deeply concerned about what the nation can and will aooaboilt
corruption,, and complacency. An,d edjicators themselves continue to

worry and work, seeking Better answers to the nagging, relentle;s
problems of illitera y, wastage, and irrelevantlignd imperthanent
learni
Faced with these problems, and many more, education must ,act;

it cannot escape its ihare of responsibility; it has a' central role to
play. How capably it plays this role will have a direct effect on

41r\
national welr-being, values; unity,, and ride. Toiplay,that role well
requires, from the
4

t'rt, perceptive planning, a.'dogged sense ofduty,

t

ir7

fit

an d the most disyerning judgement in dibtermining, designing, and
.

developing strategic program' activities that have the potential fot
ssi

doing the nation and it's people the' most good. Sli& pro,grams must be
founded; at the very outset,. on (1) educational objectives which are
nationally deter.wined, and (2) major .problems. currently confronting:.

the Thai educational system.
B.

,"

1

Souicdes of Information' and, Data
0

Before ° dealing sRecifically.with natiPnar objectiv4s .and prokserri
4.

o rces
,areas,Vis important to identify tht" principal do'currientation
,
for- information which will,J3e utilized, especially in thisipection$ but
,

.

-, alsoin ether "sectionsi of ihis doeument. 'The sourceb., selected because

of their taliahility and redsncy, area
>

Educational Developivent Plan,"197211.76, MinifferY ot
Education -ang4kok, 1971...

(An 804-page detailed description of Thai educational
objectives, -problems,' and prograrKts Iwith''a'plethora
of data: and charts, and with sriecific.referenee to
responsibiaties assigned tp individual 'sections and
departments. )
2.

tx

Io

°

Foreign. Loan andgGranf Retiuttements of the Ministry of
Education during the Third Five -Year Plan Period, 1972-1976,
Ministry of Education, BangkOlc,1971
(A 114-page document: outliningRizfindividual firojects
related to increasing_ bath quantity, and quality in Thai
educatigri. )
,o

4
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Problems on Rural Elerro,rtary Education,. Committee for
Peveloppent of Aural Elementary Education, Bangkok, 1972.
(A 12-problem highly deperiptive and down-toearth report to the National SeCu*ity Council
of the National Executive Council describing
urgent problems in That rural education with
^recommendations for immediate remedial
action.)
4. Education in Thailand: A Sector Study, Audrey Ward Gray and
Alton C. Straughan, Jr. , USOM Barigkokjta,p,
A.
-

1

(A 270-page research study, based on more

than ,9, 0.(p0 separate references to Tha l''.*",

(ducation presenting a cornprehensiv ,and'
well docurne,nted overview of education
in
.
Thailand.)
;

,

ThailandCP,ronosal,s, for Educational DevelOpment,

5.

NESCO,.

(A 47-page report outlining educational

pro acts and pre-investment sties considered

-\

,,i

esee ttal fOr,the economic and social development

\

,

of Th iland.)-

-.

,

\6.- TeaCher ,EduCation
in.Thailihd: Problems and Prospectee,
\
Edward I. Ke11y, Henry J. Hermanowic.z, and Herbert A. Smith,
USOM, Greeley,\ Colorado, 1971:
=

,..

-A:

4.,,

4::

-

0

'(A,122- page .'field survey concentrating' on' teacher
education.witb, suggestions for its Amprovement. )

The data and descriptive onaterial tosbe found in.th= varied' ocirces
eliy,

o

just cited are not always in ag eemeht. There obviously re statistical

.

,

\
inaccuracies, and inconsistencies; .howeVer,
th- y are
,

difference

\
Figures and data' for the mast Part, are
..

c

,

considered n t to-be serious.

...

in general concirrence; and the basic trend of thought in areas concern.
.
\
,.
ing objectivesarid problems is remarkably consistent. However, when
.

I

,

0

,

24
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\

1

1

itomes tOpolutions, approaches, and prioritis 'for achieving,
$

objectives and alleviating problems, 'differences are often t)ronduqced
1

and glaring. The prqgram activities described,with these pages
i

represent an attempt t glean some of the best' features and ideas fromI
each research study and to incorporate them, after extended deliberation andco saltation, into an innovative and fat-sreaching new project.
C.

'
.

National Educ tional Obe

\, The ma or emphasis of

es, -1972-1976

dFive-Year Plan was on

,

uantitative expa sion. The Thi
time pen. r

lve\-Year Plan, which covers the

from ctober 1971 to eptember 1976, while plating aogood

deal of we]. _ ton ex nsion, especially at the upper elementary and

adult education levels, gives highest priority to the improvement of
educational quality.

"Though considerable attention is bei placed on
ant-itative expansion during the\ehird we-year
pi n period, much greater eniphak\stha in the
pas Will be put on improving the edicienty, quality,,
and elevance of the edu-cati al system at' all levels." (1)

Listed below is a verbatim summary of the educational objectives
of The Third Tiv -Year Plan along with an abbreviated. notation.indi-cating

the extent to which this project addresses pach objective.
.

aft

(1) Ministry of Education, Foreign Loan and Grant Requirements of the
Ministr of Educatio durin the Third Five.-Year Plan Period
1972-1976, 1971, p.1.

"V I

1

.r

Educational Objective(1)

"To develop the educational system so
that it will play the maximum role in
social and economic development of the

Extent to which Project
Addresiies Objective
Major attention

country.

2- "To expand lower elementary education
to cater .for the growth in school age
/ population, and to expand upper elementary enrollments as rapidly as pc,:irssible
so that unive4sal compulsory seven-year
education can hp achieved by the late
19801s .
' - -4
.
3 - " o expand'setondary and higher education, particularly in the fields of medi.-'
cine, technology and teacher education
Igo that the country's futu,re manpower
requirements are met.
4- "To increase the efficiency of all levels
of education by reducing repeater,4 drop-out and failure rates.'
5- "To improve and diversify curricuhatnl.

/

at all levels, particularly in rara1 areas,
so ,that what is learnt Is more directly

Minor attention

Minor attention

Major attention
,Major 'attention
with emphasis on
elementary education

a.pplidable -to the future lives t4e, children
will live. It is desired that seconè1ary 'education courses should provide s dents
with a general academic background,,
whilst at the sam, time pre,paring.thein

F.

4k
a

1,

either for furthet education course, or

, .

for their future vocation.
6- tuto'iMprove the qualification structure
of fhe teaching force all levels.

Major attention'

'7- "To eXpand`and improve education for
rural development in order to.'attempt

Major attention

to ressed the wide disparities of incomes
between the rural and urban areas\and
'the agricultural and industrial sectors.
o expand nonformal education rapidly
accordance
h the concept of lif
long education. '

(1) Ibid.
26
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Moderate attention

p.
0

29

8

oN

S.

i
To'imeet the
,

stated bjectives in the pre ent FiverYpa0 Plan, the

\

Ministry of Education is seeking foreign leans' or. piglit (8) Orgject
...----

\

,,

$

'a

' proposals, and &plaits for, forty-three (43) mare for a grandtotal of

.

fifty-one (54).

(I)

It is significant to note that the Comprehensive, multidimensional project described in this volume gives major attention to
,

-

eighteen (18) ofthese separate proposalei, and moderate to minor

0

.))

attention to four (4) additi. nal.'Ones 'fur a total of tw,enty-tWo (22); or
.

almost half 'the total number of all-Ministry
proposals seeking external
.,
assistance, 1972 -19%.
D.
.40

INN

Educational Problerm Areas

at
'.)*

Problems can be a 'source of frustration or a source of stimulation.

.

They can sere, as a launching pad for corrective action or a terminal
of disgust and disarray.. This. project aims to utilize critical problem
areas as triggering devides to initiate urgent and constructive reform.
o

Specific poletts confronting the Thai educational system are
presented over and

err again in the resource documents listed earlier

.

.

'

in this section. They are also described in various conference reports,.
it

,

"%b._

speehes and written stat- ents by educational officials, and a variety
of resear h and investigative studils. They are spelled-42t most
eloquently, however, in first -ha.d field visits to rural ,schools, 'and in

direct, face-to-face discussions wi

-teachers, superv\isors, and
Ct

(1) Ibid., pp.18-98.

r

an ,

ni#rators Nvarking,in
remote areas.
.
=Skethed below is a representative overview ,43f

majority of the

major educational problerns facing Thailand today.4'

ist is certainly
I

'

not all-inclusive; it particularly f cus4 on thb proble atha are the
'chief targets of this project.
Summary Description of Educational Problem Areas
Youth and Adult Learners

1.

Qyalitity gplisidgrat,ions

- During th Third Plan, increase the number of students by
2, 200, olio

5. 9% increase per year) for a national

(

enrollment to al of 8, 900,000 by the end of 1976.

Universalize elem ntary education for.Prathom. 1-4,
+h.

especially in remot areas, .with particular emphasis oii
.

..

,

reducing dropouts ianeincreasinglopportunitiegi for eduCaticlnal.

.,

\

aC'cess.
.

.---

.

,

.

°

*

. 1
(19% enrollment increase RiariNne0 duffing Thelithird.
u

,

.

Five-Year Plan. ).

.

,

-

,

ExpAnd enroillnentE3 from Current 3 to 15 perceiltjevel fOr

Pratligin..5-7 to ;100% over thenext 50\to §0.'years.'

s

,

6'7% enrollment- increase planet_ id du '44 the Third

e:Year Plan. )

,

d

.
r
4
.0.

4114

P

r.

/

R

- Increase educational dp4pOrtunitie for adults (6, 000, 000 to
or 17% to 34%.f fictionally illiterate) and

12, doo,

out=of-school youth (1, 708,.000 eir 66t% of youth beiwee

ages.11-13 not enrolled in school).

(

(185% increase planned during The Third "-

Five-Year Plan.),
-

-Quality Considerations
- Of the children who start-Prathom 1, 10 fail to complete

Prathom 4.

The repetition rate for Prathom 1 is 6%; the dropout rate
C

e-

is 5%, for Prathom 2, the repetition rate is 16% with the
vast majority of repeaters an d dropouts coming frolrf rural

areas.

.

4

- Fort'y percent (40%) of the students Completing Prathoth. 4
f

.511,

cannot be cbrksi4ered fpnetionally literate.,
`\-..
\-------- .
- The national mtan for' repeaters, Prathom 1-4, is appriici.-

.

!

4.

ni.ated at 31%.

Wastage, in the form of elementary school dropouts and
-A

i.epeaters involves an estimate d cost of 289.,.rn.
13

annually (figures are for 1971).

- Officiary, there

.

.

ob

illiterates (17% of tots],

a/re 6U, inte-i)000
,

.. 'popuLation) in the nation; uno, Vicial estimates are more
r

than, twice this number {34% ()fetal pOpulatioti),
.29
N

Opportunit, Considerations

Per pp.pil recurrent costs in urban schools are at least 50%,

/

l
,bigher
than for the country as a whole.
.

..

- School attendance rates for a variety of socio-ec

mic reasons

are much lower in rural than in urban areas.
Over 80% of-the people live and work in.rural areas, yet oily
% of postgraduate students come froin.

Attrition rates between Prathiim 4 and 5 (70% nationally) and

,between Prathom 7 and M. S, (90% nationally) are much

higher for rural child

zrZthan

for those from urban center's.

Teacher qualifications, specialized -equipment, school
O

instructional materials, availability of supervisors
1

and specialists,- school enrollment size with its implicati ns

for quality education, and eirinronmental richness and reso rces,
with few exceptions, are considerably higher or better in urban
schools as opposed to rural ones.
Ai.

4,%,,,..,rtbn...ono,onb..,,/,0*Ov.,,bv

,

,

per annum are 'considerably hig
IP

areas than in rural ones where the .b

in urban

of the nation

children live.
2.

TeaChisig Staff 0

'Quantity Considerations

N, .

hicrease numbers of both certificate and degree level teachers.

4

4

(93% increase planned during five-year plan at College.
of Education; 55%,increase planned for all types of
teacher training institutions.)
-.EXpand postgradisate.programs

in edtication, at Master's

and Doctoral levels at the College of Education and its

-'

seven branches.
(73%*nrollIment increase planned during Five Year Plan.
Quality Considerations
- Employed huring 19171 in the elementary schools were 46,450

uncertified teachers (22% 1pf total, elementary teachers).
- Sixty-two percent (62%) of the nation

4

elem ntary teachers

Teaching 06Ctifioate or equivalent.

in 1972 posse

a .4;"wer

Only 15%

Ijigher Certificate, and less than 1% a

Bachelor's degree. All these teachers, regardless of type

of certificate or degree, require periodic inservice,trathing
cif -they are to keep abreast of the times and professionally
updated.

- In 1972 at the nation's 29,teache'rs Colleges, where most of the

teachers are trained,.,17% of the teacher trainers were gall
nondegree*certifieafe holders, 72%, were only at the B. A.
9

or,B.S. level; 1,0% at. the Master's level, and less than 1%
-

,

at the Doctora level.
,
.
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I

I

4,

IA

I'

- The vast rritajority.of teacher trainers at the teachers colleges.
t

,,

.
,

,are only recent 0recipients of. th01Bachelor's .degree, and as
.

1

'...N4
Thw.,..
1
6ach axle relatiVely inexpe,;Kiedce_..proftessionally.
1

.

In addition,

thiy are not Adequately tr'ainedfoif positions as teacFier
.

.
1. education
trainers. They. possess"
dnly.two years offormal
.
6

..

,

.

beyond that, of.many of the students whom they teach.

.

.

deozraphic Distribution Considerations- The number of available qualified'tea,chers is considerably lower

in rural and remote areas than irstowns and urban communities.
-

Teaclie r prdfessional qualifications, salaries, Welfai.e benefi s,
ana'Attendance are considerably lower in rural vis-a=vis ur an°

areas.
--'SuperviSo-rs and igiecialiOst instructional materials, and
opportunities for enriched learning eiperiences are fewer in.4
number and/or lower in quality in rural as opposed to Urban
centers.
3. Curriculum and Instruction

a

C41
41.1tecikt c,F11.13i sip roti2DR.
;

rt
fit

Isv

Much of the content chil,dren et4dir,i6 irreie;.rant and non-Useful.

It is Toorly rela 'ted to the environment, language, religiori,

and traditions 9f the local area.
r

35

Q.

- Emphasis in the..,,curricultim, especi Ily at the adult education
,

level, does not foctft adequately- o social and ,economic
jo`b opportunities, he Ith edtication), the

n eds (é.

.

indt clual's and the nation's numb r one priority.
.

nsively reviewed, refined, a

,po rrip-r eh

.

eca e has not been

- Curriculum , content in more tan

'updatecLin terms

of the acc lerating knowledge explosio And the step -`up in
the nature and pace of change . Conseq ently, new subje

ation education, rural economics) .are

an4 data (etA. ,

While outmoded and

still not included ir\ the curriculu

marginally useful info oration is still presented.
co

The curriculum, g

,is a standardifed, one -

y speaks

tracksystem designed tcipre,pare students for higher studY

$

.

(

even though ehe.vast rna4cilrity-wi
-

at the end of P-rathopa4-or Z. '.
i '.
..
Meth2dolou Considerations /
.

urinate their education.

'0-

r

J.

,

__

-...

- Ciaseroorii

.

S u e-h-r

\

not,s`,
.
e

'ngu

listerling,

s

rgetfinIg."

-'paSki

,

.

hwolesal:
r.
".

talkitigr-by the teacher with students

'talon

ists

tcr91yriany cases,

.

xercise produce's little pert9nanent learnt

behaviorral-dhange

ather it'promotes.boredom, Mac

or

attendance, and a gian waste of money, time,§and human

resources,

.

- Teaching method capit liz s only minimally on the atest
7z
findings of learning theokr and practice with th it stres/s
,

individual motivation, discovery approo.illies,/reitiorCeme

,measures, .probldm-solying and decision-Making techniqes,
.

critical, thinking, and emphasis on creativity, 'involvement,
_and interaction.

)1-

-

Methods of instruction fqcus too strongly on thepassing of

-

sts rather than on the mastery' of learning and practical
skills.
41.

Teaching Method and, materials have tended to emphasize the

-

..

,,

cognitive. (intellec
-.....

n
al) aspect
and to give much
, oearning,

.,\

less consideration. to the affedtive and psychomotor aspects

\

+IF

--,

'

I
I

'

which.deal with the highly significant dimensions of attitudes

.

.

: and mind-body-doordinateon respectively.
0

tructional Materials

\

Qii antity Considerations

=IP'

'instructional materials and medilA at theelementary,
f.

teachelr training institution)._ and adult educatio
especially in -rural a. Peas.

3

The most serious shortage - is for up-

skillully illustrated,

,

-.

I

(

soundly desighe

t

low-cost text ooks and teachers'
t

i

guides.
ta>

4- adults and out -of- school youth t
high interest-loW,

divillual

economic and social-we

Quality Consideratiohs
rar

tonal Materiate:

or the most part, textboOks..gnd

have not kept abreast of the recent re

'-.31-

"on

;:e due a tion.41,, ,,

technology (both in hardware and .software) in terms of
content, &Jllustrations, conceptual and production design,

format, utiliza

and suggested supplementary learning

..,

. ,,,,,

64`'actiktitiess.."'"'
s

even thOUgh. individuals learn most effectively through the
1

sensory experience of vistalizatiort, a considerable amount
,

1

of learning activitfresorts predominentty on.,the serise of
s{iurid

4

with often unit piessi e r esults.

' chalk and talk"

*

Lit le productive use,,-- generally because of lark of funds or

tr ining --t is being made d'visual media such as the ov_er head projec /or, amm. film, 35mm..
G

in imp, .wing teaching-learning p

es, .and video tape

- Audio-vi71 equipme t (hard are) Which is availab

s being

ack of effetive m'aintenan

der7util't ed be

ortage of specialized 'pers nnel wi,thadequate skills rr'. ated
specific use and application, 'excessive operational coats
lind

a minimum of relevant software (e.g. , tapes for the

°
sound laboratories, transparency
maste s for the overhead

projector, videci tape ,or appropriate. live. programming for
,

closed or commercial tel
Only negligible use, often b cause of lack of funds and/or

trained personnel, is being made of the case study method,
programmed learning (or some adiptation ofrit), and mass'.

media (radio, telesiision, and the press) in the instructional

process. Mass media, in partic.ul. can serve as' powerful
t

instruments in,both promolting and achieving national educatio

,

k objectives if properly c ordinated with pregrarn plan-

nine and implementation.

Current tests and examinationin
ori\ented and cultmrally biased,
C!

,

cttially

oring urban youth/ ortthose

mes. kurthermore, such

scorning from rich' or educated
ti

IGO

S

ny case are

.

teats ar% basicalry,-evialuative in natu

designed, to measure

tognitive.leayning as a prerequisite for grading, promotion,
csist

and scholarsthp VS

r
36

0

ce

s,

All too often:they are used as

.6.

,.
.
\ work. Tests
'an.artificial
motivator for study
and
hard
.

,

..t

1

-

and other.anaiytical instrurrientsle. g. , case study profiles,
personality inventories) that.can be especially usettil in
diagnosing student learning diffiOulties are rarely' used.

..

Leadership and'Surrvision

\

Quantity Considerations

.

.

,

.

.6

A
- At all educational-levels, beginning with the ru
ra village,
.
. .4.9
the, Amphoe, tte66angwat, artd eventually the central

u4
*,

-'

-

.

.

Ministry'
Offices in the 8apital,
..
b

adminiEitrators
and '4
--....

t

11

supervisors., with mo,r9,effective training,- are needed to
.........

c...."

,

,

,

I

0.

'011

cope with an educational systerfi growing rapidly Uoth in

(

numbers aid co
exyk:
'Co rfiplit
- As

,

.

%

education become.s increasingly complicated and specialized,
v

,,,.

i

,
.

more
and better trained specialists are needed to provide
..-

.

'

,

- t
s0 and
demonstratiou.

practiscal consultative-radvice,and/or
.

o

(1

,

teaching in such fields as micro teaching, sensitivity
training, grolipigynami:cs.and interaction, supervisory
' ;
P

1

concepts dnci techniques, administrative staffingYtudies,
-

--

the deveLopment of VAL (video-aludoillingiialWinje aterialis
4
study oa foreign langtiajek meth. ds in mall and _large
i

'0

,

/

.

14(4

h.

for I

.. !

.

1
.-**4
proce"suzes;ior,,
*'group ,instructidn, `plailagemerit trategl.ss,,.
. . ,....", a . 11,o
I
J.
I

"

°

..

.

-..

'. lic. /

a

o
improving decision-making, an methods
for the systematic
0

a

.

I t,

_41101

collection, interpretation, utilization, and evaluation of data.

Quality Considera4ns
- Since most of the nation's teachers work in rural areas where

administrators, .supervisors, ,and specialists are seldom
available, and since they inevitably will be faced with

situations generally handled by these.specialistay they badly
need varying deg ees of pre service and inserki'ce exposure
V

to practidal co

sea, problems, and techniques in educational.

.
adtninistration, teaching supervision,
:and guidance and
,

counseling.

- Short - term /workshops, seminars, and formal academic courses,
.1

the latter leading principally to advanced diplomas or degrees,
in the :fields ofeda'dational administration, supervi on, and
giTidance need to"be expanded and improved at`both preservice

and inservice leve
.

- While administra rs and educational specialists at the univerif

sity,college and Chartgwat and A#nphoe office levels require

sound theory and concepts, they especially need specific

skills and practices which are essential in their daily 'face-

to-face contacts with teachers, parents, and school
-authorities.

4i

- Administratqt4 and supervisors are tog fey/ in number to
handle effectively the responsibility for large numbers of
1,

schools (with all their teachers, students, and-parents) and

great expanses of territory.

N.\\

Effective leaclershiprequires more thorbugh and systematic
planning, data-collection and, use, intra,- and inter1 departmental 'coordination, and concerted cooperation

between administrators iNhe.;ield and central office
4

1per.sonnel in the capital,
a

6.

Fthysical Facilities and Equipment

il

\Quantity Considerations

More and better educational equipment, suited to local condi°

tions and budgets, is ne ,ded in elementary schools and

. \r teacher training institutions
to keep pace with the necessities

of curriculum reform, especially in thefields of science,

arts and crafts, agriculthre and practical arts. The last
two fields, which should be taught as exploratory rather
4

than technical, highly specialized experiences, apply

basically to the upper elementary grades, Prathom 5-7.

- Sven new teacher raining .colleges, including appropria-te
Rxed and movable equipment, are needed in various rural

reas of the nation to cope with the needlor more and better

42
I

39

teachers primarily at the elementary school level.
- Elementary de
7.

nstration schools, an,integral part of an

f

effective teacher training program, are required at each of
tft planned new colleges as well as at existing colleges which

are still without thdm.

- Additional elementary classrooms are needed to handle
expanding student enrollthents particularly for .the upper

elementary grades,
- Equipment and materials are needed for inexpensive production
an reproduction of a variety of audio, visual, and graphiC

arts presentations, textbooks, and other learning materials
that are certain to accompany curriculum reform. The
A

central goal here is maximum dissemination of relevant

learning materials at minimum cost.
- Building facilities and equipment are required for the construction of a comprehensive' curriculum development and research

center to create, revise, test, evaluate, and produce curriculum materials, in a broad gpectrum of academic disciplines.
Quality Considerations

3

- In the planning of new physical facilities, such as the seven
proposed teachers colleges and a national curriculum development and technology center., serious study and consideration
40

X43

-\

Aou'ld be given to the many innovative and sensible changes

that have taken place during the past decade around the globe

in the design, construction, and use of learning space. The
central ai\rn of. school building modernization must be three-

fold: greater function, better ecpnomy, and more Imaginative
aesthetics.
v
- To maximize learning
results of specialized equipmcint already

in the schools and colleges, such as television and sound

laboratories, more emphasis must be given to participant

training and the use of specialists;
-- As new elementary, schaols are being built, renovated, or
expanded (to handle more students or additional grade levels),
.even when accomplished mostly through 1pcal'sey-help

projects, new emphasis must be ,given to the size and design
Pf learning spaces so that they make possible and encourage
.

teacher and student activities called for in, the latest curriiculuria syllabi. New facilities, unfortunately, are too often

mere replicas of old'ones which in many wayi have their

7. Budgeting and Finance

Qtiantity.agd_Qtaliaty02n§iderations

- At the elementary level per pupil cost ranges, generally

44

.41

a

considered a significant factor rejated to quality of learnint
as wide as 1 to 6.
-E
Or

current op6-ration costs, particularlrinfluenced by teacher

salaries, are rising steadily each year. At the same time,
N

school enrollments are rowing faster than both national
income and a consisiently

h

h.rate of population growth.

In.Changwat Administrative Organizations (GAO) elementary

schools, which comprise 82% of all elementary schools in
411

the nation, implementation of the current Five -Year. Plan

for .growth in enrollme'nts, primarily in grades 5, 6, and 7,
will result in a 52% increase in the total educational budget'
for C 'AO schools by 1976.

(1)

-,Vast disparities in Changwat revenues as Much as 200 to 1)
o

contribute greatly to the reinforcement"-and spread of
elitism on the one hand and to unequal educa,tional opportu-

nities and to hopes of utilizing the schools as a major
instrument for shaping a more egalitarian society on the
other.

(2)

,

(1) Frank Farner, Project to Improve SchooJr-Finance Practices in
Thailand, First Quarterly Report, 1972, pp., 34-'35.

.(2) Frank Farner, Project to Improve School Finance Practices in
Thailand, Secdnd Quarterly Report, 1972, pp' 1'9-20.
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.0

f
ti

b.

4

Over 96

%a of the rural elementary school budget is allotated,

for teacher sateries, supporting services,*d welfare
,

cN"

benefits. Thus, only 4%, is available fov instructional

aterials,

uip(neht, and repair and maintenance servings.

- There irs dire need for the systematic and expeditious
N.
ollectio of essential data, and for trained personnel to
interpret/and utilize such data in an improved process of
decision-Making and polity determination..
8.

Innovation, Experime tatiori, Evaluation, and Research
Quantity and Quality Considerations

Edtrbation in Thailand sorely requires research in every

area and at every level. In fact, research in some form is

essential for the survival, let alone the progress, of alm

any instadion. However, the nature, form, and direction o
research must often vary widely from nation to nation, or
institution to institution, depending on its stage of development,

its resources, its priorities and goals. Too oft n in Thailand
research activity has fallen far short o fulfilli g' its potential

nO) -Some of the major onesfollow:
for a variety of reasos.
(1) William P. Fuller, Research for Education Planning in Thailand:
Comments and Suggestions for the National Education Council,
Ford Foundation, Bangkok, 1972.

4i
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- . It has 'been poorly coordinated, thils inviting duplication

,
.
of effort dn the'one hand, aria 'citscouraging
the.mobilizat

a

tion of resources
arid the sharing of findings on the other;
4

- It has been too narrow,' focusing too qften on hair-split

g

topics related primarily to university degree require*
.ments 63 the researcher's idiosyrncratic interests rathett
than national needs and objectives;

- It has been too largelra paper exercise dealing with highly
P

theoretical and esoteric matters, an / too little a prog
of action research designed to improve programs,
pot-cies, and people;

- It has centered too fully on urban problems and to

peripherally on upgrading life in the rural area;
- It as been too frggmentary, t o(diffuged, too limited in
scope and depth, and too ftibiguous and inconclusive to

be practical and useful
- It has not made effective use of the almost inexhaustible
supply of research from of

r cultures; that, with dis-

cerning selection and adaptation, Cb,uld have impressive

positive effect here;

(1) Edward J. Kel y, Henry J. Hermanowicz, and Herbert A. Sm)th,
Teacher E ucation in Thailand: Problems and Prospects,, USOM,
Greele , Colorado, 1971, pp. 96-97.
44
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4
4

.

- It haS hot fotused adequately on an evialuation of existing

programs and practices as starting points for deeper
s.tudy

It has been too subjective and descriptive and not sufficient-

ZPIP

,

ly objective and analytical;

- It has generally taken the.'form of survey studies rather

than experimental activities'and pilot projeots; and
It has too.ofeen been packaged in, forms that are too bulky,
.

bland, an_ d confusing to be very useful to busy decision-

makers and adrninist tive leaders.
t
In oriderto maximize limited and increasingly harderitto-come) -by
et

...,

.

moneta -ry resources?relevant

,

ell planned, and action-relate ,-1
.

.

pecific areas requiring such esearch are:
'search is needed; -A fo-w
0
. ---

/

-

_

-Failure and ineffici kie a rning , especially at the elemetary
/. .'
s chool -level;

-Tailoring the

r/riculum to contribute more productively to rural

income a &social needs;
- The adva

ages and disadvantages of the current 7 -5 organizational

plan -- and possible alternatives;

-Programs, activities, andmethods useful in improving leadership
behavior;: and,
3

Ih
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_

-

New concepts, specifications, schematic's,. and drawings for build=

ing better, more functional schools.
r

P

.
The worldwide knowledge explosion has brought with it a.n.?era
of

\ intensive specialization. To reap reasonable benefits from future action
.

and applied research, therefore, research must be conducted as a 'team
rather than an individual effort; it should, if possible, be related ,to onprograms and innovative pilot projects; it should focus on. results

that are fairly immediate; and it.should directly involve is; a re

arch

role, possibly on a part-time basis, individuals who are relat d to and,
responsible for the activity under study.
1

The nation's research capability must be improved;

ore and better

trained researchers are needed at all educational level from the program
planner to the plassroom teacher. Depending onthe i dividual's role,
naturally, the length and nature of training will var

Research must become more practical and productive. As such it
will become More respectable,-and with respectability there will m' ost
6

likely comw increased budgetary allocations.

.,

E. Of Numbers and:Navi"gation

The problem areas just presented may appear unduly imposing'and
far-flung. In reality they are

But careful study should demonstrate

that they also are inextricably interrelated. The project objectives of

a

st,

Or

.

next section, 'as well as the implementatton feci ture to be descijibed
.

°

..

'

11"

in success* sections, present.especific plah for confronting theSe

.

-

,

problems in a unified and simultaneous, as opposed to a fragmentayy
,

-

and sequential, manner.

One further word concerning the problems presented: some were
Substantiated by use of numerical'data-, othersC by descriptive narrative.
4

_-

Both seem quite valid. Certain activities lend themielves .best to the

language of numbers; others to words. And, despite appearances,

*,

verbal description, depending on source and reliability, can be every
0

bit as honorable and valid as statistics' and numbers -- and maybe more
S O.

Some-fascinating insights related to the.garne-of numbers were

expressed in a Time magazine essay, f'Of Imaginary Numbers", a yea
a

ago. A few quotes:

I

It... Imaginary number's, according to mathematicians,
are useful in figuring out such problems as, the flow of
air or water past a curved surface like an airplane wing.
"In ordinary life, imaginary numbers of a somewhat
different kind seem to have become even more useful.
From `solemn public offiCials and eager corporations,,
from newspapers, television (and even, some dare
say, from newsmagazines) comes a googol of seemingly
definitive and unarguable statistics. They tell us, with
an elkactitude that appears magical, the number of heroin
addicts in New York and the population of the world. By
simulating reality, they assure us that facts are facts,
-and that life can be under.stood, put in order, perhaps
even naastered.

5)
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,

.

.
"In almost any area of life today, the best
certainly
the most honest
answer to a request for figures would ,°
be: Nobody knows. But that makes us feel that somebody
has failed .his jOb; the're must.be a right answer, therefore a right answer is compasecl."

"If every statistic were regarded with (similar) skepticism,
it might well be found that many of our most widely accepted
figures are also, atr least in, part, imaginary numbers.

a

"Is nothing, then," to be believed? Yes
the evidence of
the 'senses arid the obFe'rvations of the mind,. but not too'
,, Many of the imaginary numbers'that try to provide proof,
How'many is "not too many"? The .computer is working on
that. (1)

a

,

1.1

Admittedly, therefoire; data utilized to confirm and reinforce,
4

problem areas, in'atrUe sense, represent approxima ions. Re-,

.

.

inforced, however with daily observations And sensory experiences,

that_ re vivid, repetitive, and pervainre, such data take on meaning

,

.

far beyond metre quantification; th"ey tell a stormy not only if "How much? I I
/
;

1

N

*

o

"Ilo7u
many?", big alga of.-1With whatibling?" "With what effect?-"
.
-

0

and "For what purpose?"

The real aim, of course, of utilizing nurribers, feelings, and

observations is to present picture that is reasonably valid and true,
The dataritedfill'this protiosal doithat; they highlight problems that

are real, imminentr'l.nd vast. They point the way fcir projects that
purpo-rt-to help the nation
(1)
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even if not in the:most refined and precise

Otto Friedrich, 'Time, August 2, 19A

,r.
,

-/ I
',,

.

,

.'.7

----if

--

1e
I,'

r.-

.,

,1

/

0

way. But, then the navi-gator* in setting the automatic pi

P
on his "A
slee/k

!'

,/

.
-Boeing 707 shortly after take-off from Don Muang Airport, points his
compass only in the general direction of Bombay's International,

Airport. On the .tbasis of speed, altitude, and wind and temperature
'

6

,

forecast's,. he has enough "data" (none of which isitotally correct) to

getthe flight started. Intermittent radar, radio, celestial, or

pilotage readings will.neessitate speed,bearing, and possibly attitude
,

changes, to bring the, plane to its destination at the stated ETA-

e of arrival). The longer the plane remains in flight,

(estim,,ated

the more refined will be the course corrections. Certainly, no one on
the crew, while still over the Indian Ocean, will be thinking about
lining up the plane's nose with the Bombay runway. (See Schematic.F.)
And so, too, with data and even with project design; we need enough

of the right kind of information and structure to establish from the start
1

4

sensible and attainable gtjectives, and plans and programs for achieving

them. With time,' cha ges and refinements wilt surely come. The
unexpected and unplanned for will happen. New and'better data, along

with sharper and More perceptive observations, will surface. If)
r...

project design, however, is flexible and dynamic rather than rigid and
/

static, it will utilize all these new inputs to forge an educational
4V

instrumentality that is ever sensitive to inevitable change -- and perhaps

more important, responsiyt to it.

52
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o$F. SCHEMAT.IC: PROJECT DIRECTION

... A MATTER OF LINING 'UP

yr

.\*
Section III
PROJECT OBJECTIV
A.

D

3,

Objectives: What the Project Aims to Do

This project aims ,to contribUteto'the achievement of national' t2

Ip

o

educational objectives and, at the same time, ta the alleviation of
,

national. eFlucational problems,. both, discussed in the piecedmg
seetio

It plans such achievement through the establishment ,of. a regional.

e

o

he ru ral

c-rfter to be located

tional action resedrch and deveropm

L

.

sector and to be directed to the accot.plishment of the

lowing objectives:

Curriculum and InstrAtional M erials

1..

.

.

(a) '490 reform,and modeernize on a pilo scale the entire elernen

0

.

schooleurriculuM (both.conte-nt andom= hodology), covering all subject
-

,

areas thAshould.be

A.

Prattiom I. to 7, and, iii ale

..

in rural :areas, to students in

t
er degree., to young children at the Ander-'
.1,

a

Emphasis must be p\aced:on,sna.king
the
a
.

.

curriculum more
living -in an

.

vant to the Thai culture ado he needS of-pepple

fault ral economy;

i

o

'o prepare, write, field test, produce, ;distribute, and utilize, '.
,

(b)

'11'

0

garten and preschool. 1.
.

ula "rl

.

v

.

--

.

a,

.in a elected rural pilot area, elementary school.(Preschool. plus Prathom
/

textbooks and-teachers' guides in the corricular areas of language'4
arts (Thai), Englishd's a leconcl language, social stuctie's (including

7

0

culturgi.and religion), mathematics, science, health and physical
4,

t

education, arts and clVts, music, and practical arts for both boys'
and girls;

(d) To design,edevelop, field test, produce,. distribute, and
util4e ina,tructional materials, both low-cost locally-made items and
modern-multi-me'd-ia, to enhance the teaching-learning effecfiveness of
the ,newly written textbooks which Will serve as. the foUndation for

implementing the revised elementary education curriculuin;
(d)_ To,study thegrowth and developmient of preschool rural

"children, in the approximate age range of J-6, and to make recommendations to the project Central Coordinating Committee (CCC to; to be
.?"

described Eater)' concerning activitiet'vrnaterials, and approaches that

can make these most impressionable years more fruitful;
(e) To establish an efficient and competed!tndigenous cagability

for continuous curriculum, textbook, and instructional materials reform
and improvement through the (1) training of a cadre of local curriculum

and media spe,cialists, textbook writers, illustrators, and translators;
(2) adoption of an organizational:and procedural approach dealing with
1*

all functions of curriculum development from content selection to field

-

implementation; and (3) creati,on of a permanent regional instructional

materials centeroto serve the spec'

1

educational needs of the sur-

rounding rural area (Additional inform on on this center is presented

56
Or

in the objec ive below.);
I

(I}

o create a model 'regional iinstruc onal Materials Center

(IMC) to stu y, select, test, evaluate, design, and produce a wide
variety of lo ally-made, and modern technological media and materials
(including ra lo and television as well as those indicated,in the objectives
o

above) that a
1

reasonable in cost and that are felevant to the lives of

learners from the preschool toadult level in rural Thailand. The IMC
would be a com onent part of the total educational action research and
development co plex; it would coordinate its efforts most closely with
b

curriculum work s and textbookkvriters in the field; and it would serve
o

as a rural extensid arm of the Department- of Educational Techniques..

The model center h4 pefully would 'erve as a piototype for the establish-

ment of other region I centers in a prOces,s of decentralization iesigned.
(I) ,to increase local i volvement and responsibility; (2) t8 develop

curricular programs ai d\materials more consistent with the speciad
,

t

Characteristics of a particular region; and (3) to serve as a rural experimental and mplementaion agency for the Ministries of Education
and Interior in B ngkok; and

(g) To de t n, develop, field test, produce,' distribute, and
utilize testing inst uments, both diagnostic and evaluative in nature,
correlated to.the new textbooks and teachers' guides which Ivill,be

w-ritteri for each sub ect matter area in the elementary school

5 '3
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curriculum. In addition, a list of recommendations should,be submitted

to the CCC bearing on testing reform required to satisfy more effectively
r.

L

a variety of educational needs such as entrance screening for higher
ethication, diagnosing specific areas of learning difficulty, etc,

Teacher Education: Preservice and Inservice

2.

(a)

To utilize on a pilot scale the new teachers' guzides and cor-

related tests and .kn

uctional materials, referred to in the 'preceding

objective on curriculum wid instructional materials, as major (but not
exclusive) source materials for revising and modernizing bit* content and
methodology of the preservt.ce ele

entary teacher training curriculum at

the university, college of education, aci teachers college located within
the proximity oi the rural regional educational:center,
(b)' To sponsor workshops, conduct demonstrations, develop
ppl9emeitary materials, sand provide consultative services at the
move -na

d teacher training institutions to improve the knowledge,

skills, an understandings of teacher trainers and teachers of teacher
to.

trainers;
(c)

To create a model regional Inservice Education Center (LE,C)

that will promote in_philosophy and action the idea
that life-long education
/
is absoLlitel indtspenable for all teachers whp hope to keep up to/date

with our tur ulent times. The center would make provision forhe

'periDdic re- Lycling of all teacher.s, teacher trainers, trainer4 of teacher!
I

58
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4
S

trainers, supervisors, educational s(pecialists, and administrators
who live and work in the regional geographic area. The IEC; 'which

wokbe

a component part of the total Rural Education Develq

Complex (REDC), would 0.) provide training xperten

teachers in the region dealing directly with the use
concepts of the newly designed elementary c

riculu

rich, backgrounds of these vet:bran teacherp in testing

St

s for practicing
nderlying

utilize the

tiring, and

evaluating the newly deyeloped materials; (3) serve as a regional
.

liaiSon.professional training agency for MOE an'd MOI in testing and

implementing curriculum changes and innovation, and in accelerating

the pacq of their national dispersion; (4) promote the systematic
practice of holding year-round inservice programs in a. rural setting
4

and in facilities designed especially for the upgrading of older*,and
1

more experienced teaching person el; and (5) serve as a prototype for

the establishment of similar rep4onal centers throughout the nation,'
with the accent on decentrakzation)° f educational, management and

e,

responsibility; and
(d)

To promote teacher, morale, job tenure, and produCtivity

by (1) studying factors related to terms of service such as salaries,
promotions, school and geographic assignments, incentives to com-

pensate for hardship or security-related Poitings, etc.; and (2) making
appropriate recommendations to the CCC in Bangkok.
El

1

3.

Leadership and Supervision

(a) To improve the professional perkirmance of educational and

community administrators, leaders, and supervisors whose job responsibilities are closely related to project objectives and activities by
involving them directly in (1) project pl

ning, implementation, and

evaluation; (2) seminars, workshops, iiternships and academic courses;
.

(3) reality-based experiences, closely related to theirjobs, that stress
problem-,solving a:nd decisiop-:making techniques; and (4) academic anci"--

field exercises. that focus on the acquisition of specific skills related to_
Organization, 'planning, data-collection and use, finance, staff relations,
4

etc.;
(b), To provide the leadership experience described above in more
intimate and intense fashion for a cadre of selected Thai leaders, living
and. working in the pilot area, who will serve as the Field Operations

Unit (FOU)., The FOU will be responsible for the day-to-day directiop,

planning, implementation, and evaluation of the project within the polccy

and organizational structure established by, the CCC to whom

report pertndically;

(c) To develop Thai-related vricul.a, materials, and Methods in
the field&,of educational adminiStration, curriculum improvement,

guidance and counseling, adult education, and community development, at

the non - degree, Bachelor's, Master's and Doctoral leyels, that will be
60
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4

useful in upgrading the job performance of present and prospective

s and supervisors;

educational. and community lea
(d)

To study and assess current concepts and practices of
o

supervision in the field, both at the practice teaching and inservice
.

-

levels, to experiment with impr ved procedures -- especially ones
that take account of the Bast cumber of teachers to be visited and the

relatively small number of superv-isorS'available, and to make recommendations for reform to the CCC; and

(e) To examine and evaluate the effectiveness of the present.
n

organizational structure, relationships, policies; and procedures that
exist between Ministrg offices in Bangkok and provincial offices in the
field, between Changwat offices and individual schools and colleges,
I

ss. between the teachers colleges and the university, between the schools

and the community, etc, Efforts must be initiated, and recommenda'Lions submitted to the_ CCC, to improve educational. administration at

all levels and in all functions with special emphasis on the process of
,decentralization whereby broad policy determination and educational

direction are strengthened at the national. level, and responsibility for
and pa rticipatioh in ongoing operational matters are entrusted to

regional or local officials,
4,

Adult and NonfOrmal Education

(a) To make an inventory of the instructional. materials and
'
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activities now availab e to out-of-school youth and adults, to assess their

appropriateness and uality, and to make needed reviions and/or develop
new materials and ctivitieswith particular focus on literacy attainment,
,,.topics of adult' inte est (e. g population and health education), and socio,economic needs;
(b)

/

To m ke recommendations to the CC-C/ in conjunction with the

objective stated above, concerning curricular ch nges and materials,
particularly suited to adult and no.nformal educa on, that should, be included as integral. parts of the formal school program; arid
(c)

Tot broaden the training of teachers and teacher trainers by

(1) inculcating the concept that all teachers are not only instructors of
children' but lso of out-of-school youth and adults; and (2) including the

§11s, knowledge, and attitudes required for teaching older people in
both formal and nonformal instructional activities.
5.

Physical° Facilities and Equipment
(a)

To conduct workshops and seminar

---formal
and to offer
-

courses, in school plant planning (including fixed and movealk

quip-

ment) directed to school administrators and co n a.rn.
\
unity leaders, with
,

the objective of--11) heightening their awareness that the way schools or
.

colleges are designed and"1:;uilt has a most direct bearing on how teachers

teach andhow effectively learner§ learn; and (2) teaching thitn.specific
skills related t6 learning space eoriC-eptualization, design, construction,
'62

utilization, and management;

(b) To involve diredtly selected educational administrators and

leaders, as opportunities present themselves, in a close werking
relationship with school architects in writing forward-looking educational specifications for modernizing old physical facilities or designing
new dries; also, to provide' practical experiences in planning modern
educational rog,rams to accompany the new facilities; and
.

.(c)

o make recommendations to the CCC concerning policies

and practices that are needed to make educational facilities and equip.

Ment more functional, aesthetic, and economical.
6. Innovation and Research

(a) To provide direct on-the-job training for educational

leaders, writing teams, job interns, teacher trainers, and selected
teacher trainees, who may be associated with the prpject, in the

development of research skills, experimental materials, logical and
systematic thinking, and interpretation and applicatiqn of findings; the

foci'of the research, which will be basically of,an action and applied

nature, will be the five broad educational objeCtives described earliei
in this section;
(b) To introduce, often from dther nations, and applY1 here
,.
" with appropriate adaptation the most .promising6innovations, techniques,
1

and,materials in selected specialized area of education s ch as
63

sensitivity training, micro teaching, institutional evaluative criteria,

t

small and large group instructional methods, visual-audio-lingual
,

4

O

.

Language' study approaches, and the use of video tape. in improving both

teacher training and Supervision;
(c)

To explore and experiment with more effective ways of

utilizing mass media (radio,. television, and the press) more fully in
f.

meeting stated educational objectives;

(d) To develop research unit materials to be utilized at all
levels of teacher training, but with varying degrees of comple ity, to

instruct trainees in the use of practical research skills in their every..

day professional lives;
(e) T'o

plan the development of a vastly e panded regional

professional multi-media library which will be part of the WC; the

library will provide the professional books, films, tests, slides,
trans,parencies, etc. for use by the curriculum writing teams, and will
provide. source documents and prototype materials for,teacherS, course

designers, and educational inn,ovators and researchers; and
(f)

To promote as an integral featuze of the total project a

,uniied and well coordi ated regional research capability bolstered by
I competent leadership,

)ined staff, adequate library, fuRCtional

facilities, and supporting budget, to ensure that curre4it and future
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innovative activities of the REDC will have a sound and permanent re-

search base.
B.

Resources, Demands, and the Twelve Camels

The project objectives just presented are sweeping in scope, stet
interrelated in nature and, function. They take cognizance of the'fact

that what people learn, and how Well, is the essence of what is called
the "curriculum", and that the curriculum Will hardly change without
concomitant and continuous change in preserftrice and inservice teacher

traihing, instructional rna,sterials, ,leadership and supervision, facilities

and equipment, and experimentation an research. Yet, all this isa

large order. To do all things to all people at one and the same'time is
out of the question. Like the near-hblpless camel driver

o, lost and

isolated with twelve thirsty camels and one barrel of wat °elf in the midst

of an endless cieser, decided to shoot eleven camels and try to make his
way out with the remaining thirst-quenched one. Difficult decisions must
-111-

be made. (See Schematic C.)

Limited resources, thinly spread, in whateyer- name, is almost,
always an exercise in futility. How, then, do such resources confront

massive needs and make a difference? How, in other words, does one
'get the most mileage.fol- his inputs? To be brief, even' at the risk of

over-simplification, focus will be directed to four sides:
.
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1.

The NUMBERS side:

First, it is essential to secure critical financial and demographic

data that are current as well as projected severaldvades into the faiti
Planning surely requires some rough estimateof how many we are plan.:
ping for, and how much money and other resources we are likely to have
available. To the educatiOnal planner, thq few figures and prqections

,

presented below are sobering and inescapable.
(a)

Latest demographic, data indiscate that Thailand's population
.41

in 1972 was in excess of 38,600,000 people.- At current rates of growth
(estimates' vary from 3. 0% to 3. 6% per year), the popukatison will double

(a 100% increase) in approximately twenty years.
(b)

The school age pop4ation, covering ages 5-19, was about

\

14,000,000 in 1972; it is estimated that it will be kn ex ess of 21,000,000
,

.,

by the year 2000 (a 50% increase) on the most hopeful assumption that the

national\fertilityrate will be halved in thirty years. Estimates based on
,

..

current fertility rates for the same age group, 5-19, range in the order
of ,.0,000,000.by the year 2006 (a. 114% inci\ease).
(c)

Public spending for education increased from 1,550 million

balit (14. 5% of the Central government budget) in 163 to 6,042 million
baht (19. 1% of the central government budget) in 1973, .an,av,erage increase

of 14.6% per annum. At the same trine; the Gros's Thomestic Product
6
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increase has averaged between 9 and 10% per annum d ringithe
time period. The percent of GDP allocated to public fexpenditu.'
education rose from2. 6% in 1963:to 3. 5% in 1972.
(d)

Inflation, price rises, and living costs averaged a out

2/(1'

1

per year over; the past decade. In terms of future projectionh, infla ion

can be expected to rise above current leVels in the light of a ariety; of
national and international economic developments that were transpiring
'during the latter months of 19.72 aid the earl' months of 19
(e)

trend toward plateauing in national _expenditur s for educa,

tion seems o be developing.during the course of the currenii five-year
plan, hover ng in the vicinity of 18 to 19 percent. In terms of the needs

and denj -ands of other competing sectors, it does pot appear likely that

national expenditures for education in the decades ahead will vary more

than a couple of percentage point, more or less, from current levels.
(f)

1 isparitieain cash income betwe n urban and rural families,

especially between families living in Bangko and those living in the

Northeak, are sizeable average ratio of 5. 6 to 1) and, despite GDP
One result of such disparities is a rapid
increases, continue to grow(1)
.
growth in rural emigiation_and a. correspondin population growth in the

(1) Edgar C. Harrell.,\ "The Employment Problem in Thailand", Office
of Program, The United States Operations Mission to Thailand,
Bangkok, September 1972.

6J
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B4ngko metropolitan area estimated to be in excess of six percent

70)

arnually, double the national' average.
2.

The CONDITIONS sic1;

-Planning productive national programs calls for more than

critical data; underlying assumptions are also needed, and they

a

presented in Section IV that follows.
3.

The VALUES and PRIORITIES side:
,

1
,

.

Facts, "f they are valid and reliable,'are basically non-debatable.
I,

t

Assumptions, (however; along-with concepts are debatable. 'They form
g

the cornerstone of any actionprogram, and they call,for value judgments
that unmistakably reveal what we percei've to be important -- and how

important, what or who should come first, what is worth sacrifi5ing for,
.---

and where and how our efforts and resources should ,befriected:

Section V presents a series of concepts, involvin values anti prioritieS,
which serves as a rationale fdir the project.
4. The ACTION side:

Section VI and the emaining chapters present a detailed descrip;

rion ova
*assu

ensional project, founded on a series of stated
ons and concepts, addressed to the achieverrientof educational

obje'c'tives and the alleviation of educational:problems, and deSigne-d

accelerate the pace of national socio-economic development.
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Section IV

ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING TH PROJECT

To achieve the educational objectives described in the previous
'"section, and to do so with a keen sensitivity to the ubiquity of limited
tbs

national resources and mounting personal demands, calls foF a seeor

basic assumptions. Such assumptions, coupled with a series of conceptual guidelines, determine the breadth and depth of the project's
foundation Which, in turn-, determines the height to which the project

can aspire.
A.
0

I.

Assumptions

It is assumed that the national educatioAial objectives as stated
in the T1iird Five -Year Econorrii.c and Social Development Plan

P.

are sensible; realistic, and deserving of urgent action.
2.

It is assumed on the bails of the Five-Year Plan and the Annual
Budget tliateducation is consi'd'ered one of the nation's most .

signifiCant sectors whose effectivenessis inseparable Horn
national development and progress:4
3.

It is assumed that relevant education, in its many forms, is
indispensable

the preservation of cultural heri,tage, respect

for royarty, tranquility an

ecurity, and the

culcation of

religioub -and traditional values.
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4.

It is assumed.that change iR ineJ\itable- and inescapable, that educa.

tiOn represents the nation's basic instrumentality for nurturing
ind'ividualt'Who can effectively cope with it, and that the. survival
and growth of our society. as a whole epend.on how we help to

shipe as well as respond to it.
5.

\

It is ass,umed that the pace-of our nationa march toward a more
participative democracy will be governed 4 rectly by the speed

with which the educational, process is able to roduce an egalitarian
'society made up of independent-thinking, sofie Ey-responsible,
0

self-directive, and mature individuals.
6.

It is assumed that.education must be diversified

orm, content,

and approach in order-to be responsive to varied natt nal manpower
needs. It must help to develop more fully,human resou ces at the

professional and highly technical level, the middle manpOwer and

Level,'and the village agricultural level.
7.

It is assumed that national progres requires the constructive
'contributions of all ministries, and that education, to be effective,
must actively relate its 'plarining and efforts tot.those of others. Of
course, tuiis assumes effeCtive mobilization of resources and
coordinatiOn of efforf.s4ithin arid 'among-the various'departments

of the Ministry of Education itself.
tis.

It is assumed that education in its many dimensions.must be

indig nous to the Thai culture. At the same time, it is assumed'

ti

that duration is made up of numerous *universal. characteristics

that are common to many cultures; national educatio al deVplop-

ment can be accelerated, more efficiently, by 'the d scriminating
b

selection, k,ntroduction, and.adaptation.of education l concepts,

practices,, and materials derived from other cultu es.
9.

(14 the broad Eield

Iris assumed that deepite remarkable pr 9gr as

of education, especially during the last two de ades, formidable
problems and towering tasks remain; th'esu ce,seful confrontation

of such problems 'arid tasks calls for crea ve and innovative
,approaches beginning on a pilot basis,

en serving as prototypes

for national dispersion with provisio for regional refinement and

adaptation, and eventually leading o culturally-rooted institutionbuilding.
r0.

It is assumed there is a real seise of urgency attached to upgrading
othe quality of ducation, partiCularly in rural areas, during the

current Five- ear. Plan. If is also a sumed that improving quality
is a most complex task that does not r adily lend itself to crash

'

schemes and fast answers. It is assu-m d further, therefore, that

programs to raise quality loserve the ht hest priority in terms of
timing and the' commitment of resources,

d should, from the

start, be envisaged as ilong-terrn projects ith progressively
75

,,7.1.

accumulative pay-off.
11.

It is assumed that because of a burgeoning population, commitment

to the democraticlihic, the 'values inherent in exercises of direct
participation
anfA involvement, the principle of keeping the decision,

making process close to the people to be affected, and as a, check
and balance mechStism to the constant enlargement of bureaucracy,
now ipproache must be_expl-Ored, and now efforts mAde to dtscoVer
.

mOre efficient
I.

ye of detqntralizing administratiye re ponsibility
.

surate authority.

Matched by co
12,

N-

It is assumed t

k
o

the RTG will commit national input{ ansietent

,

with the objectives desired, in terms of required funds, high qucality
personnel, and-Material to the project deAcribed in this document to
ensure its successful lau,neiling and its long-term viability.

13.

.

It is assumed that considerable assistance from other governments

,

and external assistance gencies will be needed, especially during
the early years of the p sect.,
ect.,
IA.

It is assumed that the conceptual guidelines presented in the next.
section, along with the assump

s cited here, provide a founds-

tional -framework for project structure and design. (See Schematic B.)
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B.

SCHEMATIC: THE HEIGHT OF A PINNACLE IS DETERMINED
-BY THE BREADTH

OF

THE BASE
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Section V
CONCEPTUAL OLUELINES,AND SUPPORTING RATIONALE

The conceptual guidelints presented in this section are framed
as a series of pointed and project-Triented assertions backed by sup,.
porting rationale. By clearly identifying priorities, emphases, and

values they give the project sharper and more definite foals.- Selected
charts and' illustrations are provided to dramatize more pronouncedly
facts and figures that are deemed of consequence.

Creative, yet realistic, conceptualization is at the heart ,of any
Q

productive program., Project "pacicaging. is Important, even essential;

yet it is the realm of strategies and ideas that serves as the real
creators and sustainers of effective action.
,

'A. The Concepts
ar,

CONCEPT A': Elementary Education Priority,

Elementary EducatiOn which is the basic and sole form
of formal Schooling f o r the vast maliority of the nation's

youth, and the foundational learning program for
°

all students continuin to various forms of hi her eduCa-

tion, should receive the highest educational. priority
during the 1970s.

?: 3z

itAskv.k--

e

0

Rati

Student Enrollments
In 1471, eighty -eight (88) out of every a h e-hundred (100)

siudents enrolled,in an educational institution, at all levels, were in an
/elementary school. (See Chart 1.)

(b) Teachers.
16-

In 1972, eighty -one percent (81%) of the nation's total stipply

of teachers were employed in elementary schools. (See Chart 2.).
(c) Schools
In 1972, there Were over 29,,000 elementary ,schools which
amounted to 90-95% of ail schools (secondary, technical, trade,

business, college,.and university) in the entire country.
(d) Costs
In 1972, the highest single line (tern in the national budget

was for elementary education; it amounted to 2,747'million baht which
was 9.5% of.the total national budget, or 50% of the total educational
tl

budget.

(See Chart 3.)

.4

(e) Cost-effectiveness
A careful research Study, conducted in Thailand in

9

revealed that the highest cost-benefit ratio exists at the eleme ary
level as opposed ,t6 other levels of iduction. (1)
°

(1) Mark Blaug, The Rate of Return to Investerient in Education in
.Thailand, The Ford Foundation, December 1971.
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Dr. Boonsom Martin, Deputy Minister of Education, in a
recent speech on "Education to Meet the Needs of a Changing'Society",

cited frankly some hard facts to bolgter his plea for more learning

effectiveness at the elementary school level, especially in rural,
regions.

"Elementary education has reently been a topic
of news to the effect that it is sustaining a wastage
of 300-600 million .baht yearly because of,large
numbers of repeaters,, and because high percentages of children who have completed Prathom 4

rural schools still lack literacy.... Children'

1''ho.have completed four yea's of elementary'
education and are still illiterate are usually those
who come from rural schools which have tnstiffiolerlt
learning materials because of parental poverty. An
ddditional reason for this illiteracy is the tremendous',work load imposed or'the teacher who is
expected to be able t9 teach efficiently six to eight
subject areas. It should therefore be considered
appropriate to invest an additional amount, beyond
current spending (almost 3,000 million baht per
annum), of 5, 000-6,000 million baht yearly to '
provide instructional materials and suppler, equip-

'rnent, textbooks, references, and libraries in these
disadvantaged elementary schools to improve their
quality. This new investment should also give high
priority to the upgrading-of teacher quality 'and the
expansion of suprvisory services "(1)

(f) Learning Results
,One of the most prOminent themes making its mark'in the
,
recognition
of
current educational world centers on the growing
(1) Boonsom Martin, "EducatioU to Meet 'the Needs.of a Changing,
Society", A paper presented 'to the Education Society of
Thailand, Bangkok,' February 15, 1973.
89
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the Power and importance of leaiming potential during a child's early,

formative years. In the United States,today, presehool, kindergarten,
and early childhood education, encouraged by nationally-financed
.c.-

"Head Start".programs and the nationally televised children's prograM

"Sesame Streer,,,is undergoing rapid growth and both intensive and
extensive experimentation and development.

(g) A Learning Society
While a society's progress stirely d,epetads on a nucleus of
highly trained manpower., it just as -surely also, depends on a broad

base'of caizens who possess (L) at Least the rudimentary skills required

for life-long learning (reading, writing, computing, thililking, planning,

acting); (2) a political awareness related to governmetal\ativities
9

and procedures, especially as they apply to the local levnl; aria3) a
social:sensitivity to people, neighborliness, and mutual. respect. Except-for a few die-hard extremists in favOr of completely de-schooling learning

activities, almost all societies of the world are giving the highest priority
to basic, elementary education for as many of their people, and for as
Many years, as fheirt.resOurces can afford.
(h.)

Centrality and Complexity
John Hanson in describing the school. scene in Africa spared

no,Words in highlighting the crucial and complex dimensions of elenmtn-

z

tary education. Much of what he writes has implications for Thailand.

j
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"Discussions of edUcation in Africa hich fail
to come to t- s with the problems hich conary schools are frivolous. It is the
front
mary schools which consu e by ar the
largest proportions of both e cad.. n budgets
and private or local contribu tons t. education;
it is the primary schools `w ch se ve over
ninety-five percent of the chool p pulation in
Africa; it is the.primary chools hich will
vide the only forma-I ducatio which most
the youngsters in Af ica will ossess; and it
is the primary schoo which pr vide the largest
single market for w ge employ ent of educated

Yu/

personnel in Afric Unfor unately, the pa St
decade has seen ore attentio devoted to the
problems'of se ondary and hirg er education,
probleos whi are by cow son relatively
easy Able toi handle. "

CONCEIT B: Rural
In an

ew educational

s ecial em hasid

ahoul be directed to the u al sector where most

of, the, nation's people work and live, and where

str king disparities exist between their standard

9

lying and that o their fellow countrymen
tn in urban

nters.

Rationale

el and Em lo merit
eighty- five percent (80-85%) of the nation's
(I) John Hanson, op. c

,.

OP
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a.

population reside in rural areas a-nd: make their living through agricul-/

ture and agriculturally-related occupations_ For the foresdeable future; .
Thailand will most likely remain basically an agrarian economy.

(b) Income Distribution
Per capita annual income averages about Baht 3,800
(US$190.) for rural Inhabitants; a erage per capita -income for city

dwellers is estimated to be six time as great.

(c) Ph sical and Social menities
In terms of 'medical ervices (Half of Thailand's 3,500
registered doctors p-ractice in 13angkok. The ratio $f doctors to people

in rural areas reaches as high as 1:70,000.), electrical' and water
fa'Cilities, quality' schools, reasonably paved road, .comfOrtable housing,

and cultural and recreational opportunities, the advantages lie over.
witelrningly on the urban side,
(d),

Teache'r Training Institutions

The key'to more effic nt learning is more highly qualified
D

teachers, and the key to more highly ualified teachers is the effective,.
,

s

nft-ss of teacher training programs an where theyare ,located.

\_,

1.2oca-

tion is significant because even elei-n ntary logic dictates that a teachers

college located in an urban area can ardly train in a meaningful way

young teachers the skills and realiti s needed-to work with chil4en ;and
adults living in remote villages.
92

Y t, twentytone (21) of. fokity'-nine (49)

4.

existing a d proposed teacher training institutions re located within
(See Chart 4.)

125 miles of Bangkok.

The ten new teachers, c91.1eges

proposedby the Ministry of Education for construction
during
I
.

present Ffve-Year Plan will all be located in rural areas,. Four of
.

the ten were opened dttrink 19
o

(e) -Modernization and., Change

-

Relent impress'ive research in developing countries
100

indicates that formal. schools have greater impact upon the formation
of modern attitudes, such as a 11 opertness to new - experiences like

receptivity td ideas on family,planning, disease prevention, scientific

agriculturq, and dietary importance, than any oth'r contemporary,.
institution. (11 The research emphasizes that even nadequate ele-

'mentary schools fulfill, in varying d grees, this ro e of-tVpdernity
and change-amenability although results are genera Cy difficult to
quantify, and for that reason are often overlooked.
'4F

CONCEPT. C: Quality Stress
4),

While stAdent enrollment expansion and compulsory

attendance 'extension are neiCessary and even vit 1

their importance and impact are measured direct y ty
.
.1,

(1)

,

,

r

'

.

Alex Inkeles, "Participant Citizenship in Six,,Developin Countries",
December
The American Political y5'jcienCe Review, 'Vol, 63, No
1969,-pp. 1120-1141.
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the effectiveness. `f student learning, and that

I

Or

constitutes educational quality which should be

constantly stressed in any new project.'
Rationale
(a) Qkantity-Quality Balance

t'

The nation is rapidly approaChing full, universal educa-.
tion at the Lower elerhentar-y (Prathom 1-4) level, 'yet about sixty -five

percent (65%), or two out of every three students, end up as drop-outs,

repeaters, or illiterates (the loss of the ability to read -within about
one year after leaviRg'Prathom 4). Educational plans, now under way,

call for eventual
universal enrolimentat the upper elementary level,
4
J

A

Prathom

even though there'is ciansiderAle uncertainty as to the

curriculum and instructional materials that will be most appropriate.
(b)

Costs

In 1971, the estimated public costs for dropouts and

repeaters was close to 300. million baht. The costs for providing .a
minimum of four years of schobling for the '40% of lower elementary
students who failed to read Whte-Certainly much higher.

he expenditure

of a coneiderable portion. of the otal'ele,mentary school budget was not
yielding results ,cornme'nsurate_w-ith its potential be

f

defici..einkneS.

t31
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use of qualitative
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a

iJ

(c) Bud et Comtiiitments
In 1972, approximately ninety -six. Per&litt,(965) of the total

expenditures-for CAO schools was,used for teacher salaries, and w

fare benefits; the other four percent (4%) went for opeaang expenses.

(See Chart 5.).0Because of financial shortages, there were piactically
to funds afailable for improving materials and methods, teacher -inservice education, or experimentation with new 'ideas and pr cticeS.
The attainment ofeducational quality does not co e easily;
o

s

it calls 'for e sustained, deliberative

procesi Creative person' el,

long-

m financial commitments, and tenacity of purpose are all

invol

Aqhieving quality is difficult and costly, and soterietimes
taro but the less wealthy...nations of the. world, tspecialy, ca

ill- ford not to purgue it strenuously because they are simply not ri

en gh to afford the luxury of poorly planned extcrcises in.trial and

erg or, or to fritter away scarce resources on programs that are
,

,

arginally productive.

According to recent projections, public expenditutes for
/education could reach 'a level of twenty-five Obrcent (25%) of the national
budget and 4..4% (3..2%stri 1970) of they \

DoMestic Product by 1980.01

I6

Such financial;grqjecktorrs strike an nre istic ote. The telegraph
(1) ,Educational Planning Division, Pr bleMs f Fi, ancing7the Thai
Os, Iinistriy of
Educationar.System during the 19
137-138:
72, pp.
Educatio,n, Bangkok,' Jun

5t.

the signal, moreover, that more of the samo,education' will not suffice;
inefficiencies must be steadily uprooted; current promising programs
.0

OP

encouraged and strengthened; and bold, innovative ideas and approaches
introduced, adopted, and suppo=rted. Emphasis on quality is the r,ad

to maximizing baht inputs.
CONCEPT D:, Broad Spectrum CurriculudTi

Curriculum is the centraltfessence of educatiqn and
it ghould be examined, modernized, and reconstructed
o

as an integrated totality of interrelated parts, ritl-;er
than as individual subject areas, because a broad

s ectru

.roach to learnin is more realistic, more

effectiv , more ra id, and,morq economical. See

X

-

':,13atioriale

ore Realistic
'
st-

Rural living /does not 'fpllow a textbook; it seeks to solve

daily problems and meet daily needs;`, For example) in dealing with
'rice farming knowledge and skills\a- re-diteecled concernAg the selection

of seed, the place and time to plant, weather, fe, tilizers, plowing
techniques; water buffa0 care, "inpnt costs, out ut yield, marketa,bility,
kf
.

F

storage, 'cooperative approaches and m ch mo e. Anti which_!'academic

CHART

9

TOTAL ENROLLMENTS & EXPENDITURES FOR
CAO SCHOOLS, .1672
0

ENROLLMENTS:

Grades

1

..Grades '5

".

ci
°

4.

4,041,000

%---.

' 386100, 013

7

4,427,000

(Total elementary enrollments, private and public, = 5,695,000)

$
EXPENDITURES (Capital outlays opt included):
Teacher Salaries, Benefit', atp.

C
2,066,308,000

Operating Expenses (Weirs, Matbriaf,s,

Supplies, Equipment,itc.)

84,695 000

2,151,003,000,

4
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CHART 6

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT: A PHOCESS OF RECONSTRUCTION
N.

0

UTILIZIr A BROAD SPECIBUM APPROACH

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
CONTENT AREAS

AND SERVICE

SOCIAL
STUDIES

EDUCATIONAL
ADMINISTRATION

MATHEMATICS

LANGUAGE ARTS
(THAI & ENGLISH)

REseAilgt{

LIBRARf

ARTS & CRAFTS

GROUP

DYNAMICS

HEALTH

_

PHYS. EDUC.
HOME
CONOMICS

"FOUNDA
TION
STVPIES

GIRLS'
'TRADES
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subjects" are involv'ed? Certainly, scien e,i.mathematics, language

o

arts, econotnia, salesmanship, animal l,isliandry, agriculture,
astronprny, and, even the psychology of ht man relations. The point

shotild be c ear: To develop,a "relevant' curriculum, a much-overworked and litt -Understood term

calls fora concentration on

common objectives dealing with rural Osr blemi, rural work, rural

activities, and rural life -- and noon s rict and narrow intellectual
disciplines. Curriculum change,conclitcted in, this way results in a
6

o

comprehensive reconstruction of what a d how children shduld 1
.

and not on the mere addttion or deletion of piecemeal academic item.

or units.
A statement of rpinforceme t.
"Echitcation suffers basicall from the gap
between its Content and the living experience ol its pupils, betwe n the system,
of values that it preaches a d the goals
set up by society,; betwken. its ancient
curricula and the mo.dernit of science.
Link educaon to! life', ass ciate it with
concrete goals, establish close 'relationship between society and e onorny, invent
or rediscover an education system that fits
surroundings -- ,surely thi I.% where the
solution must be sought."( )

(b) Mote Effective.

I

0

When developing both

and teach

reacting materials,/

4)

(1) UNESCO; Learning To Be, op. cit.
ti1

(0

zAegahL.K.

Sty
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say iri the field of rice farming, they are apt to be considerably more,
effective if a team of specialists representing a variety of disciplines
works cooperatively and si,multaneously to make certain that the

materials being written are scientifically up-to-date, instructive in
terms of providing new and helpful ideas, relevant in relation to the
people and places involved, readable with respect to vocabulary

control, and practical insofar as suggesting specific tasks and activities that can be carried over into their everyday village WO.
(c) More Rapid and.Economical
Abundant experience, especially in the United States,
Yridicates that curriculum reconstruction on either the 7state or local

lev4 when treated as a total enterprise and parsued as a team effort,
gives -t' e end product a higher degree of unifying purpose at a faster

pace a dt at more economical cost. Curriculum_ specialists, working in

isolati

.

to the

,

tend automatically to give iisprop.drtionate value,iand
priority
.,,..0
_

..

iplihe they represent. When working
in tandem, one group
,
#
0

/

4
of specialists "conlipletes" its work only to he followed by another team
'''t

which by and. la.ige ignores thework of the earlier team or gr dually

replaces its priorities and biases 'with ones of their own.
Educational specialibts,
just like specialist-sr in the field of
.#
medicine, 'need each otliel%

To take the best ideas from each of theseI

Z.,.

pecialistq, to take them in prober 'proportion, andto combInb them
0'

104
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into a total unifying experience, relevant to an individual's values and
living rea 1 'ties, and challenging to his personal interests and abilities,

is the awesome task implied by the term, "curriculum relevancy".
CONCEPT, E: Environmental Influence and Pilot Approach

.A new project seeking improved educational pro-

grams in the rural sector should begin as a pilot
..approach, and should be directly located in a
1

typically rural environment, utilizing applied
research and development to discovet.mOre

effectiye'soluttons to the problems of the area.
Rationale
.

.

if(a)

Especially during

^ past decade the environment, that is

the community, its people, and problems, ha.,, come to be recognized

as a classroom. without walls and a laboratory for learning. Schools
and colleges must be located in the mid4rt of where people facing such

problems live since finding solutions to them calls for their interested
participation. ,Italso calls for the cooperation and coordination of a

med. t

variety of other agencies. Joint school-community effo
Cf"

local or regional dev-elopmehe can-result not only i more effe tive

answer's to nagging problems/but alsto. to new and eeper perso
nships, 'to" higher levels of personal satisfaction
thal emana e
,
'.°
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from the realizaition of a job well done, -and to the cultivation of a more

responsible and coglicrent,approach to the solution of problems that may

arise in the future.

(

')\ single example of an American university that hat utilized

its resources to serve its region, and that, hvas grown impressively in

file process, is Morehead state University (MOrehead, Kentucky) which
was elevated from college to' university status in 1966 largelras a result
of applied research and development activities and services designed to
'9v

educate thousands or adults in the suo.rouliding geOgraphic area. Morehead .

State UnivA5rsty, under continuing federal grants begun in 1965, is serving

as the demobstration center for the highly recognized Appalachian Adult
Basic Education Project whiCh conducts research and development

activities in instructional Materials, facilities-, and educational technology
for undere

cated adults in a thirteen-state region. The University

provides leader

p coordinating services in and among state departnients

of education, diversified training programs;:and consultant assistance.
The University, in effect, i's acting as a catalytic agent,tolmprove the
lives of people surrounding it.
(b)

-

ti
ti

Progress means changing, amid changing should mean freedom
1/4

for smal-1 scale experimentation, exploration, and evaluation before

making large scale, commitments. That, simply stated, is the rationale
for beginning a. new quality-directed project on a pilot basis, It is the
106

9.3

generally accepted apprqach for testing innovations as varied as the
4114

Wankel engine on th'e one side and chemotherapeutic agents to control,
9

Cancer on the other.
A

Of course, there s -- or ought to be -- a meaningful
relationship between quantity and quality.

/,'

4

successful pilot project

for example, eventually ought to disperse its, qualitative innovations

among an ever increasing qtantity of the population. Good things often

start small, but if they are reall

bod, they should not stay'small;
.

others should enjoy them.
(c)

In a rvcenf hard-hitting article ;by Ford-and Rockefeller

Foundation researchers, sharply criticizing .inLesser Developed
Countrie's (LDC's) the over-extension of education beyonclsemployment

bpportunities, the following recommendations were included:
"'To the extent that LDC's can and wi11 finance needed

educational expansion of traditionalinds out of their
own resources, donor agencies are given an dpportunity to be more selective and innovative in their own
contributions to educational development. We would-

'

give priority to the following kind:s:,of activities:

"(a) Intensified and expanded applied research,
particularly in the developing countries themselves,
on alternative educational. and informational delivery
systems appropriate to the diverse employment 'needs
and opportunities of these nations. Special attention
'hould be given to those opportunities duttkle of the
modern sector, the sector towards wiich western type
industrial training and higher educational systems are
presently oriented.
tt.
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"(b) gys tematic and controlled Pilot experimenta-.
tion with educational. innovations. emanating from
research efforts. Given the risks and cbs4 associated
with-experimentation it is unlikely that developing
nations will be able or willing to bear the cost of sys'.
temic experimentation. " (1)

(d) One of thd most common criticisms of pilot pi-ojects is
that they often do not get far beyond the pilot stage. t Of, course, in the
_-

t--

project presented here, everpt that were to hold true, the lives&of
- -millions of people would have been positively affected-Provided the

projeCt is successful. B,ut, having stat'd that, it

important to add a

follow-up statement clearly indicating that the project,. as stated

earlier, is designed to serve as a prototype for similar "'projects and
activities i n other rural, and possibly urban, areas of the country
_The dispersion of findings'and experiences frOm the pilot area to othe.r

provincesnterested institutions should begin during the-early
----______
...

I-.--'..----

months; as activities e

-----,.

nod, -communications on a systematic basis

should be expanded also. Field trips to the pilot project, at a proper

point in its maturation, should, be encouraged. And there is perhaps
no better Way to stimulate national dispersion of'information and

events than to make certain that the professional staff of leaders,

.

writers, and researchers
are representative, of ever} ection of the
'
r

nation.

(I) Edgar 0. Edwards and Michael P. Toddro; "Educational Demand and
Supply in the Context of Griwing,UnemploymeSt in Less Developed
Nations", Paper delivered at Ford, and Rockefeller-sponsored
conference,
May)1972,4p. 5.
108
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CONCEPT F: 'Existing Institution and Leadership Utilization.

A new, innovative pilot project, in order to progress
,

more rapidly and efficiently, should rely heavily, but
O

not exclusivel
G

,

on existing eduLtional and commu-

pity institutio s and leadership personnel.
Rationale
(a)

There a e'alt ady.in existence numerous edticational,

social, and religious agencies such.as Buddhist temples, schools,

and colleges ofall,descriptions, technial and trade institutes,
provincial'and local adrniniatiokatisie offices, adtilt edtication centers,

and public health clinics which are daily rendering invalu*able ser.

r

--J

/

-

I

v,iceg,,,,,to their People, ghey are doing this often under adverbe
-

.

,

conditions.and with limited funds. They are often well, aware of

their limitations, and almost as often knowledgeable of what is

4

needed toimprove their services. They are, in many cases, anxious
to modernize their procedures" anclotry new ways, but they are>often

severely limited by funds and a lack of trained pers.onnel. They
posthess din abundance of realistic, down-to-earth knowledge and

practital experience in dealing With village people; they possess an
equal aimndance of commitment and goodwill. Efforts in rural
1

reconstruction' can hardly succeed without them.

96
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(b) Experience over the centurieg indicates that tie most
effective change agents in almost all of .our institutional hierarchies
are the highly talented men and women who, slowly through the years

have risen to the top of their organizations and now assume considerable
responsibility and poi)ver. Policies and decisions which stand the best
chance of being implemJnted in almost tll cases have their source at

the desks of these leaders. They command respect because of past

achievements, recognized ability, seniority, and experience. They
are where they are because of what they Eave done in the past. The

vigorous participation of ttleSe leaders is absolutely essential to the
44111..,

success of any.future inribvative pro.)
conviction and efforts' of highly r

.

It is only through the

cted national and local leaders

*

that the faith and confidence of villagers can be rallied.

(c) The importance of the leadership-management role in
educational modernization is succinctly stated by Philip Coombs:
educ'ationalk.systems are well equipped with
j ..!.Unlesa
--..
-

a-ppropriately trained modern managers' -- who in

tu.r.R, are well equipped with good informaiton flows,
Modern tools :of analysis, research and evaluation,

,..

si-pported by,well-trained teams of
!,spect \ lists\ -; the transition of education' from its
semih ndicraft State.to a modern condition'is not
an.

likely to trapper (I)

(1)

40

Philip H. Cooms,,, The World Educationat,Orisis: A Systems
Analysis, Oxford University Press, New York, 1968, ,p.168.
a

9
1-10

)
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CONCEPT G:

Teacher Tiaining. Emphasis

.

Teacher training institutions, at all levels,

A

should serve as4woricsLOp.and discoveryc.enters

I.

reflecting the most roductive and ro ressive
,

ideas and practices in the field of education
they shoUld serve as exemplar,s for the

.

rest o th6 nation fOr what is best in tLching;
and they should serve as dynamic training inSti.

tutions at both the preservice aninservice
levels, inculcating in all teachers. regardless

of di loma or de iee status, that.to be rofessionally respectable their education must
end, and their teaching rcile must be perseived

'

as including both children and adults.
Rationale
(a)

The Under-Secretary of State for Education, in a .recent

paper, leaves no doubt concerning the priority status teacher education
shoultkreceive.
9

:"There are Many approaches to educational
nonetheless, our major thrust
/improvement
is in the field of teacher education. Why? The,
answer is six-fold: (1) Because teacher education
embraces com rehensivel .all academic disciplines (science, Mathematics, history, music
etc.) and all institutional levels (elementary,

98
?;,

111

secondary, etc.); (2) Because it Very directly
involves all the critical. educational. components

(cdrriculum, 'instructional materials, staffing,
facilities, res1arch, etc.) required for teaching
.and leairning; (3) Because if represents the
optimum vehicle for multiplier effect in the dispersioii of education on a national. or regional.
scale (See Chart 7.); (4) Because it affords,
among a Myriad of public and private established

institutions, the most promising route for shoTtening the time between the introduction of an
educational. innovation and its implementation;
(5) Because it serves as the most economical.
approach for ,maximizing dollar inputs in terms
of leirning outputs; and (6) Because it possesses
a powerful. potential. for acting as a bridge between
school. and community, a classroom without walls,
a place where teachers teach humanity, where age
difference is unimportant and where children and
adults alike take on the common name pf learners." (1)

(See Chart 8 for a schematic presentation directly
related tts'items (3), (4), (5), and (6) above.)

(b)

In the nation today there is growing discussion and concern

in areas dealing With the need for stronger national. unity, 'increased

self-discipline, more concern over unchecked population growth, more
`profitable Itarming, and high-protein diets.

To bring abott actual

behavioral change in any or aid. of these areas will require effective
education, and effective education begins with curriculum and instru,c-

tional materials changes'nt the teacher training lev'el. It is not an
over-statement to say that the' architects of national .deslinii.oare those
Bhtenthin Attagara, "A' Critical.. Review of the Report of&tj.e
International. ComrnissiOn for Educatiotial Development/
UNESCO", Ba<hgkok, September 1972(,:. pp. 8-9.
,
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*CHART 7

NATIONAL RAOIATION EFFECTS OF. INPUTS AT THE TEACHER TRAINING LEVEL

THAILANO, 1972

INPUTS HERE
I

'29

j

7

7

1

1 COLLEGES I

TEACHERS
COLLEGES

14,021

4,308

PRODUCED:
71)

1

OF

ELEM. TEACHERS
SEC. TEACHERS

1

2,500

EPT'S

ELEM.', SEC.,

& COLLEGE
TEACHERS

(B.A.'s & M.A.'s)

I

REACHING:
(National Totals)

UNIV'S
WITH EOUC.

1 EDUCATION

(LOWER .& HIGHER CERT's)

0

,

A.

NO. STUOENTS ,,GRAOE
4,677,203
980,064

1 -4 (Elem.)

73%

5 - 7 (Elem.)

666,081
52,493
60,091

8.12 (Sec.)

15%
10%

11 -14 (Sec.)
13 .16(C&U)

1%

PLACEMENT

STUOENTS

ELEMENTARY:

1%

POST-ELEM. EDUC.
OISCOUNTINUE EDUC.
POST-SEC. EOUC.
%
% JOBS (CLERICAL, Vel-1., ETC.)
UNEMPLOYED
%
POSTGRAO. EOUC.
%
JOBS (CIVIL SERV., PRIV. ENT.)
%
%

%

)LACEO:

SECONDARY:

COLLEGE & UNIV.:

e

% 'UNEMPLOYED

KNOWLEDGE, VALUES, ATTITUDES, SKILLS, & ASPIRATIONS
OUTCOMES::

contribAng to
DEVELOPMENT OF THE NATION,

,EN

s.

CHART. 8

TEACHER-LEARNER DIRECTIONAL MODEL V*TH IMPLICATIONS. FOR
RESOURCE INVESTMENTS

To attain
more effective
learning

refills here,

I

I

I

I
Invest more
and higher
quality
inputs here.
1

Trainers of

Trainers of

Teacher Trainers

Teacher Trainers

(from University Faculties
of Education)

(from Colleges of
Education)

L.
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leaders and teachers who plan and implement the values and attitudes
which both our youth and adults should emulate and cherish, and the
programs of .studoy which they should experience and hopefully master.
(c)

Twenty-nine (29) teacher training colleges, seven (7)

colleges of educatiofeand seven (7) universities with faculties of educao

Von are currently engaged in producing the nation's teachers. More
1.,..

than half of these i titutions are located in rural areas. The onstr-uction of six (6) addit nal teachers colleges are called for duri g the
course of the 1972-76 Five -Year' Plan.

These, too', will be Ocated in

rural areas. Because of their strategic location, the facilities and
resources they ha'fe available, their close contacts with the neighboring

people, and their understanding of the region, these institutions are in.,
highly favorable positions to render a variety of useful services such
as sponsoring workshops and seminars, pvioviding leadership and

consultant services, re- .cycling veteran teachers with inservice
programs, producing needed learning materials, conducting practical
research studies, and assisting with community planning and project
,

execution.
(d)

A clarion call for sweeping changes in teacher education

was made a few years ago by Philip Coomb.s:

"Today's teacher does not ha.ve. a chance to lx;
modern -- to raise his productivity, to keep up
with new knowledge and with new teaching
0

Liu I /

)fre.04,L,K
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4

techniques. He never did have. More likely
than not, he ts trained for yesterday's 'schoolirig,
not, for tomorrow's, or if byt chance he is trained'

for tomorrow's, he is soon restrained from utilizing his training by the realities of his first teaching assignment. His professional growth from
there on is problematical at best, especially if
he heads off into the lonely isolation of a village
school ....
,

"Clearly, eduFtional systems will not be modernized until the whole system of teacher training is d Aically overhauled, stimulated by
pedago ical research, made intellectually richer
and m re challengi4g, and extended far beyond
preservice training into a _system for continuous
professional renewal and career development .
for all teachers. "(1)

(e) TOne further quote from

th(e

1971 African research study of

John Hanson:

"Il primary schools are the principal institutions
in the formal school system fo'r making men
modern, it does not follow that much leverage
can be applied to these schools directly. It is
the organization and quality of .learning within
them which is probably the key to their modernizing influenc'e, and in the nations of Africa the
quality of learning is undoubtedly even more a
product of the capacity of the 'teaching force
than it is in we-althier countries where enrichment is possible through modern teaching aids,
workshops and libraries, and buildings which
encourage teaching methods flexibility. 11(2)
(1)

Philip' H. Coombs, Op. cit. , p. 168.

(2)

John W. Hanson, op. cit., p.
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CONCEPT 1-1;

Skill Concentration

While theoretical constructs and conceutualt
ideas are both fundamental and indispensable,

it is the area dealing with the mastery of rele.

Vant and specific teaching - learning skill's that

should be emphatically stressed in any program
of educational reform.
Rationale
(a)

r
Despite fantastiC and opce- considered incredible break-

throughs in many fields of science and technology, especially since
.

World War ILI the process of teaching_ and learning, in most classrooms
.

of the worl

t

.

remaipLfrozen in its habits' of the past.

Sociologists c

---it.

this cultural lag, .a case of marl's machines advancing more rapidly than
5

his mind's ability-to exercise control over them.

Charles Silberman

in his three-and-a-half year Carnegie-commissioned study of American
ft

education,:'still sadly found,many schools "grim, joyless, intellectually
-

sterile, and aesthetically barren.

(1)

lia."rs)h words? Maybe exaggerated

words. But the point is that despite all that teachers have been taught

about relevant curriculum content and modern methods of iristruct oh,
much of the content whiCh they still teach-is outdated or irrele
4

(1)

Charles E. Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom, Random House,
New York, 19700, p. 10.

104

A

their method, for the most part, is still tooditen a matter of near'14

continuous talking and lecturing, The role of students is too often one
I

4of listening, note-taking,. memorizing, and forgetting. And the

problem of living with uninspi;ing teaching, it is obvious, is, not just
s-

ari American problem, or a Thai one; it isuniversal.. Skills, specific

skills, relevant kills, useful skills, learnable skills are the real key
improving,educatiOnal quality.

J

(b) Why is it that so many teacher education programs tend
to be egree or diploma oriented rather than skill oriented? Naturally,

it would, he nice if they could be both. .Why do so/many teacher training

programs, both degree and non-degree, both graduate and under,

graduate, tend to place more emphasis on subject matter 'coverage
-

and abstract, philosophical discussions, and less emphasis on the

0

skills and experiendes needed by teachers for the more specialized

aspects of their jobs -- aspects such as writing perfottnance objectives;
.

designing and properly utilizing different kinds of instructional media,

mastering a variety of teaching methods, employing "discAery",
reinforcement, and norl-directive techniques in the classroom, developing exercises that promote self-direction and independent learning!,

in their students, acquiring skills related to group work and leadeiship
training; Understanding the motivations required to teach adults, and

.0

creating and applying
120

sortment of evguativeinstrumentli andi
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4

approaches? The teacher is both an artist and a technician.
improve his perfortnance, teacher trait. ng institutions will have to
begin soon to give mbre emphaais tot O latter - without, incidentally,-,
neglecting' or slighting. the former.

(c). A qUote on the critical need for new skills from Learning
To Be:
eI

"All possible rksources of educational technology
must be systematically introduced into teacher.

trainj.ng inskitut ns Thea,tmust be gradually
transformed in centers or permanent training
and opened to p rs s e :aged in other activities

*outside the education sector who are called upon
fo fulfil part-time of ,short-term teaching tasks.
In the professional training of educators,- particular attention must be paid to their preparation for
'supervisory and co-ordinating toles within the
framework of teaching neW technologies. 'It is
equally necessary to train specialists at all levels
in designing and revising curricula andjearning
objectives, systems organization, guidance and t
it' evaluation, production of materials (printed pro-.
'rammed, audio-visual), group dynamics, main-

tenance, etc:"

)

*

CONCEPT I:, Cooperative Team Effort

To produce the significant and widespread changes

called for in the project objectives, and to do so

oria, asting basis; theProject should assemblesame Of

e ns-tion's foremost> e

,(1) UNESCO, Learning To 13e, op, cit., pp.
ti

Ca-Ho/m.1 planhera.;

13-214.

d.

writers, and teachers, many of them on a fulltime basis, to work closely with both short- and

a

A

.

4.

long-term outside specialists ,in___

de ignAted

pilot area and institutions.
Rationale
(a)

Textbook writing, curriculum revision, leader-ship training,
se

etc. call/for prpfessionals who canwork on a full-lime basis. Their

jobs will call for numerpus conferences, discussions, field visits; and,
marry times for quiet, solita-ry study; writing, and research. Certain
project roles, particularly those, dealing with.policy d terminatioul
will involve top-level Ministry, College, and Unive sity,officiais on a-

part-time b is.
(b)

F r thkirojectieto succeed, the input f -- especially in

professional 'personnel -- must be commensurate n\,quality
i
and numberg
with the objectives to be achieved: Insitution-biiilding, whafthe project
is all about, first and fo.r.ern,ost , requires highly caliable staff in axle-

i.

quate numbers.

hether we are talking about the experimental tele-

vfsion program f r rural elementary education in Niger, the activities
of SEATO or NATO, or an educ,atiorlal program for rural Thailand,
.

fr4gmentary, piecemeval inputs simply will not work. .To tip social
;

I

change, there is'no substituteITr. high quality inputs in adequate
amounts.

/
1O7

o

t

A

To accelerate the pace of.positive..educational change si.nd,

( )

tod-C-Ohomize on cosots, wise use should be rris.de of outs

-,

,

.specia.lists

R.

dyes

who would Aroxk-th:anadvisbry capacity under the guidance and direction

'

of Thai staff. While it is tittle that oft-t times specialists (sometimes
\,

labeled advisors, consultants, or experts)
have had little to offer
D.
,.

ar.

6

beyond high-cost sympathy and reassurance, it is also true,that corn

petent and field-tested specialists can save a project and nation many:
,

-.

.

.

The magic Helen ti-ictspec/al

years of time and huge
sums of methey;
t,
ve

i'sts' selection:
r4
0

ts,

1.

*

The Royal, Thai Government at this very,time
, r is seriously
...---e

Op

,

contemplating a new international 9.irport for.Thhiland to serve-the
S

0

.
1
needs for the decades ahead?,
country's
rapidly growing ftransportation
).

(It is also,' incidentally, beginning stucly'on a possible canal to intersect
t

its extended southern peninsula, rIn its airpqrt planning, it is .*,sparing
ist

no effort or reasons:foie cost to make certairitliat the he
.te

may cost in the vicinity of US$150;000,000 will reflect the World's best
01;,.

knoWJ-how which it hop -s- to acquire through the advice and reoOrnmen'''

dations of specialized consultants, the-experizences of large and expanding

airports in other nations, the latest research on al17,.wedigier traffic,
safety measures, air and noise pollution?, .fatc. ,\the znost-ecent
I

44 t,

.5s

t

logical developments, etc. AirPorts.(and canals) are important, but so,
4t

+

.

are schools and collegcss. Facilities which produce the nation's educated
,.
k

I

s j,

1
Alo

manpower and human resources deserve at least as much attention,
careful study; and research as the airfields which handle much of the
zits

nation's traffic.
An attempt to "save" a relatively limited nu.riber of baht
by ignOring or under.utilizingithe developments and inventions of other

nations in the name of saving time' saving money, total self reliance,
or strong satisfaction with the statusquo can hardly be defendqd.
Narrowing the gap between more and less developed countries calls for
what is commonly termed "leapfrogging", a procefis of bypas_sing years,

Iand sometimes decades or centuries, of painful and plodding discovery
in. other 'nations by selecting and adapting the best of their discoveries
.

and then incorporating them with improvements and refineme

into

one's own society.
(4)

There is probably no nation in the world that makes wider

use of consultants and specialists. than the United States. The knowledge
explosion `coupled with growing keenness in competition has forced

business, public, arid- private oronizations, of all types, to resort

almost daily to the services of individuais witpecialized knoWledge

and experience. As part of its recently-stated reform program in
foreign assistance, thee United State Agency for International Develop.
ment highlighted the far-reac)iing impact that individuals and institutions'
SY

with special talents might make.
' -1
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"The task ahead is'to find fresh ways of relating
the innovative; creative and knowledgeable indi`viduals and institutions in our society -- all
ekinds of institutions -- to developing country
inclividualii and institutions in such a way that
the quality of the lives and the productive capacities'of people in these countries can be
improved. The assistance techniques must adjust to the changing realities in the developing
countries: The preferred mode is joint probleni
solving by LDC and American- persoiihel. "(I)
(e)

The use of outside specialists working in close cooperation

with Thai leaders, directly in a Thai environment, and enveloped with
Thai values and realities, gives high prOmise fox productive outputs

that are truly Thai, that are woven into the very fabric of Thai society.
Joint undertakings will provideirealistic and practical internship
experiences that should prove more valuable to both individuals and the

nation than independent participant training programs abroad. Under
a joint venture arrangement l'Ocated on Thai soil, there will be excellent'
opportunities for considerable participant training right within ,Thai land

with research dealing directly with Thai people, places, and problems.
Follow-up study abroad as necessary and appropriate shoulcl.be'arranged

for thoge participant-researcher-field workers who demonstrate prom:
°

ising:ability and professional commitment.
(1)

Agency for International Development, "Complete Te, of Agency's
Reform Plan Notes Need for Major Changes", Fro t Lines,
Washington, D. C. , J'anu.ary 27, 1972, p. 6.
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(f)

Concerning the need and new role of foreign "experts" the
,

Repo-rt of the UNESCO-sponsored International Commission on the

.Mrelopment of Education States the following:
4r.

"With aid channelled largely towards innovation,
countries will have to call for new services:
dispatch of multidisciplinary teams of highly
qualified experts who can help work out new
alternatives, . . . organization of new types
of teaching and study centers, modern tech.
niques for ,measuring behavioural patterns,
curriculum design, preparation of\teaching
.

aid, etc.
(5,

o.

"Hind in hand with this reorientation of inter-'
national aid they '' should be a .radical transformation of the relations between 'givers' and
J'ireceivers', between the foreign 'expert' and
his local counterpart, These relations must
be replaced by partnership, a working together
in search of new ways
sharing not just costs,
but the risks of the undertaking, for renovation
is. not possible without risk in an area as cornplex and hazardous as education. "(1)
,

CONCEPT J:

Educational Techtiology and Mass Media

In the modernization of education, heavy accent

should be given t;) the wider use.of appropriate b
Ie

instructional materials and maps media, at
both formal and non-formal levels, to promote
more effective cognitive, affective, and psycho -1
motor learning.
(1) UNESCO, Learning To Be, -op. cit , p. 259.
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*

e

Rationale
(a)

All human beings learn through sensory experience -10
I.

hearing, seeing, feeling, tasting, and smelling. Instructional mate9

rials, especially those that are multi-media in design and that. stress
the sense of sight, make sensory experience more vivid and real, and
44)
e
in so doing make learning more lasting. And for learning to be lasting,

it must affect an individual's behavior totally: his cognitive side dealing
with knowledge and thought processes; his affective side dealing with
feelings.; and his psychomotor side dealing with coordihation between
mind and body.
(b)

The textbook, sometimes-referred to as the original teaching
it

machine, and tla.e teacher's guide are still the backbotre
of a-solid
,

curriculum.(1) Educational media, medenn and traditional, should

serve as supplements to the content and activ4ies which they prescribe.
Textbooks and teacher's guides should be modern4yet relevant in content,
flexible in format, a'nd low in cost.

4

.

(f)

Ig

s. '

The word textbook should not be construed to mean a single
hardback volume of printed pages often associated with formal
schooling. Rather, in most cases, the textbook will mean
short, softback, low-cost, and locally-published pamphlets .or,
units. Shorter text units are mqre adaptable to individualization
of instruction, to the addition, deletion, or revision of selected

curricular areas, to the articulation of instruction un er the
current graded system, to the development of enric ent units
for stkents with special interests or abilities, and to the
printing and replacement of units at lower toets.

(

The use of mobile units to transpor science and art ex,

hibits directly to the schools, libraries on wheels, slides, tapes,
overhe'ad transparencies, 8 mm. and 16 mm. films, and video tape,

all, in varying degrees and at different times, have a major rqle to
play in

proving teaching and learning.

The Potential of mass media,

in the form of radio', televisiori; arta the press have hardly been tapped di
in. ,terms of advancing the educational cause. They can serve, if care0,

fully

ogramm.ed, as adjuncts to the formal school program, and as

instruments of continuing education for aut-of-school youth and adults,
forming links/between thq school and the community.

(d). EconomieLeducator Philip Coombs calls for:

"Ins eased expenditures on textbooks and other
learn]. g aids to enable students to learnmore on
their o , to raise teacher productivity, and to
'protect' udents againSt, poorly qualified teachers.
Unfortunate,
the reverse trend' exists in many
developing cdunt-ries, where pressure of rising
teacher costs has the
nteracting efOct of
depressingallotments for in uctional Materials
and school libraries." (r1,,,
(e)

Profess'or Frederick Harbison of rinceton University'

pointed upthe priority to be given to instructional aids in these word':
,64

"The newly developing countries must pioneer
in the -new methods of teaching -- perhaps in
utilizing modern.inventions such as television,
teaching machines, 'and other technological
(15

128'

Philip Coombs, op. cit., p. 136

devices which are not yet widely employed even
in the most advanced countries. In fact, the
need for new technologies of pedagogy is greater
in newly developed countries than in those with
more fully developed education systems."(1)

Educational technology certainly has much potential for educational
advanceMent in bur nation. However, balance is called for .-- balance

of hardware with relevant software, locally-made, low-cost materials
with modern media, new equipment with skilled technicians, new

curricula with related preservice and insexvice educations and ghortterm installation', costs witli long-term operational costs.
CONCEPT K:

School Design and Modernization
_

°Since educational building represent the educators' most expensive instnuctional tool, and
since they have a direct bearing on the quality
of teaching and learning, the planning of new

facilities or the modernization of old ones
should pay the highest attention to how learning

space is conceptualized, designed, constructed,

I

and utilized,
Rationale
(a)

Just as a surgeon require; a well-designed operating room
,

,

-(1)

.

Frederick Harbison, ,Excerpt from a paper presented in East
Africa, September 1969,
A
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equipped wit apprOpriate surgical instruments to perform his work,

so, too, do teachers instructing in different disciplines requirell.exible,,,
classroom' s, science laboratories, seminar facilities, librakies,

instructional materials centers, gymnasiums, alpitoriums,.cafeterias;

offices, etc. to do their job as it should be done, Too often teachers
are handicapped in performing their tasks bdcause of 1, mitations in the
amount,and arrangement of space within which they

t work,

Nowhere are these limitations more glaring than in the rural elementary
schools where space is cramped and physical surroundings devoid of
comfort and intellectual stimulation.
(b)

The nation, during the current decade, will most likely

spend millions of baht for the construction of new.facilities and the
renovation of old ones on every educational level from the humble

four-room elementary schools of remottyillages to adult education
centers to modern comprehensive secondary schools and universities
ds
in city areas, Concentrated research and competent consultative
.

services can go a long way in guaranteeing' that such new or renovated

facilities are functional in use, aesthetic in appeararice, ancreconornibal
in cost.
(c)

The design and constructiopiof functional and flexible

educational space can encourage and promote a wide range of educational

innovations in areas such as small and large group inatruction, uses
130

..

.

of modern media and technology, .flexible scheduling, novel approaches
1

to 'school organization and administration, independent study, .team

teaching, curriculum. reconstruction, and a myriad of teaching meth=
odologieS. The .Architectural/Division of the Department of Teacher.
t.

Training, along with the temporary services of shoes -term consultants,
can provide national leadership in the vast and, exciting field of school

architecture by working with, educational planners and adrninistiators

in drafting more modern, forward-looking educational specifications,
in.planning for creatiNie site utilization, in translating sound educatiOrhal

mortar, in drawing up imaginative schematics
concepts int bricks and
.
.
and working draWings, and IA atlapting and applying -the lates architec-

tur,a1 and engineering findings in areas -match as thermal envi onment,

light utilization and control, circulation patterns, and zonal inter,

relationships.
CONCEPT L:

Decentralization Trend

A pilot project in the rural sector should
provide an excelent opportunity to experiment
with a;gradual remodeling of the educational
structur e

organization and administration
at

whereby strong, dynamic centralized control'
.

is enhanced and complemented by .a growth in;

rT

+
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both responsibility and authority at the regional

or institutional level.
E?)

Rationale
(a)

Strong, centralized authority a?id control, -responsible for

- education throughout the nation, are the most essential prerequisites
for a smoothly'operating educational systetri. Since both the Ministry
of Education and the Ministry of Interior share many leadership respon-.

sibilitiesAfor national education, inter-Ministry cooperation and coor-

dination are most essential.
'(b) As the poptilation grows rapidly, as educational activity

becomes more intenseaand complex, as demands multiply foradapting

----

.

L....

the curriculum to regional needs and charadteristics, as increasing
. w.

0,
problems logjam on central ministry
desks, and as bureaucracy

spreads and grows, it is most urgent that onanizational and adminis,-

trative policies be restructured so as to encourage, wider andtmote
AF

spontan)ous regional and local initiative.' Initiative, responsibility,

and coinmitme4t in the, field are much more likely to flourish when

leaders and constituents

the regional and local level are entrusted

with wider powers in decision. making and policy formation that impinge
.

.

directly on their daily affairs and activities.
.
./
Administrative decentralization, if the issues and programs
,

involved are significant and not peripheral, is a valuable exercise in
1
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'self-government and democracy. The forme scope, and pace thatat
takeS.must obviously be attuned to the ability and eagerness of people
in the provinces to shoulder wider repponsibilities governing their Zywn
`affdirs. Decentralization, of course, should be a gradual process; it
.

certairly does not le

0

'tself to schemes of 'speeding up. Where' it
,

Artr

successful, projects in the provinces will be more effidient bec'Enzse

they are daily under ife watchful eyesof people with created and nurt4red
4

them, and who are proud pf what they themselves have developed. 'M
the same tim-q, ,nati ial leaders At the central. level are affbrded more

time to think creatively and to plaitJzioldly for the, challengitg times
.

ahead.
(d)

An impr-esslve example of a decentralization approach,
kr

0

\

whose implications could
be far-reaching, was recently the topic of a
1

Bangkok newspaper editorial. The decentralization strategy applies to
a

,

I

AV

,

another sector, but it perhaps has a message also for edlicatin.
"General Prapass Charusathiara has done the

right thing,by giving' wide powers to governors

ver prbmotions, transfer and dismissals of
police officers in their provinces. Because of
lack of such powers in the pa-st, governors had
little control in their areas of jurisdiction over
the maintenance of peace and order and the
prevention and suppression of crime ....
"General PrapAss' decentralization 9f authority
to provincial govet:nors_ is a healthy development
which will prOmote responsibility and initiative.
in loal administrators . . .R The goernors now

X13
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c.
1

.

a

o

.

.

ar

know that as far as the a nistration of their
provinces goes they cannot :pass the Nick' any
more. They are now a,ccountable for what
happens or does not happen in their provinces. ;.
.

.

a.

-

'-'In this process, the bad governors will be shown
up clearly before the government and will have to
be weedel out while those who use-their increased
power to administer their areas well carkbe
nkiced and given- credit ... . From the d.ecentralization of power. -to province, district, and
P
village levels, the people of Thailand' can Vruly
learn about governing,themselves and aboi}it
dern.ociacy. +1(1)

CONCEPT M:

/

Innovation and Research

The Rural Edb.%4tional Peveloprhent, Center I

(REDO_) should be imbued with the spirit and

practice of research, inquiry, and experimen.tation as it seeks innovative answers and
approaches to a wide and complicated array of
educational problems common to rural Thailand.
-

Rationale
(a)

:a.

Innovation, from the start, implies a dissatisfaction with
-,

the status quo, a restlessness with today's practices and results. It
also implies aodisappointm'ent or frustration
with the commitment of a
.
disproportionate amount of effort and funds to give more children more
A

Editorial, "pecentralization Works" The Bangkok Post,
January 10, 1973.
a

0

c9

.

a

%

tic

0.1

',

years of often irrelevant and inefficient 'schooling at the expense of
upgrading the content and method of instruction, the quality and quantity.
i

of educational\-nateriRls, the preservice and inservicel3training of

teachers, and the leadership ikeifarmance of administrators.

.

Expanding

quantity with only a corresponding marginal return of qualikpy is a littie

bit like adeing zeros after the decimal point -- the numbers may look
0

"

impressive, but they don't amount to vgr.y Much.' Only uality can make
,

.

....-'

-

,

oquantity count, and for quality to count, innovation,is absolutely essen-

,,I,'

tial:

/

ti

4

/

OP

/.

__ .
4

(b)

.

4

Innovation does' not come easily or cheaply. Itt does- not
LI

operate by the time -Clock or, the cookbook. Simple directional pre.-

sCriptians will not work, Rather, innovation is a. way Of:life calling for

permanent and adaptable institutions dedicated to' continuous inquiry and

non-ending reform.
.

As such, new questions, new problems,; and new

concepts will enrge each day_within an explorineand quelOningto.

context thathonors intellectual curiosity and doubt. But where truly
innovative institutions have been established, new ideas; new programs,
.,

*

new materials, and new answers will also come. And each new answer
.

..

will. help trigger a doz-en new questions in an endress chain reaction of,
keeping a society Viable and modern.
(c)

The recent publicafion of the classic, Learning To Be,

giveNstress to the continuity' dimension of innovation:

VP-
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"*'e consider that the introduction of educational
innovations should follow closer co-ordination
-between re. earch and experiment. We recomm e nd sett
up national education development
centers, or other similar organizations to pr.9duce

,

s

O

ra. continual series, of educational innovations,

leading to a 'perpetual' reform of educatioh." (1)
(d)

Philip Coombs, in his always thOughtful and analytic

sikriting, prays up the importance of attitudinal ,receptivity:
"Before the creation and adoption of innovations
can be greatly speeded up, the-re must be, first,
a widespread transformation of the attitude
toward change .in education
by the public and
educators alike; second, the creation within
.educ°ation of new institutional means and person/.

pel whose pripie concern is to seek improve
ments and innovations; and third, the fostering
within teacher training colleges of attitudes' t at
help make future teachers more receptive to

.innovations, thei-eby enabling echiCation to
engage in a vigorous and continuing process of
self-renewal and advancerrient. " (a)
0

',CONCEPT N:

Evaluatiop(a.hd Long-range View

Institutioli-buil in is a long -term under"takin
that should be

ided b continuous evaluation

to serve as a conscience for judging the rherit

of all activities, to make certainthat project
efforts are on target in terms of goals and
(l) UNESCO, Learning To Be, op. cit:
(2)

136

Philip H. Coombs

op. cit. , p. 119.
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objectives, and to provide irequired leverage
for making changes andmodifications.in4the
,

light of new findings, thinking, and experience.
o

.

-

tz;

..

Ratibnale

(a) ...A .projecf_praposal.shoUld be viewed as a.

poinit departure
-

ari&not as a blueprint to be ollowed

The,assem1Dly' of a te§,Arm'
.

)

of imaginative professionals epresentati.ve of va4ied.ta-6kgiouads
-

and cultures, and dedicated to the achievement of .comrtion objectiv es,
41.

',will most
.414i

rtainly spin off a multiplicity
r Of extiti

ideas and actilit'ies

.s4,4;

in the course of their, daily work whith writers-,

proposaLcould

never have even anticipated during tfrrtime of project design. '171-ie,ifore,

a Proposal must' riot be a straight-jacket

tather, it must serve ae

'`

a

a

-initial plan if action, carefully and thoughtfully formulated, which will
a

.

4.

-...

require continuous evalu.atipn,, updating;
and4`efinement.
.r'
I

N....,,,,f,h)

.

i

(

q hanging edA.cation for the better pis ailierculean tas,IZ. Yet,
..
45

4

it is happening all the time, but' almost always,a. slowly andgradually.
.0.

4

q

0

Education calls for behavioral change,, and people do not give .up old*
ways easily, or take on new-ideas or habits without procrastintion,
.

..,
.

and ,sometimes pain

A

.

*

.

.
Therefore, for a.project
to'succeed,V especially
.

.

.

.

.

one'directed to `personal and institutional, change, it must be viewed as
at

a

a long-term investment. Pay-off can begin frccm-the'earkiest days of
4'

1

the project, but the real &his lie in the future, growing likebank
4 tl
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interest at a conipoundable rate.
.

(c)

.

While continuous evaluation of the project is strongly

ad ocated, it is wise to keep in ntind the difficulties nvolved in making

it respectable an4 precise.
"Repeated proclamations about the

ed to

evaluate proj,ts and programs ar usually
of a budget b ttle; or just
sounded in
after one has beeri lest. But the = e have been
rarely followed up wrth,.the funds and talent
en if they ...
necessary for such evaluations.were, however, any such evaluations uid be
at best extremely diffic lt, and their con liisions'_
.
would be tenuous. A sp cific project has be
c nspicuously successful, or close to disas er,
b ore a std %e
will s nd firm by unqua fied
fin ngs, four` he knows tha \his asEreashielit,m y
pro e to be incomplete and emature. iSide
effec s, not intended or anti \i pated, but timer
it ye rs later,- May pitove f more imp-ortafit
than s ccess or collapse of th original objectiv
*V

10.1w.

'

41Ir

CONCEPT 0: , The Centrality of People

All the effort, research, and resources called
for in any new educational venture should be
concerned in

e first and final analysis with

people and their self-realization, with ways

,

and means of malsing,a.boaety more open and

humane, and to that degree enriching the nation.
(1)

Philip H. Coombs, op. cit. , p. 153:
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Rationale

Buddhism, the natib 's official religion, provides an ideal

(a)

phifosophic and o erational b se for championing the cause of individual

integrity an

or directing

e purposes and activities of education to the

problems nd needs of p ple

people.

Buddhism advocates

contem ation and deia. hment and, at thei same time, positive

Lion

and merit through god works. It calls for more respect for human
-dignity, for more kinclness,,and charity in the market place. Dr. Saroj

putd'it this way:

"With a philosophy committed to nnimization
of greed, hatred, anger, and delusion, and to
the belief in right deed's, words, and thoughts,
the feeling of respect extended fo'follOw-men
th'reiard-to expressiAn of cleas and action
mti`st naturally be rather strong oh all sides.- ...
On p of this there is also the emphasis on th-efree pirit'of inquiry (Kalama Sutta), which'
clearl gives recognition to each itdividual tp
investigate for himself before advocating any
words, deedp, or thoughts. Any person 'has the
right`to question, to propose, to experiment and
o come to his own conclusion. Full respect is
extended to him." (1)
(b), Our modern world is ,crowded with examples f all kind

extraordinary achievements`, in every field, on every side, epictiog
power and progress througii\khowledge and education.

New p\ ojectd,

Saroj Buasri, A Philosophy\of Education for Thailand:\\The
Confluence of Buddhism ari Democracy, Ministry of E clucatien
1970, pp. 50 -51.
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inventions, and research each day demonstrate the indispensability of
education in national development. Yet, educ,ation 'provides no fAuaran-,
.

tees; it has had its share pf reverses and its moments of darkness.
It remains, despite the knowledge explosion and the monumental

advances of science, an exercise of faith -.4 faith in the .fact that man

can be more than heis, that there is some measure of greatness
within .him, .that he is modifiable, and that enough: education of the

right kind is the instrumentality for his self-discovery. The Pilot
project de ribed in this document

ms to extend this possibility of

self- di,,bcovery over a period of me to millions of rural village people
who deserve a more hopeful f tire;
I
nn

%a

,

S.

4
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Section VI
,PROJECT FEATURES AND IMPLEMENTATION
0

This 9section presents specific project features and implement/a-

tion approaches designed to contribute to the achievemewt of national
.

,

0

,

.and project objectives and to the alleviation of Pressing educational
.

.

I

1ro.blemspretkented earlier. It also is intended to be compatible and

"

consistent

h project assumptions, concepts, and rationale described

P

. in the previous two sictions. It will deal with features such as project
1
geographic location; participating institutions and personnel, the
e,,,

,r

1

reation of three new educational components or sub-centers, consult.011'

' __.5

ea

.

4,

,

,

r

ants and participants, and oegan\izational-adritinistrative structure:
A.

Geographic and Institutional Selection

This pillibproject

strongly commiited to the rural secjor

particular part of this sector?' Listed belovilare criteria

but
/,

.whi.chtivebeeti,ut4ilizegl to.atilswer, this query.
)

Cr-ite a

.

(a), T

,need of so io-economic improvement.
(b)

\

setting should be typically ,ural in nature and in dire

Tile location should possess a high degree of accessibility

bothal it relat sto local road transportation and tc air travel from
of

r regions,--oft e country, especjally Bangkok, the center of the

controlling governmental agencies and ministries.
(c)

The geographic area should contain a complex of varied

institutions directly involv'ed in elementary education, teacher education, and conimunity and adult education.

These 'institutions, which

should be within reasonable proximity of,each other (approximately a
%.

one hour's drive), should include, if possible,' a university with a
.........,

"l''
faculty of education, a collegeO-Ceduc' Won, a teacher training college,
.

.

!___

a provincial education office, .about a dozen elerp.entary schools, an adult

education center, community agencies enga

ome nonformal

asppcts of education, and hopefully sever?

dary, trade and techni-

cal schools.
(d)

The' educational institutions cited above, especially those

concerned with teacher education, should, possiss a nucleus of capable
41.\

and dynamic leaders and specialists who are dissatisfied with current
educational performance, who invite promising change, and who are

anxious to cooperate with oji.er institutions and outeirfeiirrecialists''c
2

1

addressing the educational, problems of the rebgicAl.
.
..

Nis-3'

0.

(e) The educational inStituti,ons cited above should be made up'
1

.

1,

I"

..

of ,ccirppeten
\t\ ste chi44taffs who are highly interested in participating
in an jnnovative-p

ect that aims to produce. better educational
,

.curricula, materials, leadership, and teacher training programs.
r.
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(f)

aisticularly the educational institutions.,

The pilot
4-

should desirably have a reasonably stocked professional library;

printing and publishing facilities, and a reservoir of resource people
in such fieldsas agriculture, public health, family'Rlanning, public
safety, mass media, community development, and various forms of
nonformal learninv%
(g)

The pilot area should, 'if possfbre, have available mass

media resou-rces, especially television -and radio transmission stations
a

'1

and,a local press.

(h) The pilot area should possesq a reasonable degree Of
security to allow the people employed there to go about their work
without excessive precautions and undue worry.
(i)

The pilot area should include for new staff reasonably

saisfyin living amenities such as housing, electricity and water,
shopping,facilities, elementary and secondary schools for children of

staff/members, recreational outlets, °etc.
(j)

The educational institutions participating in the project

should currently contain, o`r\ be willing to procure -- at least partially

--affice space, housing, aild,otherdacilities which it would be willing

to she with the project particip

s.

".

The educatibnal institutions involved in the project should

possess potential for considerable growth and exp4esion since the basic
128
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aim of the project is to create and nurture permanent institutions
capable of ministering to the conRantly growing and changing needs
4,

.of their region.
2.

Meeting the Criteria

Of the criteria listed above, naturally some ar

I

C itiCal

than others. Naturally too, no single geographic arpa or complex of

institutions will fully satisfy all critetiia. However, the area that
-

currently most fully meets the criteria listed is the Northeast section
of Thailand; the institutions are Khon Kaen University, Maha Sarakham
College of Education, a,nd Maha Sarakham Teachers College..

Therefore,

roject activities will concentrate, at least in their

early stages (Time Phase I), in the geographic area j.xnmediately
surrounding Khon Kaen in Education Region No. 9 and Maha Sarakham
No. 10.. In creating new curric ulum .cont,ent and materials,

in

in conducting workshops and seminars, and in pursuing o her project

activities, travel time must be kept .to a minimum. Person al contact
'
arrtong project participants must be close and frequent, communications
open and easy, and specializedlesourcet, both in personnel and

equipment, readily available to-all if the proj ct is to develop the unity
A

of. purpose and cohesiveness.which it will surely require. As the
project'become's"e6tablished (Time Phase II), however, the geog
area will wi/den to include all of Regions 9 and 10 in selecte-deducational
146

,---

activities that are deemed both appropriate and feasible. Certain
ideas 'and activities which may kiave usefulness for other parts o f t )e

nation will be disseminated during Time Phase II, or later (Time.
Phase III). .(See Chart 9. )
Thus, the Rural Educational Development Complex (REDO)

now assumes a more specific identity: The Noitheast Educational
Development Complex (NEDC). Its identity is not given to a single

institution or campus, but rather
to a complex of, institutions and sub.
1/4

centers, some, already in existence and others to be built, that are
part of what might be envisioned as a Khon Kaen-Maha Sardkham axis.
B.

Curricill

Development and Textbook Writing

-tf,
Textbook writing is a riiiti-facOed operation. To make each
N

"A

facet mot.' v. dad clear, this section res its to a format of broa
I
questions. Before begi qingt, however, it should be pointed out that
---

the textbooks, teachers' guides,i tests, and othei materials to be
developed are intended, at least initially, for only the pilot area.
.Administrative approvals requi4ed at various stages in the development

of these materials are presented-in the next chart and elaborated upon
under subseque
1.

headings of this section.

Goals and Objectives: Where to Start?

Tbe first task of the pilot project is to concentrate on thev

130
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1:1

writing and development of textbooks and teachers' guides. however,

to do this it is absolutely essential that general learning goals and

specific stude4 behavicra

jectives be clearly identified. The curri,

1Cu urn and instructional materials currently in use should then be

studied and analyzed. Nelst comes the difficult and time-consuming job

of developing a reused curridulu

designed to achieve the agreed-upon

objectives, and presenting it. in textbook and t t.at,chers'-guide form.

Illustrated on the he'd page

a sample chart depicting the n

erous

functional operations inv ved in'the preparation and pr ductiori of
/

textbooks.

(See _Chart 10.) Just a rapid,perusal of the chart should

immedtately make one point fully obvious: coordina ion, teamwork,
I

,and timing are indispensable 'elements.
2. :Strategy Options :' Which"Approach?

Elemer;tary curricula in our age an take many forms: an
individual subject approach (e. g.

presenting, 'Subjects separately such

as Thai, science, art); a- used-subject approach(e.g., combining Thai
language arts with social studies); a center of interest or experititial
proach

g.., starting with a child's experience or strong area of

interest, say, in taking care'of a pet or going to market); an integrated-4

approach (e.g., combining several subject areas ; a graded approach'

(.e.g. , Preparing materials-for one particu ar g ade level, say
Prathom l); an'ungraded approach (e, g. , developing rriaOrials that can
148
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-mg on the ability and interest

be used at several grade levels d

Of individual, pupils); ana a dualatrack app'roa

one ,tra-ck, for

pupils terminating formal schooling in Prathom 4 or Prath6
another track for students continuingtO-POst-primarylevels of

---

educatifn).

.

eteririining which approach,ojt comb

tion of approaches to

adopt is a most critical decision an should bplmade only after the
project team has assemble

,

cons of each 9.pproach as,they

has ad time t

lateto Thaila

tscuils the prop.and
and-has thoughtfu

,
idered several alternatives. This pro es shOuldtnot b hurl- e
.

;

it certainly/Lhould not betaken lightly.

I.

o

3

WI-111.11(g Priorities: Where to Begin?

Learn

'is a" -life -long `continuum; it begins t birth and ends

at death. Sometimes learning is sequential; it begins-w th the simple

'aird-tually moves

o the more complex. Thus, we learn "ThaiiI"

,before pr,pCciding to "Thai II". Scope and sequence ch

emphasizing

/spiral and structural approaches are generally utilized by cutriculurn
specialists to facilitate sequential learning.- Much learning, however;
is, a.not a matter of pranned sequence; ,rather, it comes in the form of
frequent-

and pieces, and sometimes in large more orless
G'

independe4Chuhks, related to daily-ex erience and to indivilluar

`interest, needs, and cirtcumstan,ce. _Thusi-Ve---need" inot watt for
'

(2,

134

ti

153

4

curriculum f6r adults until the elementary cutriculum
Multiptei starting places can and.should be utilized.

school system

IcomPl.eted,

n any effective

local, intermediate,, or national r- ct ricftlum

tdfornii and changes in textbooks and instructional - - materials, take,
,

7

.

place

'

numerous levels and optimally in all academic_ fieldsvat the

same time

Naturally, dependingon a eirwietyof fNctoreinirtn

some

e

i-renter than in

hers.

Extended iscussionS a thought .are needed-in a new pilot
'

,

project to determine the places,to begin teXtbo6k writing an'ci reform.

Therefore, again 1 is best to leave the final decision to
the project
.
,

tea-m.,

/ob.
However, tNappears wise to plan ,the writing xeirkise,
on
.,
,

O

©

sAl

tentative term

lOng the lines diagrammed on the following page.

(See. Chart 11.)

Four (4) majot starting points, it should be noted,

are suggested,
4. Establishing a Curriculum Development and Textbook Center

CDTC): Whom to Include?

Textbook writing involve's- a team effort. There is sitnpl
much to know--"t", o try,to explainito ill

test,_and `o evaluate for mastery by aisit.-

,

to amyl'

,

to reinforce:'

person. But numbers

Ito

by themselves "do not constitute a complete answer; quality is evien
..te.

.mozoe'im

t

154

ortantv,,Lilted below are crtte

,

harshoup be kept upOer-

nitttl--tnserer ting members of a-,-writing tearnwho wilCbe-Lpart

135,

Grcle' Level:

Category:1

'Age Lev!I:

.4

0

P1.046001

EINERIZI

Elementary

Out-of-

Level .

and grade level.)

comrnrity'steeds3

ir

be coordinatedmith the
writing for lech cannery
determined by priority
of learner.' and

Start

.

Level

Certificate 7 Degree Po

S.

Teacher Training

(Starting place should

,NN1'

,Adults

16

Start.
(Starting place to be

Youth

School

18

o_

7

c

of a sub-center (to the NEDC) to be named the Curriculum Develop e t
enter (CDTC),

and ,Textboo

(a) Cr teria for Sel. tting Thai Professional Writing Tearri( )

Up-tozd te knowledge. in one or more silbject fields;

(2) A skilled writer, in the Thai language;
(3) A reasonable facility in handling the English language;
(4) A minimum,of five, years of successful experience ill

.

elemerttary education with a mintmum of two years'at the claw:3 rOom
Kt

.

.'

(5)

\

,

teaching level;

°

Olir

preferably a,miiiinnum of three years of successful

experiefice in some phase oLteacher education;

.-

'(6) Prefe-rabily a Master's-or Doctor's degree in the
assigned field of work;,

(7) A strong commitment to the rural sector;
(8) A creative and iKriaginiative flair for-ideas, writin
and possibly illUstratitbn;

(9)' Preferably same previous experience in writing
'elementary school materials;.,
7

(10) :An ability to work in a team effort.,"
#

//
r .

(11) A personality and disposition that fit well Nsith' people
.

/:

of diverse cultures; arid

13t
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(l2),, Preferably a willingness to spend a minim

of tw

years working on the project and living in a rural area.
(b)

.

Criteria for Selcting External Specialists
Foreign pecXatists

ho are team Members stiould-meet aU

the abov naed cri rirTiCce Vfor.the speaking and writing of Thai\-- '/
which, of course,

ossessedi would be most useful. A ditional

crit ia for .foreign. spect

sts follow:

(1) Preferably sly er..i years of profesbional educational
experience in a developing nation;
(2) A broad backgrourid in education, i,t,h higl y specialized
knowledge and experience in one or more specific fields;

(3) High quality skills in curricului development, organization, and professional writing with emphasis on the elementary and

teacher training level;,

)(4) A task-oriented

ability for stimulating practical

"ideas, making specific-proposals, interrelating theory and practice,

a

asserting initiative, and -meeting prLoduction deadlines; and

(5) The ability to work in a helping, consultative relationship, without having to dominate, under local leadership and direction.
,

-

The criteria above, to say the least, constitute a larg'e order.
It is rather unlikely that any s'ingl/e individual, Thai: or foreign, will
fully satisfy al°1 of them.' They db.., however, serve as a guide to staff

selection which in the final analysis will determine the productivity and
worth of the project.
'

5.

Team COposition: Who and How Many?

On the nekt p7ge is an open outline chart identifying thespecific
writing teams and/the recommended-number-of Thai professional ecj ica-'>.

tors and contract 'specialists to be ass :ned to each team

The teams, it will be noted, vary in size because of the de
,

portance\ nd -complexity attached to each fi Id ,of study.

Chart 12)

(g

\

A

e of im-

The' number

of years lo which each.external specialist wi 1. be' need' also yaes.
(See Chart 19 i Section VII dealing-With quantified inputs.) Since it I

impossible to pre ict future difficulties andobstacles, the produ tive
speed of each curriculum writing team, and likely spin-off, all figure
related to the numbers ssigried to a team, or the specific yea s of /

assignthent, should be interpreted as initial figures required t lunch
the project, but figures that will require periodic review and e aluation
as the project, grows and develops.
6.

Team Leadership: Who is Responsible?
4

Each team wilt be headed by a Thai chairman. The T ais will

be responsible for all final decisions in all operations,/ The will do
the bulk of the writing, editing, teaching, evalu ing, revis ng, and
printing/of all books. The external spect

sts will assist n-formula-

ting curriculum strategies and desi: s; developing scope =nd sequence
9

iy
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.-charts; determining textbook formats and-o arrization; establishing
systematic research-oriented procedures in the writing, field testing,
ai/ld

production of textbOoks, teachers' g ides, and, related instructional

materials; providing practical sugges ons0on teacher training /and
/..5

student learning activities related o each curriculum unit; making
.

available 4Levantzand up-to-dat information related to a professional
r

Library, bibliogra hies, recent publicationsA and research findings; and
serving_a,ja reaource

at ti-the s ,

to all ,members of his writing team and,

members of other
C.

In/structiona

aims as well:

aterials Development

All modern curribulum reform Movements have been accompa7
nied by heavy inputs f instructional materials, both hardware (machines

and equipment) and software (co ent and programs). More and more",

it'is being recognized th

appropriate materials can help both young

people and adults-to learn fastter and better -- arid often at cheaper cost

in terms of the amount of learning produced. Sketchy escriptions of
three current programs emphasizing media and tethnOlogy are given
below.
1.

An'International Sampling

A recent forward-looking and far-reaching handbook on materials
and educational technology presents case studies of projects now in

160
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CHART 12

Ciiirtlkia. 141,

TEXTS
°.

n addition enche
porsonnul 1 ted below, 4t is expected that each ten, will inks
use of part-ttmelield workers and cOasu tents. Service teams required by the writing ineiwi
is well as by other project activities ad centers are listed.on page 2 of thts.nbar4.)
a

a
.
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.

.

(Thai) :
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'
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(Thai)
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,
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,
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4

.

r
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.
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.

t
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t****11**44*******$
SUPPORT TUNS
S.

(Thai)
-

(External
Specialist)
(External 'b
Specialist)

!EWING. PRODUCTION. AND ILLUSTRATION

(1)

T.

(Thai)

Eull -ciao

(12)

(2)

(Thai)

art-times-

( 9)

(3)

(External
Specialist)

(Chairman)

«(Thai)

I-,

EDITOR*. TRANSLATORS. AND INTERPRETERS

pRivras

.
(1)

gChairmanl

, (Thai)

(2)

(Th

(3)

t

(4)

(hat)

(1) rultletea

S 42

(Thai)

al)

-4

/

*loth these fields are vast, complex, and, throughdut the vo Id, still in the early stages Of
development. They both involve millions of peopl
they bot
require considerable emporium titian and research; they both p
immense pot tiol. The afore, the numbers assigned t
each team here are not commoneurate to their
resume; rat or, they should be interprmt
ail
representing only advance exploratory groups asking to d
strata (1) the continuous rel tionShip betvean formal and nonformal education/ (2) education s a life-long exercise, and (3

the *octanes of educitors and communityleaders vorking
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"The basic assumption .... is that technology, if

it iseto substantially improve learning and teaching,
must be embraced in a system -- a redesign of the
/conditions of learning that integrates the reform of
all aspects of education. "(1)

Bold, innovative programs aimed at accelerating iedividual

learning and curriculum reform, and at the same time possibly re.ducing financial. cos s, basically through the medium of television were
launched in Niger i14 1964 Ian the elementary school level, and in El
Salvadog in 1968 o the ju for high school. level.. The programs are

currently in full s

d evaluation studies are increasing in

intensity as the p ogram grow and mature. Both programs bear
watchingi they m y very

ell provide useful ideas and practices-for

41.

(1) Academy for Educati nal Development, Inc. , Educatiotial Technology
and 'the Develo.i Countries U.S. Agency for International
Development, W shington, D.C., 1972, 'pp. 9 and 52.
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'future educational clevelo
complex.

ents related to 6e activities of the Northeast

(14

ailand,
,

The Institute-for the Pr motion of Teaching Science and Te-Chri

logy, opened at ChulalongkOrn University in 1972, places a high priority

in its program activities, staffing, and budget on multi-media design,.
evaluation, and production. (2) The Institute, partially financed by

a

UNESCO grant, is composed of six curriculum design teams (Chemistry,.

Physics, Biology, General Science, Mathematicq, and Teacher Training)

and four service teams (evaluation, equipment,design, addio-visual, and

library). The major curricular, emphases are science and mathematics
.4;

o

at the secondary and teacher training levels. UNESCO support, begun
in January 1971, is expected to continue at least until the end of 1979,

a

period of nine years.

'3: West and East Africa
The Educational' Development Center (EDC), a highly 1. novat ve

(1) For a ddevmeritary 16 mm: film of the Niger and El Sal ador
t..
prograMs, see 'Classroom Television: Instrument for-Educ tional
Change", produded.for'the AID Technical Assistance Bured, by
a
the International Cinemedia Center through the Academy for
International Develppment, Inc. , June 1971.
(2) Institute for Promstion of Teaching Science and Technology,
"Draft Workplah",,,Ministry of Education /UNESCO, Bangkok,
June, 1972.
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and pioneering curriculum org.d.rlization with an international focus,

has helped to promote a variety of impressive programs in.elementary'
science in both West and East Africa by concentratirfg on five key areas;

curriculum relevance to rural\soc eties, 'theSivery methodlow.N

cost student experimentation materia

economi

soft-cover student

pamphlets (eac \containing a single unit of study) and t chers! gu'id
-; and short-term inservice workshops planned one a national scale. (1)

Literally, dozens of students' books and teachers' guides hrtive been
written on practical, down-to-earth, topics of everyday concern to
African children living in rural areas.' AA few book titles follOw:

Pupils' Books:

4

- Making Things Look Bigger

Making a Microscope

- Exploring the Local -Community

- A Scientific Look at Soil
Seeds
- Woodwork

- Cooking

- Arta and Craf
(1)

frican, Primary Science Program, Programming for Change in
Science Education and Inservice Training of Teachers and
Evaluation of the .African Primary Science. Program,
Education Development Center/USAID,/ Newton, 1970,
1' 4
165
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-.Measuring Time
How the Sky Looks

- Buds and Twigs
- Mosqt4toes
1.

- Chicks in the Classroom

Colors, Wate:r, and paper
b

alanting and Weighig
. 451,

The point should be clear, ev n though the; examples ited a e ,N
.

NN

few in number and cursory 'in desCriptio

'that curriculum itnara'vem..tntN.
.
"t.
is hardly possible without the strong suppo t of instructionalm erials.

.\

As the curricul um writing teams produce their new textbooks and

teachers' guides, they wilt sorely call for Many kinds of related Mateo

rials to make the pages which they haTe written come alive. All' kinds

of charts will be needed,, mapi, wooden or soft-board meter rikles,

groups of sticks to explain the mathematical concept of sets, various

geometric modeils, aquaria, penmanship wall charts, rock assortments,

and three-.baht telescopes; leir stones, sand, grass, and wire; and also
slides, film strips, overhead transparencies, pound rec rdings; and
video tape. Educational media form,a truly fascinating peCtru

in

variety, function, and cost, in the old and to new, thesimple and the
sophisticated.
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4. Establishing a

ural Instructional Materials Center 0:44.0

al order to implevnent the work of the Curriculum Development
,

and'Textbook Center (0DTC) aud the InserVice Education Ce ter (IEC),

ed in the next _section, also to act as a permane t center

;for research and evelopmeht actimkties in educational

:

I

..

and

a

technologx in thoe NOttheast Jtegi,on, anc1 to serve as
mpletn
°

a

1

nit to

t gOals and objectives .of the DepartMent of Educational Tech.

niquesAn-the apital, an InstructibualrMaterialsoCenter

(IIVIc. )

organizedand est lished. As the name implies, the Center will assume

responsibility for tw9,broad, interrelated areas: inkiactional materials/
technology and printin and graphic arts production.. The Center will
.

-

be assigned the follpwiz1g immediate and long,2range functions:
(a) IMm'edliate Functkonst

r

1) To wot,k closely with the textbook writing teams,, in de.

signing, preparing, testing, evaluating, and producing a variety of
instructional materials to complement the newcurricula;
(2} To assist the textbook writing teams with design formats,

illustrations, and publication of initial field-test editions and written
matArials; and
(3)

To' serve as a rural extension agen.cy,for. the Department

Of Educational T4chhiqUes in ii-riptemehting Department policies, pock.-

viding assigned seryic4, and coordinating central ffice.-field efforts.
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)

Long-range FdrIctions
.

.

(1) To continue fulfilling tilt functions describab
to extend the`ir area' Of impact to include the entirety of. RegiAAn 9 and
10;

(2) To work cldsely with tile Itervie Education Center
(IEC) to improve experienced teachers' kdowledge and use of instruc-

tional materials suitable for their students and locale;
17

(3) TO coordinate Cfforts.with the audio-Yisual and teclmo-

log9- centers of the colleges and universities in the area with the intent
of it

'services a d4he\quality of teaching and learning;
(4) To develop and maintain 'a regional mutti-media library,

o provide consultant assistance thro.ugh a hig

cialized staff,- to \

promote and 'coordinate varied mobile services. (mobile libraries,

rotation schemes for 16 mm, films, specialized exhibits on wheels, etc.
to conduct demonstrations and workshops, to acquire and make available
needed speCia zed equipment, and to conduct in cooperation with in7

terested'individuals and-institutions experimentation and research in
elevatit multi-media fields.

tr

.
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D.' Inservice Teacher Education

In our current modein worl whece change is sd rapid and
any occupation to en age in

.

constant it is essential for professionals

some form of contin, ing education,. Teachers on the clement&
0.

nical, and teacher trainia evels -- and in

lonal-t

secondary;

I'

fact also the university/level -- regardless of phetteeir they hold the
lowest certificate or-a Ph.D., are cons'cleted qualified to begin their

prOfessional careers in the classroom. To

' tinue in thei.

however, arid to become incteasingly,effective they mus

aching,

tinue to

s udy anddearn.
tttq

Thailand,. with its 200, 000;plial teachers on all levers has for

many ecades been providirfg varied tograins in insetvice 'education\ .
These programs ha've.been !Iirscte not only to teachers n all/ levels,

butIalr to teacher trainers, specia ists, superviso

because f the scarcity\ o time teaching

admini trators. H
personn

,

and money, these progra
0

§ccope,

approach

an educational,

have been limited i frequency,
;

d effectiveness. A more -cornprehensive'and systematic

badly needed. Unless such a program is soon forthcoming,
G-

there is small hope of upgrading the quality of the nation's 29, 000 ek-

,mentary schools where thousands of teachers are still unqualified, and
where-thousands more are only partially effective in terms of their true
.potential.
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Establishing. an Instrvice Education Center (TEC)

. For inseravice educagon to be productiire, .it mustqbe realistic.

-To be realistic it must take biace:

r'.

an environment t t deals directly

6

with the kinds of problems which the teacher faces tidily:, The NED
0

therefore, v,.1,1 include an Instery

,

actually ser
ftsia.

,"EdurcAtion Center(IE ), which will
.

t

as a sub-center to the total complex.

..

(a) Basic Functions:4g the Center

,

(1)

.,..rte_

.

,

.

It will provide continuing education for eachers. on Ali
.,

for supervisovs and/sp\esialists, for ad dt edtication'and- cottirilu
.

-

nity leader's, and for school administrators..
will re

,/

/

teachers and',other `rofessional edlica
O

0, tors working in R gions 9 and 10 paha s every three to five years an a

Of It *Atoll serve as.a rural ser ice and liaison, agency'for th6
.

Department. of TeachertTraining in ir4pleEnentineits policies 'amd object
,

tives, and in 'sharing its, gigantic resbonsibtlity. for upgrading teacher
J

quality on a sy teenatie and decentraliied basis.

al

.
(1) For a detailed description of a' recen4-plan ped natiOnalwrecycling
plan,see: Alice M. Miel and klenry J. Rissetto, A Studiof
Cujrrrcular and Facilities Factors Relevant to a'Proposecl-Educatiota, Orientation Center at BagairiOyo, 'Tanzania; TeaFhers
College, Columbia University, 1q70.
.
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(b)' Characteristics of the Center
'10

(1)

The staff ¢ill be composed of some of the nation's best

and most experienced, teacher trainers representing all section of the
count icy.
t

(2)

Teachers (and others) invited to attend the Center will

experience living And learning with fellow teachers in a new frame of

reference, basically' rural, for a period of four to six weeks where
n(i) they can evaluate*thp effectiveness of 'their teaching in their home
1

or

setting,".(ii)'share their Professional eixperiences with other teachers
from other schools- and regions, and (iii) plan ways and means Of

improving their performance after they return.
(3)

*

.

.,P

Teachers will be given ekperiences that encourage them
9

to.appraise the velationghip of their teaching to national objectives

values, and aspirations.
(4)

Teachers will mix freely With a diversity of people

reprebenting many different sections of the land, and hopefully develop

a deeper awareness of the need for cooperative planning and stational.
M.

untty.,,
(5)

Teachers will be given short-term content courses to
o

update their knowledge i5 specific subject-matter fields.
cke

of t

(6) Teaphers will be exposed to new and improved methods

chin which pall for the use Of-a variety 'of educational aids
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combining thebest of ,locally-made materials with the' best of relevant
technological media.
(7)

Tea.chers will

feered opportunities to discuss-with

their instructors, specialises, and possibly ministry and regional
.

officials the special personal problems and difficulties which they, face

in ttAir local situations.
(8) . The teachers and staff will be learning and living in

physical facilities designed to be functional in purpose, attractive.in

design, and economical in cost with the hope that specially- designed

facilities for adult learners might serve as a mo el, with appropriate
local adaptations,, for the building of similar faci ities, or remodeling
of existing ones, in cther regions. (1)
.

(9), The teachers, by virtue of.the progrann, facilities, an

surroundings, will h4 afforded opportunities for, relaxation, spcial
tI

activity, and introsrective thought to balance the inservite learning, to

refresh the teachers outlook and morale, and to make the total expel
rience enjoyable- as

ell as profitable.

2.' A Broad Plannin A. .roach for Des

an In

rvice Center

As both the o erall pOpulatilin and the number of teachers in'

Thailind continue th it rapid growth, a decent lized inservice plan
',.(I)

For a detailed d scription Of the planning for such facilities, see
Ibid., pp.,
67.

'°

I

O

for re-cycling teachers correspondingly grows in complexity and
urgency. Local educational regions must be given more authority and

i

resources which they must match with increased responsibility and

glanning efficiency. The IEC can usefully serve as a national prototype

for the developement of such a decentralization sCheme.

Properly planned and developed, the IEC can have powerful
impact on quality, in education both' region al 1 yhand nationally. Skillful

planning calls
for imaginative answers to questions that can be catego,

rized under three broad areas of design:
(a) Conceptualization Design

I/14hat are the fundamental and subsidiary roles of the teachers,

Jc:lucational specialists, and administrators in Thailand'

What are the

various purposes that the IEC would serve? Willat kind of atmosphere
would contribute to the fulfillment Of these purposes? Who are the

teachers who will be coming to the Center?, How many? For hoW long?

At what intervals? What are their backgrounds, expectations, and needs?
Woo

What outcomes are expected from the Center/ What kind of organiza.

tional structure and staffing pattern is required?
(b) Curriculum Design
What kinds of courses are most valuable for experienced,

teachers, most of whom`coine from the rural sector wher6 one of their
major respons,ibililities is community leadership/ How should these

153
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1.

courses be taught? What kinds of co- curricular, experiences are needed?

What specialized equipment or instructional ,matertalaare'requtred? How
long should the courses be? What innovations in

ant, method, or

facilities should be introduced? How should teachers be selected? How
should'they be grouped? What new approaches can be introduced in timetabling.or scheduling?
(c) Building Design

How can the physical facilities be adapted to fulfill tbe national

purposes of the Center, and'also to enhance the efrectiviliness of the curriculum offerings? What special facilities are needed ?. How can flexibility be given to space allocation and management? How can a building be

made functional, economical, and yet attractive? Hfov can a master
building plan provide for both current needs and future expansion? 'What
4

.
),

1

..,,,

.

.

,

.,

kind of a story should the biailding facilities' Lett.? Al4 there existing

buildings that might be adapted and remodeled?
0

These are the kinds bf questions which.need to beanswered in

specific terms by Thai leaders directirig th'e project in the field and in
Bangkok. As answers are found and approvals receiVed, a site should
be selected, educational specifications written, schematics and working
drawings developed, construction started, and educational programing,
expanded and refined.
d
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3. Sub-center Summary.: A Diagrammatic View

The IEC is the last of three centers around which major activities
4

will revolve in the Northeast Educational. Development Complex (NEDC).
K.

The two charts which follow (See Charts

and14.) present a diagramma,

tic view of these centers, first in blown-up scale and then as part of the
total..geowraphic region. Administrativd considerations, priority order,

and estimated costs are treated in subsequent pages of this section and
the section that follows.
E,
1.

Consultants and Participants

Short-term Consultant-Thai Counterpart Teams
The knowledge explosion, which has ushered in our.modern,

technological

,

has also brdught with it the need for deep and narrow

specialization. And ebialization has given birth to what is popularly
coined,'"oThe Age of the Con

ltant". Now, admittedly, some con-

sultants are little more than carriers, of the ubiquitous 'attache caseand
impressively styled name cards. But they can be more

much more.

Effective consultants who know their business, and who call impart it,

can accelerate progress, telesCope time, and save nations or institu-

tions literally millio s of dollars. Thus, it is not surprising that
ra

consultants, or whatever name they are assigned, are on the rum'every
day, in every corner of the world, advising on topics as 'diverse as
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1

--surgical operations, dam construction, monetary investment, pollution

eradication, and strategies for war and peace.
This project in earlier patios has called fdr the use of consul-,
t.

a

tants or specialists'on a long-itdrm basis, that is. for a period of two'

or more yehrs. This section emphasizes the need and value ofrshort-

,-

term consultants, most of whom would serve for a period of two to four
e.

months.:,

.

Education, especially in the past two decades-, has become in-

creasingly complex and specialized, Many new fields, practices, and
materials, uriknown only ten or twenty years ag:;;Nlhave emerged on the
.

educational scehe with prothising prospects. Many old concepts, pro-

cedures,-and materials have been diScarded or considerably revised.

,

Highly experienced consultants, aemed with the latest specialized know-

ledge in specifically selected, areas and w rking in close concert with

local educational leaders., it is felt, can

ake a significant contribution

to modeinization,effcrts in Thailand. Pro ram characteristics related
,to use of the, consultants follow:
)

Examples of specializeci areas f edUcation with special

emphasis .on teacher education, calling for articular expertise, equip-

ment, or materials, are presented in the c art that follows. (See Chart
15

.)

fl
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CHART 13

DIAGRAMMATIC VIEW: NEDC SUBCENTERS
AND THEIR MAJOR FUNCTIONS

NORTHEAST EDUCATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT COMPLEX
(NEDC)
CDTC.

Curriculum 'Development
and Textbook Center
Function: (1 To modernize the
elementary school curriculum in
rural Thailand and 12) to Implement
such modernization through develop
meet of a comprehensive series of
student books end tescheriguides.

IMC
Instructional Materials
Center

TO

II

1111111111111111111

ELEMENTAR

Function: (1) To provide training for
tischers andducationel Waders in
the field, on the 'concepts underlying
the modernized curriculum and (2) to
Instruct them on mastery 'of the
revised content, methods, and

Function: It) To produce in adequate
numbers pilot materials developed by th
. COTC end t2) to design and produce

variety of supplementary inlaid;
tional material".

materials,

SCHOOLS,
TEACHER

TRAINING'
INSTITUTIONS

AND ADULT
EDUCATION CENTERS

15r
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CHART 1c

DIAGRAMMATIC VIEW: THE NEDC AND PARTICIPATING
INSTITUTIONS WITHIN A REGIONAL CONTEXT.

158
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CHART 15

SPECIALIZED AREAS RELATED TIT THE IMPROVEMENT OF
EDUCATION WITH EMPHASIS Off TEACHER EDUCATION

4

Uses of Video Tape in Improving Teacher Training and Instructional Supervision

A.

, Development of,TOESL and TOM Materials

B

Development of Evaluative Criteria for Teacher Training Institutions
Techniques in Small and Large Group Instruction
Uses of MicroTeaching
" E.
Development of High Interest-Low Readability Reading Materials
FG. *Apaptation of U.S. Audio-Visual Aids for Local Use
Approaches for making the, R ral School riCommuoity Center
HEvaluation of Teacher Compete ce
lWriting of Performance Objective
JUses of Closed Circuit TV in Teacher Training
KDevelopment and Implementation of the Case Study Method
1Design, Production and Evaluation of Lovkint Instructional Materials
MOrganization, Administration, Process and Materials Related to Academies
Nand Workshops for Education Leaders
0- Techniques in Sensitivity Training
C.

D-

Approaches to More Functional School bail

P-

Techniques in ScheduleMaking
Development and Use of Moder Instructional Media
Hardward, Software and Techni ues (Including Dial-Access Slesterns).Ralated
S.
to Sound Laboratories
Promising New Models and Approaches in Teacher Education
TProductive ACtivities, Processes and Materials in Adult Education (Especially
UFunctional Literacy end Non-Formal Education)
Simulation and Gaming
VDifferentiated Staffing
WNon-Verbal Communication
XLinguistic Analysis and Teacher Education
YInteraction Analysis
Z.
AA -. A Systems Approach to Teacher Education
Q.
R-

BB-

Research Design

CC-

Certification/Licensing of Teachers

DD- Teacher Centers

In this area alone, it is estimated that there are millions of dollars worth of exceilent
educational films and film strip; that would be appropriate for many cultures if the
sound track were changed to fit the language of these cultures.

,

g

/6ttum,K.
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(b) Selected consultants would be utilized to add a highly

specialized dimension to the overall pilot project. However, depending
on the judgement of national educational leaders, their services might

readily be extended to cover additional institutions and a broader
geographic area.

(c) To ekploit, in the best sense of the word, the talents of each
consultant it is essential (1) that Thai. counterparts be assigned to work

closely with him to ensure adequate preparation before his arrival, and

continuity in ptogram,,after hisleparture; (2) that the program design
outlining objectives, .procedures, deadlines etc, , be highly concrete and
410

explicit to maximize highly limited time and high-cost resources; (3)
that while some preparation is required abr'oad, the-bulk of the work
will take place in Thailand within the full context of Thai society and
culture; and (4) that proOision be carefully made for a reasonable. leel

of program continuity -- through trained local personnel, specialized

library and equipment, etc. -- after the consultant completes his
assignment.
(d)

In order to determine which particular specialized areas

are of most importance to the nation, and which individuals and institutions seem most compatible with Thailand's \needs, a small(three-or
-,e

fOur-mern'ber) high-level team of local educational leaders should visit
one or two consultants and/or institutions closely identified with selected
183
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-' specialized areas of high priority. The visits should not be restricted

to any one nation. On the basis of such a first-hand study tour, 'which
shc71d make provision,for stairs of two to three days at each resource

center, (for.a total of about three months), a future program concerning
consultant use could be arranged.

(e) After apecific'specialized fields have been identified as
A

'

being important to the .nation's educational
development, and after
r

foreign consultants have been tentatively chosen, ohe Thai educator who
currently occu,pies 'a decision-making pest at a high position level, who

may or may not be a member of the pilot project directly,, and who in

.

most cases is.a holder of a Master's or Doctor's degree, should be
assigned to each consultant. The Thai-foreign consultant team-would
operate in, this fashion:
(1)

The selected Thai educator, with the assistance of cO.-

virorkers, would-develop an initial study proposal indicating background

information, objectives, needs, etc. in a specific-and specialized
problem or development area;
(2) The Thai educator would enter into written dialog with

the consultant to refine the proposal;
(3) The Thai educator would then visit the consultant, make

further refinements in the proposal, visit projects and institutions
conversant with the problerx area, hold conferences with other experts,
184
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and examine and collect related materials, library references, and
professional publication.s;

(4) The Thai educator would return home (after a period of
two to four months) and begin work with a larger local committee to

-address the problem (e.g., developing evaluatitie criteria for all teacher
training institutions);
;

--

I/

(5) The Thai committee would seek;ideaS a'nd inputs from

many sources, especially those in teacher edu ation (assuming the

problem area deals with teacher training colle e evaluative criteria);
(6)

The consultant'would then arrive some weeks or months

Cater to work with the local team and to complete assigned objectives

(e.g., within three months to complete- a first draft,of evaluative

criter\ia for teacher training institutions);
(7) The consultant would leave and the-Thai committee

begins field testing evaluative criteria;

(8) Further consultations, most probably by mail would
take place between the consultant and the local team to sharpen and
refine the evaluation instruMerit;

(9)\ Presentations would be made to wider and more diverse

groups of teacher educators to acquire further suggestions sand
recommendatiOns; and

162
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(10)

Printing of evaluatiOe criteria would then take place

:followed by inservice training sessions, utilization, feedback, revision,
and-then, a rt-peat of the entire process.
4.,

(f)

The fundamental aims of the consultant-Thai counterpart

approach are fou r-fold: (1) to emphasize specific skills and applied

technology, (2) to accelerate development by taking fullest advantage of

the advances made by specialists who it,many caseehave devoted a con-

siderable part of a life-time concentrating on one ,or,rnore highlyspecial-

ized fields, (3) to stres the temporary role of the consultant as opposed
to the permanent role of,,fhe Thais, and, (4) to highlight the importance of
most of the research and development being conducted

n.indigenous
a

setting.
(g)

The success of the consultant-Thar counterpart approach,

depends predominantly on two factor-s:

1) the talent and skill of the

,coniniltant, and (2) the position and ability of the Thai lesders. Concern$1

ing the lalltter point, sight must- not be lost of the fact that the higher-the
\\

i_.---'

Q

Thai job pdst and professional competence, the more likely the .opportunity for productive and tasting change.
2. Participant Training Opportunities
4

A good number of the Thais serving on the writing teams,

attached to one of the three service centers, will be consultants and
spetiyialists in their own right. Some, however, will be individuals w th
186
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0

considerable professional potential art with limited job experience. Of

this latter group, most will be hoidens of a IVIaE,r's or Bachelor's

degree with academic aspirations for earning the doctorate. By
0

associating full-time with the p roject, the individuals in this g''toup will

continue to draw a full salary while securing, at the same tithe;

chal-

-

lenging internship experidi'ce. They will be deeply involved in activities

of high priority value to the nation; at the same time they will work d4.

by day, and side by side; with some of the.top-flightucaters from'
Thailand and abroad:
1

..

' .

9

Beyoneadvantages to -the nati*, and the individuals (or interns)
r-.

concerned, it is.hoped to find a foreign university, some of whose mem-t

bers are attached to the project, that will (a) provide the ineern.s with
guidance and direction related to selected project activities that nay
also serve. the purpose of contributing to an advanced degree, (b) grant

partial academic
credit for the successful performance of such activities,
.
/
_ ,-,

and (c), most important, allow the interns to develop a -dockaral dissertal
,

.

.

tibn proposal in Thailand, collect dAta..tter.e....gp..Ou,9,,,t research here, and

complete most of,the writing here. The intern would then, a er cornpleting all these tasks, enroll directly irOhe university, pass the various
required examinations, and/complete thoo..expected aca eenic courses:
OpportUnitieS for allowing either

ade'rnic credit and/Or research

writing and activitt,_bsed on field" eXperien

r

here in Thailand, lo be
187
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acceptable for university credit abroad would naturally entail (a) to
university's acceptance of what might be called an overseas off-campus

scheme, (b) supervision and approval of the interns' performance in the
field by a senior member of the university staff (and possibly a Thai
leaded. or supervisor), (c) a quality of work commensurate with the

doctoral level, and (d) opportunity for the selected interns to travel to
the designated country and to complete the prescribed program. It is
not expected that all. projec t workers with doctoral aspirations will

,.qualify for eventual admission to a university advanced degre program.

only those who demonstrate considerable professional Potential in their
es

daily field performance will be selected.

The participant trainrg facet of the pilot project sh8uld accom-

-

pliah five pri nqip 1 objectives:
fa) It should provide promising young local educators with

participant training on an internship basis, with a strong rurat elemen-

faiteducation,hias, right within their own country.
(b)

es

It should allow Thai\villagers to profit directly from research

and development activities focuang directly on their needs ynd problems
and conducted in their own geographic area.
)

It should serve.as an incentive for promising local educators

td' serve their nation nd possibly to, get an advanced degree abroad.

I
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a

it

(d)

It should serve as an excellent grooming experience for

local teachers' colleges and the university in their own efforts to upgrade
Itv1/4

their skill's and extend the'

ervi-ces in field research and program

development.,
(e)

It should provide the post-graduate division of the teacher"

training' institutions in the pilot area with a strong nucleus of profess
sional staff-made Up of individuals with both up-to-date advanced

actdemic degfees and an intimate working knowledge of the rural area

-- who are capable of offering programs of study in rural Thailand at

the Master's and Doctor's degree level.
F. Organization arid Administration
The Northeast Educational Development Complex (NEDC) is a

creation of the Ministry of Education in Bangkok: 'Governmental policy

and practice are clear in the legal f4ct that while the Ministry can
delegate certffin tasks, and authority to various institutions and political

sub7divisions,
it can never relinquish ultimate responsibility for the
.
institutions it-h4s helped to bring into being. And with ultimate reSponsibility there must logically follow ultimate authority and contra91;

Nevertheless, ,the Ministry is establishing the NEDC as a semi autonomous agency. It recognizes that the assumption of .responsibility

is most difficult', and so'metimes impossible, without a matching measure
16
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of authority.' It recognizes also that efficient administratiin, eslJecially
o

../

in new and innovative ventures, will - surely require numerous on-the -spot
-

decisions requiring an intimate understanding and knowledge of the local

peqpie, problems, and conditions that prevail. at any particular time.

Furthermore, the Ministry is quite aware that individuals develop responsibility only by being given it; that they learn to exercise power -.

with restraint -- only by °holding it in their hands; that they cultivate

a

vis
.s.pirit
of pride only as they see the results of their work grow and prosper.

To ensure, thdrefore, a proper blend of centralized and decen-

t

tralized authority and responsibility, two c ordinatins committees are
proposed, bne in the capital and the other in the pilot area. It cannot
be overemphasized that the closest kind of relationship,. based an Open

and candid dialog, 'Ss reqtired to sive the projeet the assertive, yet
flexible and humane, leadership and direction, it will demand.

The names, location, composition, and functions of each ppm-

.

mittee are listed beloW.
1.

CentralCoordinating Committee (CCe)

(a) Location: Ministry of Education, Bangkok
(b)

Composition:

(13 Under,Secretary of State for Education, Chairman
(2) Director-General (or designee), Department of .Teacher
'training
1,90
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A

Director-General (or designee),
Department of Educa.

(3)

tional Techniques

(4) Director-General (or designee), Department of General
Education

Rector or Vice-Rector of Academic Affairs, Khon Kaen

(5)

University
0,

(6) President (or designee), Prasarnmitr.College of Education

(7) Director of the Supervisory Unit,a Division of Elementary
.

Ediication

7

(8) Director of Adult Education
(9) ,Director of the Planning Division, Department of Teacher
Training
(10)

Representative, Ministry of Interior

10

(12)
(13)

A

External.Representative'

(c) Functions
(1) To determine overall policies and guidelines related to
project organizatiOn,
administration, and ctirection;
t.
(2)

To make final decisions concerning institutional and

personnel selection, project priorities', general terms of service, and
budgetary allocations;

x163
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.;

(3)

To modify, enlarge, or re-direct various activities of

the project on the basis of periodic field visits, written, reports by field

leaders, evaluation studies, or 'new and changing dynauds.,: and
(4) To assume ultjrnate responsibility for supervision,
evaluation, and_ auliting,of the project.
2. Field Operations Unit. (FOLD

(a) Location: The vicinity of the KhonKaen-MahaSarakham,axis
(b) *Composition:

(1) Dean, Faculty of Education, Khon Kaen University
(2)

Director, Colleges of Education, Maha Sarakharn

(31 Director, Teachers Collpge, Maha Sarakham
(4)

Director; Curriculum pevelopment and Textbook Center

(5) Director, Instructouiktio4a1 Materials ,Center
(6)

rector, iinservice EducationCenter
,

.

(7)
.(8)
(9)

(10) External Representative
(*Chairman to be appointed by CCC.)

(c) Functions
(1) To direct and coordinate the daily operations, planning

and program activities, and field evaluations of the NEDC in conformity
19.2

16

with project objectives and guidelines established bythe CCC;
(2) To provide guidance and direction for all professionar
and supporting pe4sonnel attached to the project;

.

(3) To prepare reports and recommendations for the CCC

on specially assigned topics; also to report pericdically to

CCC, in

.
the project; and

Written arid/or verbal form, on the progress, problems, and needs of

(4) .To serve as a- field resource and liaison center for
Mihistry of EducatiOn and Ministry of Interior agencies in Bangkok for

programs and activities of a rural nature.
The diagram on the next page' givel a graphic view of the two.

way .communication flow between the two committees that will direct

and operate the pilot project. (See Chart 16.) It also depicts the multi.

dimensional communications expected to take place among the committee

,members who will represent a.multiplicity of disciplines and departments.
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CHART 16
SCHEMATIC VIEW: PROJECT. COORDINATION AND COMMUNICATIONS
II

NORTHEAST

,FOI
FIELD OPERATIONS UNIT
Function: To administer and
implement the project

Eunction:. To devilop control
ling policies guidelines,
and directions

0
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Sertion VII
INPUTS, TIME PHASING, AND FINANCING
04

(

This section presents the inputs,' both Thai and- foreign, that are
).

required to implement the project fealures described in the preceding
section. The time periods during which these inputs will be needed as

welk\as financial requirements. are also given, Since the project involv_es long-range projections', modifications will be called fo4

f,,rom

time to time on the basis of possible work slippages, pace of production,

spin-pff activities, etc. Periodic evaluation is certainly required to
guaranteothat inputs are continually consistent wqh project priorities
and demands.
A. RTG Inputs
1.

Personnel
The RTG will supply 640 man-years of professional personnel
4

in the fields prescribed in Charts 12 and 17 to work throughout the ten1).

year life of the project with the external specialists.
The RTG will provide part-time professional. personnel to guide

and direct the project as called for in Section VI, Part. F.
The RTG will provide 207 man-years of supporting Personnel
(See Charts, 12 and 17,) in the form of secretaries, typists, ieditors,

translatOrs, printers, illustrators, interpreters, and drivers.
-/7,57 ef--6-14L
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Temporary or part-time supporting personnel will be hired as needed.
2.

Commodities and Equipment

The RTG will provide the equipment and supplies for the prepa-

ration, printing, and distribution of all textbooks and instructional

materiala.prepared by the project.
Ales

3.

The R G will provid housing, office, space, and local transportation.
4.

Vehicles

The RTG will assume responsibility for the maintenance repair,
and-Operational costs of all. vehicles attained under the project.
B.
1.

External Assistance Anticipated Inputs

Personnel
An external assistance agency (or agencies) will supply 169 man0

v

years of long-term (two-year contracts) educationaDtspecialists to work in
Thai la-MI-under local leadership in the areas outlined in Charts 12 and 19.

An external assistance agency (Or agencies) will supply 3 man-

years of,short-term (approximately thee months each) educational consultants to work in one or more specialized areas listed under Chart 15..
2.

Participant Training
An external assistance agency (or agencies) will provide perti

neat training at the doctoral revel for 20 qualified Thais in selected
200

curriculum and administrative fields-shown on Chart 20.

An external assistance agency (or agencies) will provide perti-t,

nent `participant training in the form of short, specialized courses,

field visits, and/or study tours for 5 man-years for 16 qualified Thais

lege

serving on "Short-term Consultant-Thai Counterpart Teams" (described

in Section VI, Part E) and fol.; thode serving on the writing, service, or
support teams (See Charts 12 and 20.) where a short-term experience

abroad is considered more appropriate than along -term doctoral
program.

di

3. Commodities and Equipment

-An external assistance agency (or agencies)-.will Prdvide basic.
.
F

instructional materials that include selected reference books,- sample
ri

,

0

texts and prototype materials, experimental models, slides, training
films, transparencies, ,audio and video tapes, professional subscriptions,
ir+

test materials, office equipment and supplies.
An external assistance agency (or agencies) will

ovide,four

(4) vehicles for use by the writing and service teamS'to visit participating schools, and foy project official business.
I

4.

Conferences

An external. assistance agency (or agencies)-will contribute on

a matching basis to the financing of costs for an annual natibn-wide

conference, or a series ,,of regional seminars, to be held at the pilot
201
a

site, through which the problems, achievements, and research findings
of the NEDC can be disseminated 'throughout the country.
5.

Facilities

t 612

An, external assistance agency (or a e

4
will vrovide
six (6).

man-months for tw (2) ehortrterm consultants, for about three mg
each (See Chart' 19. )' in educational facilities design and curricular

programs as they/ specifically relate to the Instructional Materials
,

1

Center (IMC) an the IpserviCe Education Center (IEC) (both described
ari Section VI) to conduct a detailed study of the feasibility of these. two

centers, and if found feasible, to present a specific plan covering "site
selection, general design criteria, space allocat'ons required to imo

plement educational objectives, and next steps leading to construction:

j
C. --Explanatory Input Data Charts

A summary of specific and concrete data Concerning Thai and
foreigritinputs which have just been described are pres-ented in the six

(6) charts located at the end of this section.

The charts are:

1.

Chart 37

Thai Personnel: Staffing Requirements

2.

Chart 1$

Estimated

3.

Chart 1'9

External Personnel: Staffing Requirements

4.

Chart 20

Participant

5.

Chart 21

External Assistance Budget

Baht Blidget

Requirerpents
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1.76

Chartk22

Project Funding Summary (1973-1974)
.0
D. Time Phasing

'0

Presented below is a tentative outline of the phasing.chronology
SJ

for establishing the NEDC and for making it operational. The outline,

it should be emphasized, is preliminary and suggestive; it will require
adjustment and modification on the basis of unforeseen 'conditions and

r

circumstances.
a

-PLAUNDI4PHASt I (6 months: March 1 to August 31, 1973)

Proposal Analyses,--.Sharpening, Approval, and Organization
1.

Conferences fordiscussion, analysis, and refinement of

project proposal by Ministry.of EdliZation,(MinistrY of Interior; and
o

other Thai and external assistance agencies;
2. Appointment by theUnder-Secretary of State, Ministry of
,o

Education," of a small, high-powered steering committee, with a
Bangkok 'working office, to serve on a temporary basis in planning and
.

guiding the' project's early development;
3. Planned visits to the proposed project site by sele ted

officials to determine the appropriateness and feasibilityof he pilot
A

area and the educational and community institutions located thel,
4. A'planned five-day visit by a team of fourjtcf six.,(4 to 6)
'V'

It.

1,*

high-level Thai educational planners to Kabulf Afghanistan to observe
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and study fir hand the Ministry of Educaution "Curriculum and Textbook

Project'', started

1967 and scheduled to end int1980; the project in-

cludes a team of thirteen(13) contract consultants, forty-three (43)

Afghan profesaaionalo-r-

and a local supporting staff of eighteen

5.- RTG preliminary negotiatiOns with external assistance
.
Argencies seeking required funding to cover project costs;
4

6.

A planned forty -five to sixty (45 to (i0) day educational .study

.

sio

tour by three or four (3 or 4) Thai educational leaders to South Korea
(Projegt in Innovative Practices in Elementary. Education),, Singapore

and Niger (the use of television in elemolitary curriculum- reform), and

in the UnitedrStates to the AmericarrAssociatolleges for Teacher
Education (AACTE), the Academy for Educational DevelopmentInc.

(AED), the Educational Development Center (EDC), and selected

personnel and institutions representing the highest-priority areas of
educational specializ,ation listed on Chart M;
7.

Development of a formakaLogzsal',..final approvals by the

RTG and foreign assistance agenciea,,anclwriting and signiug. of
,401*

official contracts;
8.

Close cooperation and coordination, starting in.t1lep;resjectis-

earliest stages, with external assistance agency (or agencies, and
contractor(a) to enake certain that a cl'ear understanding is reached

1

0

concerning the specific natur and needs of the project and the kirid and
yualit}I of profes,sional work

s needed to make it succeed. (Too often
4

04`in

projects do riot attain their f ir potential because 'Of a

understanding, perception, and expectation between the country making.

a proposal and the agencies or contractors attempting to assist in its
<,1

tmplementation.); and
Cooper we selection'by contraCto'r(s) and the RTG 'of eight
a

(8) special Is listed on Chart 19 to arrive intrhailapdby August 31,
1973 to begin w zilk on the project with a badre of selected
Thai leaders
,a
4

and specialists listed on Chart 17.
PLANNING PHASE II

months; Se -Iember 1 1973 to June 30 1974)-

Pro ect Pia nin and Pre aration
1.

Organization of the Ce tral Coordinating COmmitt.ee,(CGP4

(

and appointment of a Thai' director to( head the Field Operations Unit
g

(FOU);

,

2. Organization of the FOU which will tiold periodic meetings
and

report at assigned intervals to the CCC on its progress, probleMS,

and next steps;
3. Determination of salaries,' living conditions, jo incentives,

and terms of service for project personnel by the CCC;

o

I

4.

Up

Nomination of professional and supporting project personnel"

-- to serve as an advance planning team = -by the FOU with final approval

by the CCC utilizing criteria in Section VI, Part B;

5., Administrative arrangements and temporary or final decisions
related to the'l,ocation of the three sub-centers (CDTC, IMC, IEC), office

space, printing ad publication services, transportation, clerical assistance, housing (include size, type, and location),.telephones, office
_2_5)ipment

and supplies, etc.

,

6: Selection of cooperating schools (e. g. , elementary schools

tofield-ter5omaterials), adult agencies, comrnunity'groups, etc., and
N.

the development of-initiai working relationships with their administrative
personnel and staffs;
7.

Collection of research and baseline data related' o current

conditions, praktices, `and levels of akhievAement;
8.

Accumulation of a library of books, references,- syllabi, in-.

structional materials, etc.. required for the project;
9.

bevelopment of a resource file of people projects, materials,
.

0

and ihstitutions, both regionally and nationally, which project personnel
1

might utilize in the conduct of their writing and research;
10.

Design of a concrete and specific work plan, inchidin&be,*

-

4

havigral objectives and scope and sequence charts to accblerate the
work of the writing teams (following their arrival around July, 1974)

andthe three sub- centers;
206
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;

11,

Planning of an ia- country orientation grogram for both Thai

and .foreign personnel shortly after their arrival at the Complex;
12.

Promotion of a professional public information program to

instruct educational and community leadersgtonceriiing thei,obje ti4es
vir

I

of the project, and to enlist their cooperation arrd support;
a .

13.

Selection of educational facilities design short-term con-

'

0`-

sultants and; in close cooperation with them,. produce a, feisibility study
0.

indicating the size nature, and loc,ation of the Instructional Materials
Geri-ter (IMC) and the Inservice Education Center(IEC); the ritudy should

'include educational specifications and a general operational plan; after
.

4

carefuLdeliberation.;,.. ftnal decisions shouldbe made by the CCC con0

41.

k
.

.

'

,cerning their need, location, management; cost, financin

-

and a

.

timetable for implementtion;- and
' 14.

Completion of a concise yet explicit task agreement for the

school design consultantp, as well as fob all other shore-term consultanta.called for in the project, rris utuallyag reed upon itii advrice of their
)

arrival in Thailand; such an agreement should include specific purposes

and objectives of the assignment, rationale, tasks to be completed,', an
activities calendar? Nertriet (fates, personnel involved, and materials and
funds required.
17,
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PLANNING PHASE III (Ten Years: July 1, 1974 to June 30, 1984)

Operational Phase
COmNetion of recruitment to fill all positions called for in

.

the organizational chart (See Chart-12.) within six (6) months (by
December 31; 1974);o
2. Organization and staffing of three NEDC centers: the CDTC,

i

IMC, and the J.EC; paramount emphasis during the early months of the

project should be focused onthe CDTC where resear.ch and writing must

begin before the other two.centers can begin to operate; after the first
textbooks -1- trial- editions -- are'- produced, all three centers can and

should work simultaneously, 'and.in'close cObrdination;
.3.

Review of the overwork plan, tincluding objectives a'nd
e

-

scope and sequence charts, developed by the advance planning team;
revision and refinement of individual sections of that plan by each

writing, service, and support team clearly spelling out planned outputs with an accompanying materials production schedule; submission*

of a detailed total project work plan covering all writing, service,
supPort, and production.areas to the CCC for its approval or rqvisicinwithin six (6) months (by De.cember 31, 1974) acid subsequent submissions,

at six-month intervals indicating the rate of progress in meeting prOject
objectives and target dates;

208

4. Subrxtission of work plan should include detailed information

on student textbooks in all subjdot- 4atter fields, 'teachers' guides,

tests, instructional materials, teacher training materials, and, in
reQuired areas such as language arts, supplemental texts or readers;
.0

5.

Submiasion 'of work plan shaild include planned activities

and time schedule for preservice and inservice education --of teachers

at certificate and degree levels concerning concepts underlying the new
books and materials, new content, new method, and newjapproaches
evaluation;

°

6. Submission of work plan should also include
plans for ex.,
tending and diffusing the newly-produced student books, teachers' guides,

,and instructional,mate,rials,beyond the immediate target arearso as to ,
encompass eventually -the totality of Regions 9 and 10; such plans for

difftision should capitalize fully on political and community agencies
and triar.si media;

-

-

,a

7. -Beginning of prbduction side of project activities and opera-

tions during or upon completion of work plan; operations should begin

with writing and research andith'e development.of instructional mate-

rials; as books and materials are produced, production in amounts
)

limited to try-out use should begin; tifen comes field testing, evaluation,

revision; and finally production of revised editions' in larger numbers
fr

f

for expanded use,;
,
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209.

Production of final (revised) student books, teachers'

8.

tests,. supplemental texts and instructional materials and media a
tentatively scheduled for completion atthe rate of one grade level per
year, or seven years Cor seven grades (Prathom 1 to Prathom 7) in the
five major elementary school academic fields; Language Arts (Thai),
Language Arts (E5,glish), Social Studies, Mathematics( and Sciencek a

book and materials production rate covering one-and= -half grade

levels pet year, orlSeven grades inabout five years, is plan ed for the
fields of Health and Physical Education, Arts and Ciaftss.Mtlic and

Drama, Practical Arts (Boys), Domestic Arts (Girls), and Kinder-.
garten and Preschool Education; Nonfotmal, Adult and Teacher Educa(both preseuVice and inservi"ce), which

resent vast and critical

fields, should continue throughout the life of the proj

, shold be

coordinated with the testing and production of new curricula and
1

rials, and should'extend, in nature and scope beyond the elementary
.

4

program so as to-reach effectively out-of-school youth, adults,, and

experienced teacherb and trainees; Seivice and Support teams are
required foitbthe duration of the project to assist each writing team and
de\vetop

rrliterials and activities re

both to their field of special-

.

ization and to project objectives;
A

9.

Study ° and analysis of the teacher educa

n programs in.the

4

three participating teacher training institutiOns in the pilot a

210\

,

=

by the

Teacher Education, team; this study(should be condlicted irrclose coopera-

tion with the leaders and-staffs of these institutions and with the assistance,

aa needed, of writitig and service team membership; reCommsndatioh's
.,

for improvement s ould be dry,wn up, discussed,.,aad implemented; ob4/
jectives s hould in 'ti,de more e ffective 15,rogram44so training at the lower
.

.

and upper certificate levels, the Bac elor'Sdegree.level, and the begin,

nin)g of rural tducatiOn pcograms at the Ma t r s and eyentualty th e
.

, 3!

.

e

Doctor'sdegree level;
10.

Sporisorsh,ip, beginning in FY-75,Aof an an teal nation -wide

conference, or a series of seminars, at the NEDCP to sharre--Ar4h-,educa,

tional leaders and planners the findings and developments of the, omplex,,

achievemrts attained, problems and difficulties encountered and'future
directio s oontemplated; and ,
.

Periodic evaluation of the total project, or of selected phases

4

(discussed'hibre fullr in Section IX), as directed by the CCC Or the FOU,

is highly essential to ensure that the project (a) is on target with respect
F.

to objectives and deadlines, and (b) alert to difficulties e.work slippages,

unforeseen elements, etc, that may necessitate program adjustments and
modifications.

1f34
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E. Project.9.nancing

To'launch, operate, and guarantee a reasonable.degree of success
for a project of the magnitude and scope presented
in this document, ade.
0

equate and siistained.finandal support are indispensable. Such support

must be sensitive to the following considerationv
The RTG is engaged in what appears to be an unending

1.

financialstruggle to keep up with the quantitative battle of numbers

more,students, more books, more teachers, more classrooms, more
.
everything.

To tackle mor:e effectively the qualitative problem -- better

2.

informed studentE4 better books, better curricula, better teachers, better
schools -- considerable external assistance is needee. (See Chart 22.)
It is hoped that at least several donor agencies will find the

3.

dimensions and directiona.of the proposed proj ct consistent with their
,AI

07?

own asi3i,stance strategies.
-41,-The Ministry of Education welcomes*candid and constructive

criticism of its proposal. Any project that hopes to succeed surely must
stand the test of sober and detached scrutirly and judgement. This proposal
(
I)

)
9

I
L'

.

must be made. Buf;then action must begin.

is no exceptiOn. Chang
1

/

/)

5.;\ --gKis project represents- 40high-gain, low-risk venture. The
I

l'

.

4 4

,

.

s

Ministry r,' ieves, it merits careful study and conside- ration, and then fast-

/

(

moving

it well-planned and dynarizically-directed impleinentation.
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CHART 17

4
THAI PERSONNEL STAFFING
r

EQUIREMENTS.

at

Man-Months par Ffsail year

Total

tottim..

Area- of Spit

choldroll-

74

1. Language Arts (Thal)

6

36

2. Language Arts (Thal)

-

3. Uneasy Arts (English)
4. Social Ihudile

3

12

.38

36

38

30

6

12

00

50

I Mathematic

5

12

60

'00
60

00
00

6

12

60

60

60

7. Health and Physical Education

6

12

46

48

40

O. Arts and Crofts

x

12

36',

30

30

O . Musk

12

36

10.Preaticei Ans. Soy'

12

11.00motio Arts. OWN-

12

a

77 I 78

170

I 80 111

moomotth*

1%2 tq

Ilirltirig TOMS

.

6. Science

72

72

72 ( 72 .
n------------"1-----e.

72 t 72

72

60

36

311

is

GO

0.0

60

582

110----40,__ ;00
00
40 00

542

00

00

60

00

ss

is

338.

30

os

30

338

36 -38

36

36

330

411

411.

AO

444

80

80

60

S0 .. oo

SO

$S6

48

30

38

36

. 30
36 ,. 36' 34

36

' 86

30

36

38

pl.

38

36'

36

30_

36

44.

4$

12

48

', 46

48.

41

4$.

1344on-formarand Adult Education

5

24

60

60

60

60

GO

,60

24

60

so

so

so

so

- Oct

48

411;

,48

41

48

46

46

_ 24 , 48

Service Teams

t

.

4

'15.flesearck Testing, and Evaluation

/

17.Maas Media

15.0utilcillum andlupervision
.

19. Field Coordination

a

48

48

48

48

48

46

411

12

24

24

,

24

44
.24

48

2

24

24

34

24

224

2

24

24

24..---"24

24

, 24

24

24.

20; _24

1

12

12

12

12

12

. 12

12

12

12

12

12

I" 12

12

12

4

I& Instructional Materiels"

330

12

20. Administration

,

.12 . 12

12

'

240 ,

12

120.
120

12

.

Supporting Teams

1

22.1diws and Translators/

23,1kaateries and Type** "
24.0rivers
.

24

.24

24

24.

24

24

,24

24

40

48

44

48 ,

48

411

48

48

sa

444

110

144

144.

144

144

144

144

144

144

144

' 1310

24

40

48

44

44

48

48

48

48

48

4114

12

'24

4

12

12'
4

, 21.PrintIng and Production i

.

"

.

.-

On pars-time basis r required

,

-

,

.,,

4

-

.

,

Total ManMontt:

,..

121

.

leignaletS92Mann
9.

.

.

.

48

562

444,

-4111

311 ..

3311

,

.48
36 ,,36

'48

4

.

1104

...

36

12.11111dergarsen and preGchool

14.Teacher Education

72

'8O'- ..o

36

60
46

I

.

...

.
.

.

.

,

...

.
.

Total

Prerr.

444 1060 1040 1060

..

1600 1080 1060 1000 'Ida\ IMO

10 164
Man-Plordhe

40
* No provision made during them years for reduction of load staff because of difficulty In predicting ca Of
writing and book production, and 4rIttaar a not 1111malgnmentiauch as research. postVIIiii4,-11141%
etc. will replace textbook writing se the major assignment.

1147

Man-Vears

114 Part-time wastages will be hired IN 'waded.

18i
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CHART 18
ESTIMATED RTG BART BUDGET
(In thouumds - 000s)

Thai
Fiscal
Year
(Oct. 1 to
Sept 30)

i
3

'

International

Personnel

Commod

Travel for

Housing

ities

-

Other

Participants

Costs

(5)

(6)

"

Baht Totals

Professional Supporting

(1)

(3)

(2)

(4)

(7)

-

FY73

FY-74

672

FY75

4,632

. FY-78

1,632

154.4

300

-

200

200

624

84

400

2,234.4

388.8

300

1,572

84

400

4,376.8

388.8

300

1,572

84

400

4,376..8

.
.

.

i

1

FY-77

1,x6'32

388.8

300

1,572

196

400

4,488.8

FY78

1,632

388.8

300

1,572 '

252'

400

4,544.8

FY-79

1,632

388.8

300

1,572

252

400

4,544.8

FY-80

1,632

388.8

300

1,572

280

400

4,572.8

FY:81

1,632.

'388.8

300

1,356

224

400.

4,300.8

FY82

1,632

300

1,356

112

400

4,188.8 e
4

-

400

3,716.8

4,200

$41,545.6

.

388.8
e
.R.'

Fy83

1,632

415,360
$

768

.

P

996 4,:'I

388..8

ef,- 300

3,653.6

3,000

13,764

150

688.2

"111248.

1,568
78.4

$2,077,28

210
.

(t)

Costs for Thai professidnal personnel computed,at Baht 24,000 per year per specialist (computed at the! loster's

(2)

Costs for Thai supporting staff (production personnel, editors, secreted's, typists, and translators) computed it
_____Baht
20 000 per year per parson; drivers at Baht 7 200 per year per person.
.

Degree level).

3

4
5

8

(7)

.

Coltilitlthodities which include all printing costs

i

supplies.

per year per loco; staff.
Costs for house rental computed at Baht 36.000 per year per extemol specialist; Baht 12
«Costs for round-trip international trivet for participonts and counterparts comp! e at a t 8.0N per person.
Cdsts incilide intornd travel, automobile maintenance, language study for participants, building operitions, utilities,
contribution to an annual NEDC'conference, etc. It does not include construction costs for three subcenters.
Zosts required for international travel to sharpen and launch project. (Sea "Planning Phose I" under Heeding "C"

-on paps 203 - 205.)

#Jilts Of exchange calculated at Bahl 20.00 to US$ 1.00.

2/

187

.
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CHART 19

p

EXTERNAL PERSONNEL: STAFFINQ REQUIREMENTS
No.

Ares of Specialization
.

N

Strt.
nisi-

"..

Men-Months per Fiscal Year

of

74

7

7

7

12

12

12

12
12
12

12
12 ,,,
12
12 '
12

,12
12
12

12
12
.12

0

81

1st

Writing Teens

f

1

'2. Letilege Arts 471119

1

3. Language Arts (EnglIdl)
4. Social Studies
.
6. Metheinatics
6. Science
7. Health end Physical Education"'

,'

12

4. _

t
1

I

-

1
1

& Arts and Crafts

1

0, littusie

1

1,

I Arts. !toys _

10. Print

.

.

1. Language Arts 1Thal)

It Domestic Ar
(I
12. Kindergarten and ProSchool
13. Non-Formal end Adult Education
14. Tischer Education

12
12
12
12
12
12

I

-

1
1
1

12

12

12
12
12
12
12
12

,12

12

12
12
12

12
12

12
12

12
12

12
12

12

12
12
12
12
12

42

12

_

12
12

.12

12
12

12
12

12
12

12
12
12
12
12
12

12

12
12
12
12

12

6. Inelructional MeterlaN

12

1

17. Mass Madill
1$. Currieulurn end Superviskm

19. Field Coordination
20. Administration

12
.12

12
12

12 '

12
12

12
12
12
12
12
12

..
..

12

12

12
12
12
12
12

..

-

120
06

-

00
96
96
96
72

_

..

-

12
12
12

12
12

12
12

12

72
72
72
72
72
120
120

12"

12

12

12

-

100

12
12

.12

12
12

12

_

108

12

12
12

.12

12

, 42

12
12

12

12
.

12
12

-

-

-

-

-

_

12

n

12

1

12

12
12
12

'

Service Tsars
15, ROsserch, Testing, end Evaluation

Total
!Mon Months

I

-

.1

12

1

12

1°

12

I

-

12
12

12
12
12
.12

. 12

12
12

12
12

12
12

12

.12

12
12

12

12

12

. 12

6

3

3

12

12

-

12

12
12
12

12
12

12

12

12

3

3

3

256

193

: 163

12

12

96
106
120
120

-

.

t
Supporting Teems,

..

21. Printinij end Production

*

Short-term Consultants

- .r

6

tror aPecialized woes. sae Chart 14.1 12

6

,

3
.

-

36

..

.,,

,0
.

Total Men-Months

Total
Par.
son.

.

102

268

;513

,. 2116

255

256

60

2064
ManNionths

0

*ariods of assignment will average dyne 13) months each.

188

'

172,

Man-Vests

217

N
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CHART 20

°
7

F/ARTICIPANT TRAINING REQUIREMENTS
Program Dorado*:

'V' All pertkpents seeking a doctor's degree are programmed for twentyfliur (24) months, with the possibility of a six (6)
to twelve (12) Months' extension.'
2. All participants serving is members of Shortterm ConsultantThal Counterpart' teems era programmed for thrust* months.
3. All participants seeking shortnn skill experiences In speclalizedoweas such as publications, graphic arts, Illustration, ate.
are programmed for six (6) months.

ae

\

Program Phasing:

1. None of the writing or lerviceeteorn specialists Is scheduled for training 'Izrotad during thyfirst three yearein order to give Inch
1PeCiallit en opportunq to contribute to the project ands reasonable amount of time
select and develop doctoral reseafdi took:.
2. Thieves,a assigned for training abroad are tentative: they need to be edlusted later on the basis of project end'indlyldual needs
arid priorities.
3. When cases develop In which two qualified candidates are avellabla in one field, and none In another, appropriate changes In

participant aitocations trim one epeciaLid field tp :mother shouldbe allowed.

Man - Months par Flea& 'Aar

No. of

Pertl

,, Ai es of Specialization

j

\.

Tafel

.-

cipents

74

76

75

6

27 I 78 I

a

1

80

61

162

12.

12

12

12

.MenMonths

I 83

Writing Term
1.- Language Arts (Thal)
2. Language Arts (Thal)
3. Language Arts (English)
4. Sochi' Studies
6. -Mathematics
.6. Science
7. Health and Physical Education
S. Arts and Crafts

,

12

1

.

1

12

'

-

1-

.

I

.

.

-

12
12

12

1

'

1

9. Muter

I

.

10.Practical Arts, Boys
11.Domest lc Arts, Girls
12.KIndergartim and PreSchool
13.Nonformal and Adult
Adult Education
14.Ttacher Education

I
I

.
.

1

-

.

.

.

.

-

I

.

,

1

12

12 .'

12

12

.

20.AdmInistration

1

'

21.Publicat ion, production.
Illustration, graphic arts, etc.

12

f

Total ManMonths

.

.

J2

12

12

'12

12,

12

"

24'.'.

24

12

I

12
12

1

6

12
-

.

6

-

12

'12

12

12

6

24

-

24
24

12

-

1

12
t

-

4

.

24

.

12

12

24
24

.

24

6

,

-

.

22.In selected frees (See Chou 14.1

tl

12

-

1

** Ehortterm Counterparts

.

t
12

1

qpporting Teams

.1

u

15. Rereirch, Testing, end Evaltation
16.Instructional Materials
17.Man Media
16Curriculum and Supervision
19. Field Coordination

*

12

?

..

ovicreellis

,

. 12
12
12
s
-

"

12
120

1,

24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

.

12

l

Total
pink.,

9

6

6

12

12

12

cipants

t

3

3

3

69

99

99

,

111

1

" 36

87

39

Meg -ninths
u

program, will average six (6) months In length.
** rartIcipont
Counterpart programs will average three 13) months In length.

189

o

Oft
45 Men-Wars

219

CHART 21
I
EXTERNAL ASSISTANCE BUDGET

(IN U.S. SOOO's)

4

My .......
Parttcipant
Training

Personnel Services

Long- I
Tnrm ,

Fiscal
Year

Agency
Backstop

Shor

Doctoral; Short- ontract
Other
ommod
rogram ; Term
Costs

:-

Term

Totals

,..

m(1)

FY -73

336

FY-75

(2).

882

.

2g(55

(3)

30

10

4o(6)

440.4

989.4

30

14.4

53

30

14,4

53

10

989.4

10.8

50

7

1,012.8

4
FY-76-

882

FY-77

882

48 (,8)

15

4,

r

FY-78

882

15

72

3.6

51

3.6

52

3

1,009.1

3.6

52

3

1,009.1

48

3.6

46

742,6

16

3.6

46

710.6

35

245-

.

r
FY-79

871.5

15

64

FY-80

871.5

15

64

630

15

FY-82

630

15

FY-83

210

0

S,

7,017

$

"

:

-180

312

3,600

6,240

:

72.0

.798

510

lJ

8,189.0

4

A

8*

141,540

1,440

19,960

1,000

163,780

L
S

A
(1)

stsreiuired for international travel to sharpen and launch project.
Phase I" under Readingp"C".)

(2)

Costs for long-term contract specialists computed at $42,000 per year.

(3)

Costs for short-term consultants computed. at $5,000 per month.

(4)

Costs for short-term participants computed at $1,200 per month.

(5)

Costs for fciur (4) vehicle; for contract team official use at $5,000 e

(6)

Costs for membership in relevant professional organizations (includ g all
sir
their publications) and for instructional materials for spe alitste
4.ZBLear
Writing, teaching, and demonstrating. Materials
.:effirence
books and s
4e...1,_24verimental materials, slides,
rentparencies,
audio and video tapes, etc..
ong-term specialist per
year; $1,000 for each short-term consultant-Thai coun, rpart team;,. end $30,000
annually for total project use to be administered ce trally.through the
Instructional Materials Center:

(7)

Costs to cover partially an annual nation -wide conference, or a. series of regional
seminars, to be held at the pilot site, to disseminate research findings and
program developments related to NEM, activities.

(8)

Costs for long-term (doctoral) participants computed at $8,000 per year.

(See "planni g

*Rate of exchange computed at U.S.$1.00 to 20 baht.

.

2za

190
7o--('

221

CHART 22

PROJECT FUNDING.SUMMARY (1973-1984)
(In U.S. $000'S)
=
.

U

c, 0

RTG

Description of

Cost Item

wr

Input

e,

v

u.

Personnel, Thai (1>
Personnel, Contrdc

(1)

.ParticipantS (2)-

...
*

Commodities

(3)'
*,.

Housing and Office.
Facilities

ti

.

Conferences (5)
_

*
,

Others (6)
w

A

,

"

,..

Contingency

(7)
1

,

-7--7----

Total Costs

.

.4--/'

(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)

z

z

Intludes all personnel: specialists, service and support staff,
full-time and part-time.
Includes all participants: long-term doctoral candidates and
short-term personnel.
Includes all commodities: vehicles, office equipment and
supplies, and instrucgional.materials as prescribed)
Includes all housing for Thai and contract project staff; also
office space and working areas.
Includes-total costs for one annual conference at the NEDC, or
a series of seminars.
Includes ebsts for' international travel to refine projects costs
work of school building design consultants conducting
related
feasibility studie0, local transporOation, vehicle maintenance,
and utilities and building operational expenses.
includes estimates for capital costs (land, site development,
architectural fees, construction; and fixed and movable equipment)
for construction of the CDT and IMPC (which can probably be
Combined in a single unit) and the IEC.

1917

223
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Section VIII
OUTPUTS AND SPIN-OFE

This section lists the .outputs and possible spin-off gains. which

,

C

.the project is expected to produce duraing the course of its operation, or
by the time of its termination. The format of presentationIimilar
in

sUbjeSt1/4

and sequence to that'of 'Section III which dealt with prOject

Objectives. Outputs, Wherever possible, are quantified; anticipated

dates, sometimes utilizing general terms, are provided.
A.
1,

Outputs:- Description, Magnitude, and Completion Date

Curriculund Instructional Materials
ak

(a)

Description of Output

Completion Date_

.
Elementary School (Prathom 117)

General dates:

Textbooks and Materials
;Work and production

Production of relevant p-to-date

student books, teachers' guide

related tests,

and instructional materials, b sed on the most

a

modern and reliabliwurriculum concepts and

begin on July 1, 1975
and end on June 30,

1984. Processes of

evaluation and revision, hoN;vever, con-

tinues beyond project
termination':

practices, for Prathom 1 through 7, and
(co tinued)

227.
Z

Description of Output

Completion Date

ti

covering all elementary school subject'areas
listed in Chart 6. The subjects and grade

levels are:

Language Arts !Thai): R-1, P-2, P-3, P-4,
P-5, P-6, P-7'.
Language Arts

Errish): P-1, P-2, P-3
P-4, P-5, PP-7.

Social Studies: P-1, P-?, P-3, P-4, P-5,
P-6,-

Mathematic,s: P-1, P-2, P-3, P \4, P-5,

Specific dates:

P-1 completion date:
June 30, 1976; P-2,

3, P-4, etc.

mi)letion dates,
each one successive
Year later with P-7
completion date on
June 30, 1982.

Science: P-1, P-2, P-3, P-4, P-5, P-6,
4

7.

Health and Physical Education: P-1, P-2,

P-3, P:4,

P-1 completion date:
February 28, 1976;

P -2, P-3., P-4, etc.

completion dates,
each eight successive
Arts and/Crafts: P-1, P-2, P-'3, P-4, P-5, months later with
P-6, P-7.
P-7,completion date
on February 28, 1980.
,Music and Drama: P-1, P-2, P-3, P-4,
P-5, P-6, P-7.
a

Practical Arts, Bays: P-4. P-50 P-6, P-7.

P:L4 completion date:

Febrdary 28, 1976;
(continued)

228
rH

193

O

.o

Description of Output

Doinestic Arts, Girls: P-4, P-5, P-6,
P-7.

Completion Date

P-5, P-6, and P-7
completion dates at

successive eight-

month intervals with
P-7 completion date
on February 28, 1975.
(b)

Kindergarten Ind Preschool
Education Books and Materials
Production of relevant, low -cost'

verbal and non-verbal materials dealing with
childr n! Istudy, play, and socialization.

Mat rials will be based on the latest research
and practice4in the field of child growth and

development; they will be pitched to rural

children, ages 3to 6.

Easy-toSunderstand

guides and suggested activity booklets will also

General dates:

Production, starting
with Kindergarten
,children, -should
begin on July 1, 1975.
It should then /extend
downwards, cicovering

i

. children of a es 5, 4,'
and 3 respec, vely;

ending on Julie 0,
1981. Cure um
and materi s develop-

ment, eval ation and
revision, owever, -0
continue o a perpetual
basis.

be produced for parents, teachers, and personnel serving.as caretakers of young children.

Materials willb designed for use in formal
,settings, .such as a Kindergarten class, or
(continued)

194

229

4-

3

3

.e"

Description of Output

Completion Date
4

in highly unstructured situations sucli as

homes, day-care centers, or play areas.
(c)

Teacher Education Books and
Materialt

Production of modern teacher educa-

tion materials, fOr both preservice and in-

General. dates:

Production begins on
975 and ends,
on June 3 , 1984. It
July .1,

comrnenc s at the
certificat level and
service'qraining, extending from the certificate moves,upwards to the
postgraduate level.
through the doctoral level and for use in the
Certain aspects of
production Must be
three teacher training institutions in the pilot
closely dovetailed
with the production of
area. The materials will supplement the
materials for Piathom
1-7, Kihdergarten and
teachers' ,guides that will be made available
Preset:0)0h Education;
_

to all elementary school teachers utilizing

and NonfOrmal and °'
Adult Education.
Curriculum, develop-

the newly developed books. Materials may

ment, evaluation, and
revision continue

consist of new and revised. textbooks, problem- beyond terminationsof
project.
solving exercises, case st ies, programmed

texts, correspondence courses, audio-visual
A

media such as video laPelessons and dethon-

stratio.ns, micro-teaching materials, etc.
(continued)

a

Description of Output

(d)

Service Team Assistance, Books,
and Materials

The six (6) service teams, in
addition to providing continuous assistance

for each writing team at the Eleinentary

Completion Date4

General dates:
Work and production
begin on July 1, 1974
and continue to termination of project
'and beyond.

Se! Phool, Kindergarten and Preschool, Non.

formal and Adult Education, and Teacher

Education levels, will produce materials

and services related to their own paiticular
fields of specializatidn.

The Research and

Testing Team, for example, will develop
units of work in research concepts and meth-

odology for use by all teacher trainees at all
1e4els of teacher training; the curriculum and

supervision team will produce materials and
methods to impr4 ove current practices in

curriculum development and teacher supervision.
(continued)

19a
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Magnitude of Outputs (a)to (d)
. '
Testiversion or edition: Adequate materials;ansi
written copieg of
( 7.

productions for all students, teachers, adults, teacher trainers, and
other-project participants in pilot schools or groups.

Final revised edition: Adequate copies of relevant written publications

and other Instructional materials for all students, teachers, adults,

teacher trainers, and other project participants in Regions 9 and 10.
Description and Magnitude of Output
(e)

Completion Date

Kindergarten and -P.meschool Education Specific dates:
Special Reports
First report due on
Development of a comprehensive report June 30, 1976;

in two parts by the Kindyrgarten and Pre,

'second report, on
Julie 30, 1977.

school Education Writing Team of the FOU for
study and possible action bY the'CCC.

The

report will discuss the current status of

learning activities'for rural children, ages 3
te>.6, and present suggestions and recommen-

dations concerning acti-vities, materials, and
(continued)

232

197

1

Description and Magnitude of Output

Completion Dare

programs that can make these early childhbod

years more productiv
(f)

Curriculum Development and
Textbook Center

Creation of a model regional Curriculum Development and Textbook Center

(CDTC) for the rural sector to review and

General dates:
Center opens on July

'1, 1,974 in temporair
quarters. New and
permanent facilities
should be completed

by the early part of
1977.

modernize on a continuing basis the elemen-

tary curriculum, afid to implement such
modernization through continuous revision
and produCtion of a comprehensive series Of

student books and teachers' guides. The

Center will also concern itself strongly with

rural teacher education and increasingly, as
it grows and matures, with early childhood,

nonrmal and adu* education.
(g)

Instructional Materials and Production Center
Creation' of a model regional'

General dates:
Center opens on July
1, 1974 in temporary
VIP OM Ile IND

(continued)
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Description and Magnitude of Output

Completion. Date

Instructional Materials Center (IMC) on a.

quarters. New and

permanent facilities

continuing basis to study, select, test,

..shottra.be completed

by the early part of

evaluate, design, and produce a. wide variety

1977.

of locally-made and modern teehnologicil

media and materials that are reasonable in
cost and relevant to the- experiences_ of

I
0

teachers and learners at all educational levels

in the rural sector. Many of the materials
produced will have been developed by the CDTC

or recommended by the Inservice Education
Center (IEC).
(h)

Specialized Indigenous Staff

Development of an efficient and

competent indigenous capability for continuous

curriculum, textbook, and instructional
materials reform and improvement through
the (1) training .of a c'adi$e (minimum of 110)

of local curriculum and media specialists,
or-

234

(continued)

199.

General dates:

Local staff training
begins on a small scale
on September 1; 1973;
it grows considerably
in 1974, and hits its
peak in 1975. It

maiStains this peak
level throughout the
life of the-project.

Completion Date

Description and Magnitude of Output

tiamtbook writers, illustrators, and,translators;
and (2) establishment of an organizational and

procedural approach dealing with all' skills,
techniques, and fUnctions of curriculum and

textbook, developMent starting with research
and content selection and ending with field

implementation and evaluation.
(1)

Test Development and Special Report

General dates:

Production and distribution of bqh

Work and production
begin on July,,1_, 4975
and ti:iiitinue to termination of project
and,beyond.

diagnostic and evaluative test instruments
9

correlated to the neW.textbooks ,and teachers'
Also,,, produc-

guides for each subject area.

Specific' date:

tion of materials to assist teachers ih con-

Special test report

structing more valid and reliable classroom

1976.

)

isdue on 'June 30,

tests. Finally, the preparation of a special
report for 'consideration and action by the

CCC dealing with external test reform
)11

'4

necessitated by the revised elementary` school
0'

r
(continued)
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Description and Magnitude of Qutput

Completion Date

>rriculum and problems linked to current
screening procedures for students desiring to
continue their education beyond Prathotris 4 and 7

a

J

2.

Teacher Education: Prepervice and Inservice

I

Deictiption and Magnitude of Output
(a)

In,service Education: Upgrading
Current Teachers

0, Upgrading of all elementary teachers
currently working in elementary schools in
,Regions 9 and 10 through inservice programs

focusing on the new and revised curriculum,

student textbooks, instructional' materials,

tests, and'

.the teachers' guides.

(b) ''Modernization, of the Teacher Training
Curriculum at the Preservtce Level
.3

CompletiOn Date

General dates:

Inservice program,
must.be closely
dovetailed with the
field testing and
prodtaction of all:

curricular materials,
beginning about:
January 1, 1976 and,
contintiineto
nation of project-alid
beyond.
4

General dates:
ylrztrk anddevelopment,

('continued)
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2C1

9

.1

Completion Date

Description and Magnitude Of 0 tput

Modernization and revision of the
CI

total preseryice curricular programs (includ-

begin on July 1, 1975 .
and continue to termination of project and
beyond.

e

ing content, methodology, materials, super:

.

r

.

vision, etc. ) at the three partipating teacher
training institutions at the%Lower Certificate,
,....

Higher Certificate,. and Bachelor's Degree
level! Modernization scheme based on (1)

neVr concepts, books, and materials produced
by the CDTC and IMC: (2) additional materials
developed by the Teacher Education Writing
Teafn. and inelividual Service Teams; and (3)

w.

action programs resulting fro a study,
.

review, and evaluation of t

current curric-

ular programs of study a-t---th-L,three local teache

training institutions.
(c)

Post -Graduate Programs in Teacher
Vducation for the -Rural Sector

General dates:
Study and program
development been.
41

Design and development of teacher.
ORB

c

7-r:continued)

Ao
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ar

a

Desciiption and Magnitude of Output

Completion Date

education programs with a distinct rural bias
a

at the Master's and.Doctor's degree level at

on July 1, 1975 and +continue to termination
of project and beyond.

the participating university and possibly the
college of education. This achievethent will
.4+

be facilitated and enhanced/by 0) the direct.
participation of facUlt5n representatives from

these'institutions in "selected phases of the

pilot project over a period of up to ten years,
and (2) by the eventual return of twenty (20)
.

of

.

participants who Wad worked closely with the

project, conducted their research in the
immediate geographic area, and completed

their doctorates overseas in a broad spectrum
of academiC disciplines
(d)

Genera dates:

Improvement of conceptual under-

Inseryice programs

standings, knowledge, and skills of teacher

trainers and trainers of teacher trainers
(continued)
t.
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.

Upgrading of Teacher Trainers

2

begin on"July 1,- 1915

and continue to termination of project and
beyond.

C%

a:

larP"
6
Description and Magnitude of,4Output

Completion Datdat

4(over 300) at the threeddesignated teacher

- training institutions.
5

Inservice Education Center

'(e)

Genexatdates«

a
4

go'

Establishment of a model regional

Center opens on
July 1, 19151, in tern
Inservice
Education Center (IEC) on a perpinrary cagarteri.
.
New and perma:nent
petual basis to provide contihuoasiprofessional facuilies' should be
completed by the
*grewth experiences through Periodic re-cycling early. pait of 1977.
ts

.

,

'4

,4

dr,

of all teaohers, teacher trainers, strainers

s,

N

.ttafteat-114 trainers, appervisors; educational
s'pecialists, ,ana administrators Who live and

/

work inthe geographic area.
(f)

41r

Skins pevelfifpment in Utilization of

Materials of Instructiqn
Acquisition by preseivice and in-

service teachers and teacher trainer's of new
"skills and deeper.insigtrts relative to more

fle111

dates: 4

Programhegins
auly 1., '1975 and
continuos to tezcfni-

natidn:of the Project
and beyond.

effective selection and use ,o,i,nesiv arrd-revidect

instructional materials and modern me(lia.,

which were discussed in the prior output

204
fr

A

4,

Description and Magnitude of Output

Completion Date
sR

a

section (e. g. , the use of varied visuals in

large group instruction; the use of video-tape

in training teachers and supervisors; the
of audio-tape in language.trining, etc. ).
(g)

Term's of Service for the Rural
Teacher

General dates:

promotion in the region of teacher,

morale, job tenure, and professional productivity by (1) their direct involvement in various

t9fp.

Terms of service

for rural teachers
should be studied
throughout the,14e
of the project and
beyond.

facets of the pilot prpject; (2) a thorough study

9f factors related=to terms-of service such as
salaries, promotions, schgool and geographic
assignments, inOtthtives to compensate for

-

and (3) -the submission of a -special report (s)
.

of this study, all:mg with allopriate recorn.

.4

.possible imPletrientation:

1

-F

(continued}

24.

d

.

First report to CCC
due on December 31,
1976
,44

hardship or security-related postings, etc. ;

'mendatiOns, to' the CCC for its reactions'

Specific dat

?

r
3.

Leadership and Supervision

Completion Date

Descrigition and Magnitude cif Output

(a)

Pilot Area Leadership Improvement

General dates:

Leadership experi-

Upgrading of leadership skills and

ences begin on

SeptemberI, 1973

approaChea of educational and community

and extend to Nermi,
nation of projelct and

A

administrators, organization heads, and

beyond.

supervisors (a minimum of thirty), working

in the pilot area, throughinternship and field
experiences directly related to the project.
(b)

Intensive Administrative Training
for Field Operations Unit (FOU)

General dates:

Leadership experiences begin on
September 1, 1973
a cadre of selected Thai educes' ional community and extend to termt
nation of project ai.d
beyond.
leaders (a minimum of ten), representing the
`Advanced, administrative training for
A

4

thiee'participa:ting teacher training institutjons,
'4

the three NDEA sub-centers,
and Changwat,,

.

.

ri

and community agencies and offices, to (1)"

seive as a coordinating inter-agency team for
regional educational planning and development,
(continued)
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r

Dessj on and Magnitude of Output

Completion Date

and (2) provide dynamic leadership, with a
balanced natkonal-regional point of view, to

the specific institutions which they lead.

(c) 'Programs in Educational Administration

General dates:
Program devel'opment

Development of academic ooursee,

begins on July 1, NS

seminars, internships,. etc. utilizing Thai-

and continues to termination of project and
beyond.

related curricula, materials and methods,

,

in the fields of educational.adminietration.,

curriculum and supervision,. guidance and
counseling; adult education, and community

planning and programs. .Courses and seminars,
which will be prepared for non-degree, B..A.,
'M..A.

and Ph. D. levels; will be useful in

-

)

promoting the professional grovrth.of present
and prospective educational and community4

leaders and supervisors in the rural' area.
(d)

Role otthe Supervisor

General dates:

(continued)
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Description and Magnitude of Output

CompletiOn Date

Assessment of the curren role of the

Assessment and experimentation begin
emb'attled rural supervisor at both the practice on July 1, 1975 and
extend tei,termination
teaching and inservice levels; experitnentation of project and beyond.
with new and'More effective procedures; and a

special report to the CCC describing the exist-

Specific date:
Report to CCC

ing situation a d suggesting reads to improve- on December 11, 1976.
ment.

aeneral dates:

(e) S ecia ized Skills for Short-term

Counte arts

6

In-dept experiences,abroad and at

.

home in highly s ecialized educational areas

(See Chart 14.1 f. r twenty-four (24) short-term
Thai counterparts

The a

Counterpart program
begilisiolvApril 1,
1973 and continues to
termination of the
project.

riences include

exposure to the lat st concepts, materials,
.

programs, and spe ialists in selected fields
that possess promi mg potential for accelerating the pace of pr
by capitalizing on p

ress in Thai education

tical research and

innovatiepcfrom`ceer ations.
(continued)
't!"t.
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Description and Magnitude of Output
(f)

Completion Date

..=

Ministry-Field Coordination

k,Gentral dates:

Development of more
effective organ- Coordination efforts
,
related to-the project
izational and administrative structures,
instibegin\on September 1,
,
1973 'and continue to
tutonal relatiOdships, procedures for poly
termination of project

formulation Aid implementation, a d comrnu-

and beyond.
\'

,

'jnication systems between MinistrY offices

and fi,e1F1 agencies, and, more specifically,
between the CCC and FOU.

.

Adult and Nonformal Education

r
Description and Magnitude of Output
(a)

Completion Datp

Nonformal and Adult Education Books
and Materials

'General dates:

Production begins on
Production of new and revised.curric- July 1, 1975 and eontime s,to termination
ular materials 1.hich have high: economic and
of pioject a.nd beyond.

social motivational value for adults living in
(continued)

-
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T

Description and Magnitude of Output

Completion Date

the rural sector, and which, at the same time,
promote improve4 literacy. Age groups .
should begin at about 14 and extend throughout
adulthoOd. Literary materials should be of

a high-interest, low-realtbility nature,
1

dealing with topics such as health problems,
population education, the expansion of crop

production, increasing rural income, and
reading for pleasure'. Materials will,include

soft-cover booklets, newspapers, corresp,ond-

ence courses, charts and posters and radio
and television presentations.

Books, materials, and learning
activity guides produced for out-of-school
youth and adults should be carefully articu-

lated with materials produced tfor in-school
youth in subject areas that re relevant.
°

Writing teams in Health and Physical Education,
.1 (continued)
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Description and Magnitude of Output

Completit;6n Date

Arts and Grafts, Mtisic and Drama, Practical Arts (Boys), and Domeltic Arts (Girls)
should devote considerable aftention to out-.

of-school youth and adult programs and

materials after completing the elementary

level materials.
(b)

Preservice and Inservice Teacher
Training in Nonformal and Adult
Education

Introduction of new and revised

,--- curricular concepts, content methods, mate-

rials, attitudes, and emphasis in noliformal
and adult education at the preservice level in

the three participattrig teacher training nstiF
tutioris with emphasis on efficient use of the

materials described above; at the inservice
level, upgrading of adult education teachers

in the geographic area, again with partLzilar
focus on the newly developed curricular
(continued)

246
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General dates:

Tdacher training
program begins an
July 1, 1975 and
cOntinuej to termina.
tion of pToject and
beyond,

Description and Magnitude of Output

I

Completion Date

ri

materials.
.

(c)

Special NOnformal and Adult
Education Study and Report

Conduct of a field,study of the needs

Specific date:

Report'to CCC du
on Decembers 31, 1976.

and problems of out -of- school rural youth

and adults to determine how the formal

L.

elementary school curriculum can be modified

to address at an early age jhese needs, and
.

I

problems; also, how formal, nonformal, and
t

adult e ucation programs can be more .effec-

tively c ordinated into a practical life-long
educational continuum,

A report of the study,

including specific recommendations, will be
submitted to the CCC for its review and
possible action.

5.

Physical Facilities and Equipment
C

(continued)
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Description aAd Magnitude of Output

(a)

Leadership Development in School'
Building Planning and Design

Completion Date

General dates:

Educational facilities
planning for the three
sub - centers begins
staff in s choo.l building planning-by-promoting ' September 1, 1,97 and
continues until the giv
among the educational administrators and
early part of 1977.
Serpinars, workshops,
leaders of the region (1) a deeper awareness
and formal courses
continue to the %emaof the importance of educational facilities
nation of the project
Production of a capable indigenous

,

design with respect to the quality of teaching

and beyond.
0.;

and learning; and (2) skill development-.

related to the writing of educational specififa.

cations, -space conceptualization, design,.

construction, utilization, and management.'
Promotion activities include workshops, #

seminars, and formal courses; for a limited
-number of educators, opportunities will be
provided for working di-iectly with architects
' in planning and designing, building fatalities

for the NEDC three sub.:centers.
(continued)
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Description and Magnitilde of Output

pompletion Date

Design and Construction of Three
Model Centers
.

General dates:

,(b)

Plarining;a,nd design
/ Design, construction, and educational' begin Septemb 1,
1973 and oontinue

\ programming for the CDTC, IMC, and the

IEC'as three model NEDC regional centers

.

during donstruciion,
with emphasis moving
from physical faci:1ities to ec3 ucationa1,

which are carefully.and comprehensively

programming and
staffing, until the
early part of. 1977.

planned to be operationally functional,

economically realistic, and ,culturally aesthetic.

-

(

)

Special Educational Facilities and
'Equipment Reports

Specific dates:

First report to CCC
Compilatio of an educalional facilities Sue on June 30, 1974
. '

following completion
'report coverin the regional geographic area
of feasibility study
by
and proViding information and recommendations external nsultant
.

team.
rget dates
to suppfem.ent the feasibility study of the three for subsequent reports
at 'discretion of CCC.
NEDC sub-centers and to be presente-dt?r-the
CCC for, study and possible action.- zAddition^al

report (s) covering design and construction of

'staff housing, rural elementary schools, and
educational equipment, both'fixedarnd movable,
(continued)
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Description and Magnitude of Output

Completion Date

will also be submitted' to the CCC.

t

Innovation and Research

6.
r-

Description and Magnitude of Output

(a)

Completion Date

Research Units for Teacher,Training
Design and construction of practical

training units in educational research which
will include materials for both teache

'Specific dates:
Work begins on July
1, 1975 and concludes
by December 31, 1976,
Research, units,
however, will require

periodic revision.

trainees and teacher trainers and which will

be part of the regular preservice Curriculum.
The units, which will require about two weeks-

to complete, will :focus on the relationship of
ti

the zo.and concepts to field conditions and

problems,

emphasfie action and

applied research techniques in a rural envi -'

J

ronment.
8

250

,(continued)
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DesCription and Magnitude of Output

Completion Date.

4

(b) 'Staff Tiaining 'in Research and

General dates:

Innov-atibn

Stan development
Development'of a competent indigenous begins on July 1,
197'4 and continues
to termination ,of
staff (minimum of 110)'who through yearsof
project and beydnd.
iff
direct
on-the-job experience, will have
s

e-

adquirp,d research concepts and skills which

they can applsr inovatively to,a wide range of

practical educatfonfrtekvs and problem

including extbook production, curiicul m

improvertmit, materials, design and p oduc,.tion, teacher educ ion, leadership twining,
etc.
(c)

ortcutting the Process of/

General dates:
a

Innovation

Process begins on
September
1, 1973
Acceleration of the innova ive process
and continues t5)

in education through the introducti n into

termination of

project and beyonda

Thailand, via,other nations, the Most promising innovative techniques,' skill`s,Anaterials,
a

and programs

appropri4t6-1.8cal,
continued)
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cviption and Magnitude of` Output

Cofitpletion Date

.e

o

adaptation -- in carefully selected specialized

areas. (See Chart 104.
General dates:

Utilization ,of Mass Media

(d)

Improvement of communications " and

Pr9grarn begins on
'Ju-1y 1, 1974 and

utilitarian learning activities for-the.widely

continues and expand,

to termination of

dtspersed ,population of the rural area -through'

project and beyond,

.

more innovative use oT the press, radio, and
television.
(e)

.

-1/0

tprof es sionaJ. Libyiary

General dates:

,

Development of an up-to-date an

Library 1eveloprrient
begins on September
1, '1973 and continues
to termination of
project And beyond.

diversified multi-Media library of res.ea oh

papers and'experimeptal program reports;
-

profes sick al refererices; periodiC publtcations

from a variW of educatidnal institut*ons and

organizations; charts, maps, slides, 'film
strips, and transparencies; tests of varied.
descriptions; reading accelerators and
science kits; and a world-wide sampling of
.

et

(continued)
4-
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la

I

a

-Descripti n and Magnitude of Output

,,,Completion Date

txtbdo.ks, w rkbooks, and descriptive
pamphlets. Succh materials s_e'rve as sou, rce

don. nents n4 prototype materials for the
.

Writing te ms, course and materials desigsers,
.
-

.°
and
nd

teachers,: and educational plan

iesear. hers(

)

.

.

erial dates:

Research:and Innovation Diffbeion

-

DiSserninatiort'',
begins' on July 1,

Dissemination of research fi3t1'i-4-S_

1975 aZnd continues

educators and interested individuals and

tote rinination.of
program and,beyond.
:et

institutions throughout the nq.tion,- and possiblkl

r nations, at pe'riodic intervals

fro

11$

through (1) an, annual' c onfr en e',o.r,a series
m.

of seminars, (.2) written putilica

'(3)

reports on selected specialized to ics, and
'

cz

(4) p rsanal visits to,,,the 14.Dcljts, lf.
"i

(g).

RegiOnal 'Center f82. Rural
and Deyelojiment-3,

-

.".!

and innovative program developments to
J

4

,

I

"'
b

eseargh

-General dates:

r

J

--

e.

=

J.

Description and Magnitude of Output

'Establishment of the NEDC as a

permanent regional center for rural research
and development, complete with trained staff,
0

Completion Date

Program begins on
luly 1, 1974 and
continues to termination of project and
beyond.

0

corhpetent leadership, required library,
buitding facilities, and a supporting budget,

to ensure that current.and future educational
needs and problems of the area will be

analyzed and addressed in ta ,ystematic and
Or

scientific manner.

B.

Possible Spin-off

Inn:ovative pilot projects, especially if they are broad in scope,

extended in time, and manned by imaginative personnel, are almost

inevAhly destined to produce a wide range of discoveries and achievements,

spin-off -- beyond those'explicitl called for in the original
To predict such spin-off gains is difficult, and in some

objectiv

cases.' possible.. But no new project can afford not to take them into
consideration since (1) they are sometimes even more significant than

i,

v

i

'..-1---"ci
pre-determined goals, and (2)
they highlight the need.for continuous
.
,

254 /

2 9,

program evaluation and contractual fedbility. Beloy, listed in brief,

generalized staterx}ents, are spin-off possibilities that could "emanate
projeciNdV&eril?e s). in this volume.

from.the

.

1.

,

.

Heightened awareness, regionally and/or nationally, of the

importance of education in the rural sector, and consequently
increased commitment;
2.

A greater respect for the complexity and time-consuming

nature of curriculum change, and also for its vitalbfiignificance;
3'.

Empirical data that reveal a positive correlatiop; over a

period_of time, between years of relevant education and the level of

'rural income;
4.

Alternative plans or strategies, consistent with national

financial realities, for extending elementary education beyond
Prathom 4;
5.

(1)

More functional classroom design that calls for enlarged

floor space in building additions to 'current rural elementary sc ols
or in constructing new ones;
6.

New and more effective relationships between formai and

noxformal 'education, and between edtication and other sectors;
(1)

For examples of alternatives, See Nicholas Bennett, et alp.
Problems of Financing the Thai 'Educational System during
the' 1960's and 1970' s,Educational Planning Division; Ministry
of Education, Bangkok, pp. 81-94;

220
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.

Closer and better coordinated relationships amon educational

7,

institutions representing the teachers caleges, the college

education,

and a rural-lirsityr

\

A more widespread positive attitude by both the educat d and

8.

uneducated toward positive experifrrientation, innovation, an
A higher satisfaction by pe6ple living
A

t

esearch;

oitheast with

rural institutions and rural life;
10.

Increased efficiency in con

ized-decentralized approaches

to school system operations;
'41,1er unde.r-st-driding and appreciatidn on the part of alf---"4'

eduerors of the' significance of education for pre-school and kinder-T
galten children on the one side and out-of-school youth and adults'on
the other;
12.

Impro4ed ways of utilizing external specialists and innovations

from other nations in Thailand's best interests;
13.

4

higher eriority for the importance of functional school

design;
14.

More cieative approaches to the administration and financing
,
of rural schools;
15.

A re-ordering of-priorities within the total educational budget

with particular fociis on a considerably higher priority for eaucational
<1

quality;
N.

256
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rA

A turn-around in Thai post.graduate education.by attaching

16.

eds importance, to I.Eas -term, degree -level participant training in

placing increased emphasis on (a) short-term participant training
in specialized skill areas needed by the nation, and (2) the use of
carefully selecte d external specialists for limited periods of service
directly here in Thailand with participant training and higher degree
.

,

granting takizi place here;

A 'greater appreciation of the thesis that complex and

17.

intractable problems cannot be conquered by simple, piecemeal;

short. -time, and low-cost schews; small and scattered initiatives
invariably are only marginalnt productivetat best;.
1

The realization ditt without a deep feeling of urgency

l'8.

concerning the current status of education in the nation there can

be only little real change; also the realization that matters o1 urgency,to be dealt with effectively,. must be identified early since education

is a long-tarm process that doesmzeti generally yield to crash
.-

)

.Vprogiams;,and

A deeper insight into,the fact that just as totalitarian

19.

regimes utilize education as their

a'

instrument to foster thsir
,

Q

-

ideologies, so too must democratic coun ries call on Ovationr t9

,

promote among their people the values and institutions they cherish.
9.--.4 ...

.

,

,

.

Problem areas ranging from narcotics control to family planningare
.

directly hinged to the role and irnpak of ed cation.

'222
N
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Section IX tlat
PROJECT EVALUATION
4

Analytic, objective, and' continuous evaluation is one of the
best

arantees that'money, personnel, and Other resources are being

vspent wisely and for intended purposes. Such evaluation in the project
just presented can be helpful in keeping all efforts goal-oriented, in
discovering and 'diagnosing critical problem areas, in determining

appropriate remedial measures, and in establishing a system-wide
climate wherein every person assigned to the project team openly
I

)

examines his own performance as an individual and as a_membez; Of a

special task group.
A.

The Complexities of Evaluation

But evaluation is seldom easy, atui this is especially true in

relation to the project presented'here. The reasons are several:
1.

Multi-dimensionalism

Numerous program dimensions and'activities, all interrelated
and part of a total system, and all op'eratitig
simultaneously, make it
..

)'

impossible to extract any single ta/cet and judge its effectiveness validly
.../

in isolation to the full play and effect of total...field fOrc,es.
2.

Job Role and Objective,vs. Subjective Assessment

'

The teaching aci -- that is, what the teacher does while teaching

23

-- has peen described as being two-fold: techn

and artistic. The

..... e.

effective teacher must be a technician; -&7 e must know,.his subject and

how to present it; and this calls for knowl4Kkge-and skills that are

observable and largely measurable. BtA h&Tnust also be n.._artist;
he must know how to stimulate, motivate, Atir, sell, disturh; humor,

a'd cajole: And he must 'know Something about human Motivation,
rapport, and hopefully a little about a ward called
o

charisma. This latter grouping calls for artistry, and artistry is

illos.ive. It is colored by values, perception, and personal taste'.
Thereare,fewer, tangibles to see and touch, and thee few that do exist do
o

not readily .lend themselves to neat, objective measurement. subjective

assessments are surely veded; yet, instruments to handle such
measurement are still -- in this modern age -- rough and obtuse.
{.

However, the faCeti-fat -qua,litiep of artistry are more difficult to quantify

and, evaluate does not in any way make therAtiless important or less valid.
a

Actually, in so many cases, the very reverse is true.,
tt,

3.

Cognitive, Affective, and Psychomotor Learning

All learning is generally categorized under theshree headings.
To measure cognitive learning, dealing with the acquisition of knowledge
e

and things intellectual,3 surely will require an evaluative instrument quite
4P.

/

different from one attempting to measure affective learning,,,,toncerned
a

with feelings and attitudes, or with psychomotor learning which focusee
g62

4..

on mind-body coordination.

should be clear:

The point, even tHough hurriedly presented,

paper-pentests

and examinations represent only one

evaluative approacli. and that one alplied mainly to the area of cognitive
ti

learning,

T

measurement of aff ctive learni

especially coinplex;

it is als6 extremely time consuming since valid results, dealing argely
ith covert behavior, are dependent to a considerable extent on inctivid-

I

utilized testing by trained specialists. The.measurement of. psychomotor
as contrasted with affective learning deals largely with observable and

more easily measurable behavior. It takes -42n many forms: finger
,

dexterity tests esseritiWor typing
or small-part hand assembly; eye..
mind-haiud-foot coordination exercises required for skillful driving or

flying; or power, endurance, and mind-body coordination teststo
appraise physical fitness and agility.
4.

Time Lag

Meaningful knowledge, like good seeds, requir.es a period of
germination. Stately teaks are not the creation of days or months, but

years -- many years.

So, too,

ucation requires time -- time for

introspection; for assimilation, for 'Self- inquiry, for self-discovery.
So,

evaluation cannotbe a uni-temporal effort, frozenAn.the present.

Rather, it must be longitudinal, extending over a considerate period
of years, taking account of the time lag between childhood learning

exercises in the classroom and adult activities in the neighborhood-

23
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village in which those early childhood experiences, come aliv:e and
become meaningful.

Othei considerations which will make objective, definitive
evaluation of the project difficult might be cite&
,

it should already

be strongly evident that the evaluation of a sectoral, multi-dimensiona
project with an extended time-span will call for the following:continuoul
evaluaWn throughout the life of the project and beyond; utilization of a°

variety of assessment instruments, and in olvemegtt of all key personnel
pyrticipating in the project in,a variety of evaluative roles.
B.

Evaluation of Project at Source

The project evaluation task is divided into two broad time phases:'

(1) Criteria for assessing the pr\oject before adoption; and (2) approaches
for evaluating the project during the period of operation.

The chart on

the following page (See Chart. 23.) presents RTG evaluative criteria,

both specific and generalized, with its own ratings of how adequately the

total project meets the nation's high priority educational objectives.
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CHART 23

R TG SOURCE CRITERIA: SELF -EVALUATION
OF PROJECT PROPOSAL BEFORE ADOPTION

Extent to which
roject meets Criterio

a)

Criterion Description_
(

Contributes to .socto-economic
developenent of nation (short-rim)
.

-

II

(long-run).
7

Emphasizes eleMentary educatioR
enrollment expansion

Emphasizes elementary education
improvemeht
.
ETriphasizes-teacker education
enroltrhent expansion

r

Emphasizes teacher education

X.

I

qualit tive, iprovemeht
m
__-__1. ---------Stresses
remedial measures' to
-.,....
reduce wa age and failure -rates,
tart' level ;
at else

X

.X

Stresses "cue iculum improvement
at elementar , teacher education,
and/nonformal and adult education

r

ls.

Focuses--on the improvement of
textbooks, instructional materials,
and mass media
E,

f

(continued)

0

I

t
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I

o

-

Extent to,,which

o

-o

roject meets Criterion

--..-______,
--

P

Criterion Description

o

....

1,-6

10.

Gives predominant attention

to the rural sector

I

Is

Lessens th disparity between_
incomes inl.ural and urban areas

11.

"we

41. ts ole

X

(short -run)

'I

12.

Lessens the displ rity between
incomes in rural and urban are
(long-run)

13.

Expands and improves adult
nontorrnal education, %spe
adult litera

14.

EMpha zes relevant subject

X

matt- content on all. edu
lev s
15.

Calls for mcS(ern
and tpsted.
methods of teaching and learning
consistent with sound learning
theory and 'budgetary resources

16.

Calls for modification of the
testing and,examination system

17.

/

1

X
6>

/ "1-

Includes variety of experienced
.required for leadv'ship develQpatraining'
+Oa

(continued
tt

-\
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,77a,

X

t

-o

,Criterion Description

it

18.

I-lighlightb and implemen s the
importance of modern school l
design

19.

Incbipo-rates experimentation,
research, and innovation
.

20.

Calls for intra- and intersectoral cooperation and

X

coordination

Gives high priority to cultural
enrichment
22. Nurtures teacher training
21.

growth-to tr ranting
ginstitutional

e

of advanced degree

23. Utilizes late-st rele-vaa know

how frog other nations for
adoption with adaptation here

24.

25.,

I

n

Possesses igh'pote ial for
multiplier effect

vides a proje,' ct life,dUralibn

adeq ate to,achieve success
26. Provides sufficient flexibility
to allow for unplanned creative
efforts and spin- off
2.7. Recognizes the interrelatedness
of varimis educational areas by
,calling for a multi-dirriensional,
sectoral project
28. Aims all goals and activities at
eventual :institutionalization. and
self-reliarice

X

X
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o

Pro ect Durin 0
,The project prop°

/

s presented in earlier
re required t

-attempted to draw a balance between adequateN-stru

organize and admini,ster a mtilt,i-face ed project do the orte hand
,

a

n

.

comMenstri measure of openness and flexibility to allow for free.

dom of action, creativity, and spin-off on the older. Openness and

flexibility are indispensable to tlie, development of viable programs,-

yetv they can'all too wel go 'astray unless they ar balanced by thorough
and syStematic evaluation. TO ensure such evaluation, the f011owinj

,

guidelines are recommended:
.

I

t

-

-

.

Basic overall responsibility for evaluation of the. project ,
I,
/rests with the CCC. In fact, one of the CCC's/major tasks is to make

.

A

.

A

'certain that the project is continuously on targee'in ter

of 'objectives

outputs, and deadline's..
2..

4

The FOU, opkrAtin'g within guidelines establis4ed by the

CCC, and with, eriajor direction and assistance coming cfrom the Repea4h,
I

/
resting, and gv,aluatibn 'Team mustzassum.e
overall responsibility for
continuous deld evaluation.
en

3.

The advance planninetearri ,b.,L4ch is scheduled to rrive at
I.

the pildt site

ber

'1973 will be resp

sible for c Ile

g

,baseline data related to current Conditions, practices, and Chievement
.-D"

and performance revels of bot4.ituden4i and teach

ae'data ar0

4

(

vital. in-ter e of measuring, , future growth.

Each riting an& servi

.

earn is respons i

I

for isle tifying

/

}

fic behavio at obectives, for/it particular disci', ine to s tve as
7

:,

i

nchmarks a ainst
5.

ea
/

I

,-

teams,, in the development
of work p its for their
II

A

,

,

,

s

e future achitv

i

hich to

.1

.

...-' 4,
special' aroas, will 'include plans, instruments,
and approaches for

---

,

contihuousevaluation of their work throughout the life of the project.

,..

,

6.

.

At the end of every fiscal year, each team chairman is

resp9nsible for submission``-of a comprehbn.sive written activtty report

the FOU chalrman who, in ti n, will edit and collate the individual
reports an& present them in one composite volume to tit" eCC and other

agencies or individuals nd donor groups as the CCC may suggP
Evaluation of activities and erformance will be an integral

each team's report.
7.

Wherever appropriate, materials and activities produced by

the NEDC should include valuation shee,,,,rreactionnaires, projective
J5'

wiestionnaikes,

aterials

se stud

c.

capture the true reactions

of individuals utilizing a particular boks or material; or engaged in

a special activity.
^

8.

Periodically, throughout the project

V'

ritig, serviced

_

supporting tea c.membere, administiatore, teachers, and othe
v-

,

closely identified With the project `should be required to

Z3

ilize
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ents that call f
.

At.the disc

depth evaluations 'foc

ailed for

ation..

CCC a Jd FOIL concentrat

cific facts of the project m

om tim

izing sho rt-,term.-specialists

A.fte

if,91.1-sc le operation for a p ri.od 4f

Thailand
10.

6

.

ears,

°
arious par'--.----,-"
j.cipating
external,
,

ation wit

Ktance ag

.

re

sh uld appOint

....

4

-,...

,

,........

,,

..-

:4......-r,".
.),,,,,,,,,,

o five man teamito porid4t
,, ..

comprehensive "evalira4on of thefCot;l pr.ject nd to submit both a

_writ eh and oral, report pt its fin tngs and' -eco m'endation`s.
pure.oses of the ten tecoriferren ations just pieseqed, are
6

int9ndedrhoi only to enhance

e productivit and erfOimance o

?

'Ng
)

p;oje4, but also to encour ge and piornote

climate o

inquiry :which Mitry wortI while educational entur must surely requiee

if it is'to''e,iperience the exhil&ration 'of human

Very

sa

a

0

Uti

,
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